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Abstract
The central goal of this study was to study how contrastive accent is realised phonetically in three
regional varieties of Standard Spoken Finnish. Speakers from the Oulu, Turku and Tampere
regions produced unaccented and contrastively accented versions of the target words.
Fundamental frequencies and segment durations were measured in all the target words, and in the
contrastively accented versions also the temporal distance of the F0 peak from word onset.
In the unaccented words, F0 fluctuations were very small, indicating once more that in Finnish,
too, mere word stress is not realised tonally. In the words with CV.CV(X) structure, the
lengthening of segment durations due to stress was restricted to the initial syllable in Tampere,
whereas in Oulu and Turku the lengthening extended to the second syllable. The width of the fallrise F0 pattern realising contrastive accent was in all word structures widest in the Oulu variety,
and the narrowest in the Tampere variety. In the Turku variety CV.CV(X) words, the F0 peak
occurred further away from word onset than in any other words investigated.
The differences in segment durations among the varieties were similar in the unaccented words
and in the contrastively accented ones, with one exception: the duration of V1 in the unaccented
CV.CV(X) words was the same across the varieties, but in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X)
words the duration of V1 was shorter in the Turku variety than in the other varieties. The durational
ratio of V1 and V2 in the Turku variety – as in the Oulu variety – was different from the durational
ratio in the Tampere variety: in Turku and Oulu V2 had a longer duration than V1, whereas in
Tampere V1 had a longer duration than V2. This confirms earlier observations that Turku and Oulu
belong to regions in which the V2 of CV.CV(X) words is half-long (longer than V1), but Tampere
does not. However, the present study shows that the relative half-long duration of the V2 of
CV.CV(X) words is achieved differently in Turku and Oulu: in Turku through the short duration
of V1, but in Oulu through the long duration of V2.

Keywords: accent, areal linguistics, Finnish language, fundamental frequency, halflengthening, Häme dialects, Oulu dialect, phonetics, prominence, prosody, segment
duration, sentence stress, South-Western dialects, word stress
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Tiivistelmä
Tämän tutkimuksen keskeisin tavoite oli selvittää, miten kontrastiivinen aksentti toteutuu foneettisesti kolmelta eri suomen murrealueelta kotoisin olevien yleiskielisessä puheessa. Oulun,
Turun ja Tampereen seuduilta kotoisin olevat koehenkilöt tuottivat tutkimuksen jokaisesta kohdesanasta sekä aksentoimattoman että kontrastiivisesti aksentoidun esiintymän. Tuotetuista kohdesanoista mitattiin perustaajuuksia, äännesegmenttien kestot sekä kontrastiivisesti aksentoituiduista sanoista F0:n huipun etäisyys sanan alusta.
Aksentoimattomissa sanoissa F0:n muutokset olivat kaikissa tutkituissa suomen varieteeteissa erittäin vähäisiä, mikä taas kerran todisti, ettei suomessakaan pelkkä sanapaino toteudu tonaalisesti. Sanapainon toteutumisessa kestojen avulla oli varieteettien välisiä eroja CV.CV(X)rakenteisissa sanoissa: Tampereen varieteetissa sanapainon toteutumisala rajoittui ensimmäiseen
tavuun, mutta Turun ja Oulun varieteeteissa se ulottui myös toiseen tavuun. Kontrastiivista
aksenttia toteuttavan F0:n nousu–lasku-kuvion laajuus oli kaiken rakenteisissa kohdesanoissa
suurin Oulun varieteetissa, pienempi Turun varieteetissa ja kaikkein pienin Tampereen varieteetissa. Muutoin kontrastiivisen aksentin toteutumisessa F0:n avulla oli huomattavia varieteettien
välisiä eroja vain CV.CV(X)-rakenteisissa sanoissa: Turun varieteetin CV.CV(X)-sanoissa F0:n
huippukohta sijaitsi kauempana sanan alusta kuin kaikissa muissa tutkituissa sanoissa, eli kauempana kuin muun rakenteisissa Turun varieteetin sanoissa ja kaiken rakenteisissa Oulun ja
Tampereen varieteettien sanoissa.
Varieteettien väliset segmenttien kestoerot olivat samat aksentoimattomissa ja kontrastiivisesti aksentoiduissa sanoissa, lukuun ottamatta sitä, että CV.CV(X)-rakenteisten sanojen V1:n
kestossa ei aksentoimattomissa sanoissa ollut varieteettien välisiä eroja, mutta kontrastiivisesti
aksentoiduissa sanoissa kyseisen segmentin kesto oli lyhempi Turun varieteetissa kuin muissa
varieteeteissa. Tällä tavoin Turun varieteetin kontrastiivisesti aksentoiduissa CV.CV(X)-sanoissa toteutui V1:n ja V2:n kestosuhde, joka – samoin kuin Oulun varieteetin vastaava kestosuhde
– poikkeaa Tampereen varieteetin vastaavasta kestosuhteesta: Turussa ja Oulussa V2 on V1:tä
pitempikestoinen, Tampereella päinvastoin V1:n kesto on V2:n kestoa suurempi. Tämä vahvistaa ne aiempien tutkimusten tulokset, että Turku ja Oulu ovat ns. puolipidennysmurteiden aluetta, mutta Tampere ei. Kuitenkin tämä tutkimus osoitti, että kontrastiivisesti aksentoitujen sanojen
puolipidennys saadaan Turun varieteetissa aikaan pikemminkin lyhytkestoisen V1:n kuin pitkäkestoisen V2:n avulla, kun taas Oulun varieteetissa puolipidennys syntyy nimenomaan pitkäkestoisen V2:n avulla. Kaiken kaikkiaan suurin osa tutkimuksessa todetuista varieteettien välisistä
selvistä perustaajuus- ja kestoeroista koski CV.CV(X)-rakenteisia sanoja, jotka ovatkin erikoinen
suomen sanatyyppi yksimoraisen ensi tavunsa vuoksi.

Asiasanat: aksentti, areaalilingvistiikka, fonetiikka, hämäläismurteet, lausepaino,
lounaismurteet, Oulun seudun murre, perustaajuus, prominenssi, prosodiikka,
puolipidennys, sanapaino, segmenttikesto, suomen kieli
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1

Introduction

An important motivation for this study was to extend knowledge of the phonetic
realisation of prominence to varieties of Finnish in which the topic had not been
previously studied. Before the start of this investigation, the tonal and durational
realisation of prominence had been systematically and experimentally studied in
speakers of Northern Finnish only, and not extensively for even this variety
(Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2003; Suomi & Ylitalo 2004); durational differences,
with little attention to prominence, had been studied earlier. In the papers just
mentioned the findings were discussed as pertaining to Finnish, without
qualifications, yet it was becoming increasingly obvious, informally at least, that
findings in Northern Finnish would not, in their details, necessarily be applicable
to other varieties of Finnish; this was most obvious with respect to segment
durations. It has been shown in other, more thoroughly studied languages that
there are systematic prosodic differences between varieties of a given language,
see e.g. Bruce & Gårding (1978) for Swedish, Ladd, Schepman, White, Quarmby
& Stackhouse (in press) for English, and Atterer & Ladd (2004) for German.
The theoretical starting point here and in our papers has been the position of
Sluijter & van Heuven (1996: 2417) that “[word] stress and [sentence] accent are
distinct (though nonorthogonal) dimensions: syllables in a word are either
stressed or unstressed. Accentuation is used to focus and is determined by the
communicative intentions of the speaker, i.e., accentuation is dependent on
language performance. Stress is a structural, linguistic property of a word that
specifies which syllable in the word is the strongest. […] Stress is therefore
determined by the language system, and accent by language behaviour”. This
conception of degrees of prominence differs from e.g. that of Beckman &
Edwards (1994) according to which levels of stress and accentuation constitute a
unidimensional system. We prefer the position of Sluijter & van Heuven because
stress and accentuation can have different distributions in Finnish: as explained in
more detail below, stress falls invariably on the initial syllable of the word,
whereas contrastive accent can, in principle, fall on any syllable (but noncontrastive accents fall on the stressed syllable). The distributions of stress and
contrastive accent are likely to be more different in Finnish than in e.g. English
because of the structural differences between the two languages. For example, the
English phrase from our house, too translates to one phonological word in
Finnish: talostammekin (talo ‘house’ + sta ‘from’ + mme ‘our’ + kin ‘also’). In
English any word in the phrase can be contrastively accented, whereas in the
11

Finnish word, primary stress is always associated with the first syllable while
contrastive accent moves:
TALOstammekin
talosTAMmekin
talostamMEkin
talostammeKIN

‘from our HOUSE, too’
‘FROM our house, too’
‘from OUR house, too’
‘from our house, TOO’

In the words studied in the present study, however, contrastive accent always falls
on the primarily stressed syllable. How stress and accent are realised phonetically
is explained in sections 1.2 and 1.3 below. In the first section, however, the
authors cited use their own definitions of stress and accent.
1.1

Early observations

According to Ahlqvist (1877: 130–131), primary stress in Finnish usually falls on
the word-initial syllable, secondary stress on the third syllable and subsequently
on every second syllable. Ahlqvist said nothing about the phonetic realisation of
primary and secondary stress. Jännes (1890) was somewhat more specific.
According to him (p. 8), “stress is the greater force of voice with which one
syllable is pronounced in comparison to another syllable. Thus e.g. the first
syllable of the word kaupungissa is pronounced the hardest of all, and the third
syllable harder than the second and the fourth. Syllables are thus stressed or
unstressed”.1 Jännes too distinguished between primary stress and secondary
stress, and said that secondary stress usually falls on the third, fifth, seventh etc.
syllable or, if the third syllable ends in a short vowel, secondary stress falls on the
fourth, sixth, eight etc. syllable, but never on the second or the last syllable. On
the phonetic realisation of stress Jännes said (p. 9), in addition to the above, that
“in Finnish, as in most other languages, a stressed syllable is also pronounced
with a higher pitch than an unstressed one”; in the light of the information
available today, it can be assumed that the latter observation concerns accented
words, and that the higher pitch signals accent and not mere word stress.
Nevertheless, Jännes did distinguish between stress and accent: “So-called word
stress, or the way a word is stressed when spoken in isolation, must be
1

“Korko on se suurempi äänen voima, jolla yksi tavuu toiseen verraten äännetään. Niin äännetään
esim. kaupungissa sanan ensimmäinen tavuu kovimmin kaikista, ja kolmas tavuu kovemmin kuin
toinen ja neljäs. Tavuut ovat siis k o r o l l i s i a tai k o r o t t o m i a .”
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distinguished from sentence stress, or the way a word is stressed when occurring
in a sentence together with other words. It is namely so that in continuous speech,
the stress on different words changes to a large extent. Thus most, especially
monosyllabic, pronouns, the verb olla [to be] and particles remain usually fully
unstressed”.2 Jännes also distinguished what is now usually called contrastive
accent, calling it oratorical sentence stress, explaining that a “word is made, as a
way of contrasting it to another word, prominent through a harder stress than
usual”; a very liberal translation of the poetic example given by Jännes is:
“Happiness is given by God, not by an envious person”.3
Jännes (1890) thus made a distinction, at the word level, between primarily
stressed, secondarily stressed and unstressed syllables (as did Ahlqvist), as well as
between (word) stress and (sentence) accent, and between normal accent and
contrastive accent. Jännes also seems to be the first writer on Finnish prosody that
has said something about the phonetic realisation of prominence. “Greater force
of voice” probably refers to greater acoustic intensity, while the reference to
higher pitch is more unambiguous. In retrospect, Jännes seems to have been
aware of many of the prominence distinctions accepted today, although his
descriptions failed in some respects. Thus the idea that the phonetic correlates of
word stress can be observed in a word spoken in isolation is a misunderstanding
that has persisted until recently: researchers have repeatedly failed to see that
even single-word utterances are utterances that have prosodic properties
belonging to utterances, in addition to properties of the word making up the
utterance. The conclusion that word stress is signalled by a higher pitch is due to
the same failure: a word spoken in isolation is an utterance, it is almost inevitably
accented, and the pitch fluctuations signal properties of an utterance and of
accent, not merely those of stress.
For decades, somewhat surprisingly, authors after Jännes essentially repeated
(some of) his observations, with hardly any additional claims, speculative or
otherwise. This applies to e.g. Kettunen (1936: 11), Setälä (1961: 24–26), and
Penttilä (1963: 22–24). For example, Setälä’s claim that “stress is the greater or
smaller breath force with which a segment or a syllable is pronounced” can hardly
be considered novel in comparison to Jännes’ claim that “stress is the greater
2

“N. s. s a n a k o r k o eli se tapa, jolla sana korostetaan, kun se äännetään itsekseen, on erotettava
l a u s e k o r o s t a eli siitä tavasta, jolla sana korostetaan ollessaan lauseessa muiden sanojen yhteydessä.
Yhdenjaksoisessa puheessa muuttuu nim. eri sanojen korostus suuresti. Niinpä useammat, etenkin
yksitavuiset, pronominit, olla verbi ja partikkelit jäävät lauseessa tavallisesti aivan korottomiksi.”
3
“J u m a l a l l ’ on onnen lahjat, Ei k a t e h e n kainalossa.”
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force of voice with which one syllable is pronounced in comparison to another
syllable”.4
Even Karlsson (1983), a century after Jännes, provided little new
information. Karlsson too distinguished between word stress and sentence accent
and said that the most important perceptual manifestation of accent (lausepaino)
is pitch (p. 168), but he said nothing of the phonetic manifestation of stress in
unaccented words. However, Karlsson discussed the rules determining the
locations of secondary stresses in detail. He noted that secondary stresses
normally occur only in longer than trisyllabic words, that the basic rule is that a
secondary stress falls on the third or fourth syllable and subsequently on every
second syllable, excluding the word-final syllable, and that, ultimately, where
secondary stresses fall depends both on the segmental structure of syllables and
on morphological structure (p. 150–151).
1.2

The phonetic realisation of stress in Northern Finnish

Three degrees of lexical stress can be distinguished in Finnish: primarily stressed,
secondarily stressed and unstressed. There are no empirical phonetic grounds for
further degrees, see Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2006: 220), Suomi, Toivanen &
Ylitalo (2008: 75). As was already noted above, primary stress is fixed; it always
falls on the word-initial syllable. For secondary stress, see the reference to
Karlsson (1983) above. A primarily or secondarily stressed syllable and any
following unstressed syllables in the same word constitute a foot. The mora is an
important metrical unit in Finnish. The syllable nucleus is the syllable’s first
mora, and every phoneme segment following in the same syllable constitutes an
additional mora. In this count consonants in the syllable onset are ignored, i.e.
they are always non-moraic segments. A syllable is light (in some terminology,
short) if it contains only one mora, otherwise it is heavy (long). Words like kotilo,
piikala and kantama (which belong to the target words of this study) constitute a
foot each, and their structures can be given as CV.CV.CV, CVV.CV.CV and
CVC.CV.CV, respectively. In moraic terms, the corresponding structures are
CM1.CM2.CM3, CM1M2.CM3.CM4 and CM1M2.CM3.CM4, respectively (where
Mn refers to the word’s nth mora). Notice that at this level of abstraction, the latter
two structures are identical. Longer words like kotilosta, piikalasta and
4

It is perhaps worth pointing out that E. N. Setälä was the pupil of Arvi Jännes (alias Arvid Genetz).
The first printing of Jännes (1890) was published in 1886, the first printing of Setälä (1961) in 1898.
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kantamasta, also belonging to the target words of this study, consist of two
disyllabic feet, with secondary stress on the third syllable.
Finnish is a full-fledged quantity language, with a binary quantity opposition
in both vowels and consonants, independently of each other and of stress. The
standard phonological interpretation of the quantity opposition is that
contrastively long segments are syntagmatic sequences of two identical phonemes
(Karlsson 1969). The orthography is consistent with this interpretation, and thus
any sequence of two identical graphemes indicates that the corresponding part in
the spoken word contains a contrastively long segment, constituting two identical
phonemes (i.e., a double phoneme as against a single one). Thus e.g. the first
syllable of piikala contains the double vowel phoneme /ii/, while the first syllable
of kotilosta only contains a single vowel phoneme /o/. For further details, see
Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2008: 39–42).
In determining the syllable affiliation of stress and accent, it is useful to make
a distinction between association and alignment (Ladd 1996: 54–55). In Ladd’s
terms, association “is the abstract structural property of ‘belonging together’ in
some way”; the rules determining the locations of Finnish primary and secondary
stresses discussed above refer to association, and native speaker intuitions are
based on association. Alignment in turn, again in Ladd’s terms, “must be defined
as a phonetic property of the relative timing of events in the F0 contour and events
in the segmental string”. Phonetically, a prominence is not always realised, at all
or exclusively, during the syllable with which it is associated. One of Ladd’s
examples of this is the common observation that in accented syllables at the
beginning of an utterance, the high F0 peak is not aligned in time with this
syllable but with the following unstressed syllable. Further examples, in Finnish
and in other languages, will be given below.
To date, as far as we know, the phonetic realisation of stress in Finnish, in
studies in which the effect of accent has been excluded, has been investigated
only in speakers coming from areas in which Northern Finnish dialects (see
Paunonen 1991: 92) are spoken. More exactly, the form of speech studied can be
characterised as representing a northern variety of Standard Spoken Finnish
(SSF). SSF is learned at school, it is usually used in the media, but it has local, in
particularly prosodic, colourings. This is an impressionistic observation that the
present study attempted to test in a controlled experimental design. When
informants are asked to speak out written sentences in the laboratory, they do not
speak their local dialect but a local variety of Standard Spoken Finnish. For
example, speakers from the Oulu district do not insert the epenthetic vowel (as in
15

kolome for SSF kolme) that is a well-known property of their local dialect. From
now on, we will use the term Northern Finnish to denote this local variety of SSF,
and it is the realisation of stress in this variety that we will next describe.
As in many other languages, e.g. Swedish (Bruce 1998: 81), Dutch (van
Heuven 1987: 7–9) and English (Huss 1978: 90–92; Okobi 2006: 37–42), mere
stress in unaccented words is not realised tonally (by F0 changes) in Northern
Finnish. During an unaccented word, F0 only realises the tonal configuration of
higher-level constituents, whose effects have hardly been investigated in Finnish,
and usually the F0 contour is rather flat or slightly falling, at least in the sort of
utterances typically studied in the laboratory. Primary stress is realised
durationally by a longer duration of segments constituting the word’s first and
second mora (and of any intervening segments), relative to the durations of these
segments later in the same foot, see Suomi & Ylitalo (2004). Suomi & Ylitalo
also observed that the durational correlates of secondary stress are attenuated
relative to those of primary stress. Lengthening of segment durations as a
correlate of primary stress has been observed, when the effect of accent is
controlled, in e.g. Dutch (Sluijter & van Heuven 1996: 2475) and English (Huss
1978: 96–97, 102; Okobi 2006: 37–42).
In a CVV.(X) word like pii(kalasta), for example, stress is realised
phonetically in the first-syllable sequence VV, i.e. in a sequence in the syllable
with which stress is formally associated. Stress is always realised by longer
segment durations in the initial syllable when this syllable, with which stress is
associated, is heavy, that is when it contains at least two morae. But a syllable
with which stress is associated can also be light (it can contain only one mora).
Thus in a CV1.CV2(CX) word like sika(lasta), the word’s second mora is in the
second syllable, and thus the segment string during which stress is realised is
V1.CV2. In such words with a light initial syllable, stress is partly realised
durationally during the second syllable, in a part of the word with which stress is
not formally associated. In several Finnish dialects and local varieties of SSF, in
words with the structure (C)V1.CV2(CX), the duration of V2 is longer than that of
V1; the V2 in such words is traditionally called the half-long vowel (whose
relative duration varies as a function of variety and dialect). In words in which the
initial syllable is heavy (containing more than one mora), instead, the secondsyllable single V is considerably shorter than the V in the first syllable in all
dialects; for speakers in Oulu see e.g. Ylitalo (2004: 414).
It is not known to date whether stress in Northern Finnish or in some other
variety of Finnish is realised by some means other than segment durations. Stress
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has in Finnish at most very little effect on perceived vowel quality, in contrast to
e.g. English (Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2006: 224). It has been observed at least
in English (Huss 1978: 93; Okobi 2006: 37–42) and Dutch (Sluijter & van
Heuven 1996: 2479–2482) that stress has an effect on the spectral properties of
vowels. In these languages, there is a difference in spectral tilt between vowels in
stressed and in unstressed syllables: in vowels in stressed syllables, high
frequencies are boosted relative to vowels in unstressed syllables. Whether this is
the case also in Finnish, has not been investigated, as far as we know.
1.3

The phonetic realisation of accent in Finnish

Also the phonetic realisation of accent has been most systematically investigated
in Northern Finnish, and therefore Finnish accentuation will be described below
mostly with reference to studies of this variety. In Northern Finnish, accent is
realised in the same way as in, according to Beckman’s (1986) classification,
stress accent languages. Stress accent languages differ from non-stress accent
languages such as Japanese in that they use to a greater extent means other than
pitch fluctuations (such as durations and intensity) to realise pitch accents. A
normal accent in Finnish is associated with the primarily stressed syllable, and in
Northern Finnish it has approximately the same alignment to the segmental
material as stress, i.e. roughly the string including and delimited by the words first
two morae. Vainio & Järvikivi (2006: 326) observed accent to be realised in the
corresponding manner by their speakers who were students at the University of
Helsinki, and thus presumably mostly from Southern Finland.
Sometimes, however, accent is associated with a syllable other than the
primarily stressed one, e.g. in some single-word utterances like kiiTOS! ‘thanks’
and näkeMIIN! ‘bye-bye’ and in contrastive accentuation, when the contrasted
information is located somewhere else than in the primarily stressed syllable, e.g.
Sanoin että tulin HelsinKIIN, en sanonut että tulin HelsinGIStä ‘I said that I came
TO Helsinki, I did not say that I came FROM Helsinki’; see Suomi, Toivanen &
Ylitalo (2006: 223–225); Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2008: 78–84).
Three discrete degrees of accentuation have been suggested for Finnish: a
thematic accent, a rhematic accent and a contrastive accent (Suomi, Toivanen &
Ylitalo 2008: 79). A rhematic accent falls, in an intonation group, on the word that
contains new information and thus constitutes the rheme, and in Northern Finnish
it is usually realised as a modest rise and fall of F0. For example, in the utterance
Pääministeri Vanhanen on matkustanut Intiaan ‘Prime Minister Vanhanen has
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travelled to India’ produced by a news anchor, the word India is likely to receive a
rhematic accent. A thematic accent typically falls on the other content words of
the intonation group, in this example on the words pääministeri, Vanhanen and
matkustanut. In Northern Finnish, thematic accent is realised as a lesser tonal risefall than rhematic accent. Contrastive accent has wider pitch excursions in the
tonal rise-fall than rhematic accent, and in addition it is accompanied by
lengthening of segment durations in a certain stretch of the accented word; this
will be called accentual lengthening below. A contrastive accent would fall on the
word Intiaan if the news anchor had earlier said by accident that Vanhanen has
travelled to Pakistan and would make the correction: Anteeksi, pääministeri
Vanhanen on matkustanut Intiaan ‘Pardon me; Prime Minister has travelled to
India (and not to Pakistan)’. Of these three types of accent, contrastive accent is
phonetically the strongest and thematic accent phonetically the weakest. In
addition, the word Intiaan could receive a fourth type of accent, namely emphatic
accent, e.g. in a situation in which the speaker would disapprove of the
destination of the trip and would say e.g. On uskomatonta että pääministeri
Vanhanen on matkustanut Intiaan ‘It is unbelievable that …’. In the emphatically
accented word Intiaan segment durations, F0 and loudness could increase
“unlimitedly” (relatively speaking). However, emphatic accent is not a
phonological degree of accentuation like the other three because it expresses the
speaker’s emotional state, rather than linguistic information. (Bruce 1998: 108;
Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2003: 124–135; Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2006:
239; Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2008: 112–113.)
In Northern Finnish, then, thematic and rhematic accents are realised as a
tonal rise-fall configuration, contrastive accent both as a tonal rise-fall
configuration and longer segment durations. The alignment of accent is roughly
the same as that of stress, and the pitch excursions of the rise-fall tune are
smallest in thematic accent, larger in rhematic accent, and largest in contrastive
accent. The tonal rise-fall configuration is, in Northern Finnish, temporally
uniform in each degree of accentuation, irrespective of the structure of the
accented word (at given a constant speaking rate). Usually, the shape and duration
of the accentual tune varies as a function of the structure of the accented word.
This has been observed to be the case in e.g. Greek (Arvaniti, Ladd & Mennen
1998: 15), British English (Ladd, Faulkner, Faulkner & Schepman 1999: 1548–
1553), American English (Silverman & Pierrehumbert 1990: 82–86) and Mexican
Spanish (Prieto, van Santen & Hirschberg 1995: 436–437). The uniformity of the
accentual tonal configuration in Northern Finnish requires that the durations of
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phonologically equivalent segments alternate between different word structures;
for example, single vowels have different durations in different structural
positions, ceteris paribus. This as such is somewhat surprising, one might rather
imagine that, in a full-fledged quantity language like Finnish, durational
differences would be restricted to signal the quantity oppositions only, but at least
in Northern Finnish this does not seem to be the case. Because the accentual tonal
configuration is realised mainly in the stretch including and delimited by the
word’s first and second mora, there are durational alternations particularly in
segments within this stretch, see Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003: 226–227),
Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2008: 82–84), and the references therein. These
durational alternations are discussed in section 1.4 below.
In intonation research, reference is often made to tones, tunes, contours or to
nuclear tones that are specific pitch patterns. Perhaps the theoretically most
neutral of these concepts is contour; it just implies some kind of change in pitch
over time. The basic phenomena in intonation are a rising contour and a falling
contour. A given language can have only two contours or tens of different
contours. It is to a large extent a matter of interpretation through how many
contours accentuation can be said to be realised in a given language. The subject
matter has been most extensively studied in English in which, in addition to a
rising contour and a falling one, at least rising-falling, falling-rising and the socalled stylised contours are common; a stylised contour consists of two rather
high flat contours, and also occurs in Finnish in e.g. the interjection hu-huu.
(Cruttenden 1997: 38–55, 91–103, 119–120; Hirst 1998: 60–69, 71–72; Suomi,
Toivanen & Ylitalo 2006: 140–141.) Using the above concepts, Northern Finnish
accents can be said, simply, to be usually realised by rising-falling contours.
The pitch changes that realise an accent have recently been described perhaps
most often by reference to pitch levels connected by intervening transitions. The
pitch levels, which are thought to be the primitives of the framework, are called
tones. Pioneering works in this framework are Bruce (1977) and Pierrehumbert
(1980). A later development of this bitonal approach is the Tone and Break
Indices (ToBI). The ToBI model describes intonation using two tones, high (H)
and low (L). A central concept of the model is pitch accent, which can consist of
one or more tones. Pitch accents differ from each other not only with respect to
which tones they consist of but also with respect to how they are aligned with the
segmental material of speech. The tone that is aligned with the accented syllable
is marked with an asterisk. (Pierrehumbert 1980: 15, 23.) The ToBI model has
also been criticised on the grounds that it cannot indicate detailed phonetic
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differences in tonal alignment. Atterer and Ladd (2004: 178–194), for example,
observed that the anchoring points of the accentual L’s and H’s in the languages
they compared — English, Dutch, Greek and the northern and southern varieties
of German — make up a phonetic continuum, a situation in which notations of
the ToBI model are not sufficiently accurate to capture differences in how accent
is realised. Arvaniti & Ladd (1995: 221–223) and Arvaniti, Ladd & Mennen
(1998: 6) in turn observed that, in Greek, the anchoring point of the accentual L
tone is slightly before the onset of the accented syllable and the H in turn is
anchored to the beginning of the vowel following the accented syllable; in this
situation neither tone is anchored to the accented syllable and thus cannot be
marked with an asterisk according to ToBI.
In Finnish, some kind of tonal rise-fall occurs during most content words, at
least in many kinds of discourse. Applying the ToBI model it can be said that a
typical statement utterance contains a series of L+H* accents in which there is
gradual fall of the pitch level, alias declination, towards the end of the utterance
(Iivonen, Nevalainen, Aulanko & Kaskinen 1987: 235–236; Suomi, Toivanen &
Ylitalo 2006: 238). Välimaa-Blum (1993: 84–93) has suggested that there are two
complex ToBI pitch accents in Finnish, L+H* and L*+H, of which the former
realises a neutral accent and the latter occurs in connection with what VälimaaBlum calls a declarative intonation. Suomi (in preparation) defines the accentual
contour in bitonal terms as the three-tone sequence LHL; this is intended as a
characterisation of the neutral accent. In studying accented CV.CV, CVV.CV and
CVC.CV words produced by speakers of Northern Finnish at three different
speaking rates, Suomi observed that the initial L tone was always anchored to the
onset of the accented word. The H tone was anchored, at each speaking rate, to
the end of the word’s first mora, and the final L was anchored approximately to
the middle of the third syllable from word onset which, the words studied being
disyllabic, means that the final L was anchored to the middle of the first syllable
of the word following the target word. In an earlier experiment Suomi (2007: 50–
51) observed that, in trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic words produced by Northern
Finnish speakers, the end of the F0 fall was reached at the middle of the third
syllable. On the basis of both of these studies Suomi concluded that the final L of
the LHL pitch accent is anchored, in Northern Finnish, to the middle of the third
syllable from word onset, and that in shorter than trisyllabic words this anchoring
point is located in the next word. Suomi (in preparation) also observed that the F0
target values were statistically the same at all speaking rates except that the initial
L had a lower F0 target value in the slow speaking rate than in the normal and fast
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rates. It was further observed that the fall between the H and the final L was much
steeper than the gentle fall after the final L, and thus the F0 curves were clearly
concave at the final L. For these reasons Suomi chose the three-tone sequence
LHL rather than the more usual two-tone sequence LH.
In many other languages than Finnish, the initial L of a LH(L) pitch accent
has been observed to be anchored to roughly the beginning of the accented word,
for example in German and English (Atterer & Ladd 2004: 185–186, 189–191), in
Dutch (Caspers & van Heuven 1993: 168–171), in Mexican Spanish (Prieto, van
Santen & Hirschberg 1995: 446) and Greek (Arvaniti & Ladd 1995: 221–222). In
rather many languages the H tone has been observed to be anchored to the
unstressed syllable following the stressed one, e.g. in Greek (Arvaniti & Ladd
1995: 221–223), German (Atterer & Ladd 2004: 185–186) and English (Ladd,
Faulkner, Faulkner & Schepman 1999: 1550). It has often been observed that the
anchoring point of the H is more variable than the anchoring point of the initial L
(e.g. Caspers & van Heuven 1993: 170–171; Arvaniti & Ladd 1995: 221–223;
Prieto, van Santen & Hirschberg 1995: 446).
As has been already mentioned above, the accentual rise-fall contour of
Northern Finnish is tonally and temporally uniform across different word
structures, and exactly those stretches of words have equal durations during which
the contour is realised. This causes variation in segment durations. From the
perspective of a bitonal analysis, the durational variations make it possible that
the anchoring points of the LHL tonal sequence as well as the temporal distances
between the anchoring points are the same irrespective of word structure.
According to Laurence White’s interpretation, see Suomi (submitted), this
requires that Northern Finnish has durational alternations even in the absence of a
domain-span prosodic timing process: to achieve the uniform F0 curve, it is
necessary to perform the durational alternations in advance, i.e. also in
unaccented words. This is the case, for more details see Suomi, Toivanen &
Ylitalo (2008: 85–95).
It has often been suggested that F0 fluctuations in Finnish assist the listener to
perceive quantity distinctions. Similarly, Thorsen (1984: 17–30) has suggested
that the perception of vowel quantity in Danish is facilitated by the fact that, in
Danish, prosodic stress group are characterised by an invariant F0 wave upon
which segments and syllables are superimposed. It follows from this that there is
an F0 fall during short stressed vowels but a fall-rise during long stressed vowels
and diphthongs. Aulanko (1985: 40–48) observed F0 range to be wider in the
initial syllable of accented CVV.CV words than in the initial syllable of accented
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CV.CV words, and this made him think that the difference could be a factor that
facilitates quantity perception. Vihanta (1988: 16–36) studied minimal pairs that
differ from each other with respect to quantity only, e.g. tuli, tuuli, tulli, and
observed that the F0 curves were largely uniform, which meant that there were
larger F0 changes in phonologically long (double) segments than in
phonologically short (single) segments. Vihanta inferred from this that, alongside
its other functions, F0 also acts as an indicator of quantity. O’Dell (2003: 80–85)
observed F0 fluctuations to facilitate the perception of quantity in an experiment
in which listeners recognised synthetic tuli and tuuli words that had been
extracted from natural speech and whose F0 had been systematically altered.
Also Järvikivi, Aalto, Aulanko and Vainio (2007: 694–696) observed that F0
facilitated quantity perception. In their experiment the authors manipulated the
segmental durations of original accented CV.CV words stepwise in such a way
that at the other extreme the segment durations corresponded to those of CVV.CV
words, and the initial syllables of the manipulated words received one of two
different F0 configurations, either a static high F0 or a linear F0 fall. The listeners
were asked to categorise the first vowel of the test words they heard as either
“short” or “long”. F0 had no effect on listeners’ categorisation at the extremes of
the continuum, but it had a significant effect at the three intermediate durations:
the falling F0 acted as a strong cue towards perceiving the first syllable vowel as
“long”. Vainio, Aalto, Järvikivi and Suni (2006) had earlier observed that there
was a high static tone in the initial syllable of CV.CV words but a dynamic falling
tone in the initial syllable of CVV.CV and CVC.CV words; the terms high static
tone and dynamic falling tone refer to Xu’s (2005) Target Approximation model.
Also the duration of the second-syllable single vowel facilitates the
perception of quantity in Finnish: if the duration of this vowel is relatively long, it
is highly likely that the word has the structure CV.CV(X) whereas if the vowel is
relatively short, the word very probably has the structure CVV.CV(X).5
Altogether, words like palo and pallo differ from each other not only with respect
5

Presumably, words with the structure CV.V(X) (e.g. pian) behave like CV.CV(X) in this respect, and
words with the structure CVV.V(X) (e.g. piian) behave like CVV.CV(X) words although, in words
like pian and piian, it is not possible to reliably measure the duration of the second-syllable vowel as it
is part of a vowel sequence. It is further presumable that the duration of the second-syllable single
vowel is not affected by the number of onset consonants in the first syllable, which can vary between
zero and three. For example, V2 is probably relatively long in klani and relatively short in klaani. For
simplicity all such less common word structures are not separately mentioned in this book, and the
notations CV.CV(X) and CVV.CV(X) are intended to cover them as well, as far as the duration of the
second-syllable single vowel is concerned.
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to the duration of C2 but also tonally and with respect to the durations of the
vowels. (Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2008: 98–100.) It can be conjectured, then,
that a strategy has been chosen in Finnish in which segment durations are
different in different word structures to achieve the uniformity of the accentual F0
curve in order to have also tonal cues for quantity perception — instead of a
situation in which the only function of segment durations would be to realise the
quantity opposition, and in which quantity perception would rest on durations
only.
The observation by Järvikivi, Aalto, Aulanko and Vainio (2007) of a high
static tone in CV.CV words, mentioned above, is at variance with the observations
by Suomi and colleagues that, in Northern Finnish, there is rising F0 during the
initial syllable of CV.CV words. This discrepancy may be due to a difference
between varieties of Finnish; the speakers of Järvikivi and colleagues were all
students at the University of Helsinki; Helsinki belongs to the Häme dialect area.
Also Malmberg (1949: 43–45) found, in obviously accented words spoken by a
speaker from the Häme dialect area, F0 to be rising-falling in heavy initial
syllables containing VV but rather flat in light initial syllables containing V.
Vihanta (1988: 16–36) measured F0 in more or less accented words produced by
six speakers, five of which came from the Häme dialect area and one from the
Savo dialect area. He measured F0 at the beginning and end of vowels and voiced
consonants as well as at F0 minima and maxima if F0 at these locations differed
from the F0 values at the beginning and end of a segment. The F0 curves presented
by Vihanta are based on the means across many speakers. In many words in
which the first-syllable vowel was single, F0 was quite flat — irrespective of
whether the syllable had the structure CV or was heavier. On the other hand, in
many words like this F0 was somewhat rising-falling during the initial syllable,
which Vihanta explains for some words to be due to the type of the frame
sentence. Possibly, in the latter instances, the target words were more strongly
accented than in the former instances.
Wiik (1988: 216–224) observed, in words produced by two speakers from the
South-Western dialect area, that the F0 peak was located further away from word
onset in CV.CV words than in CVV.CV and CVC.CV words. This was also the
case with the speaker from the Savo dialect area but the difference in the location
of the peak was smaller than for the South-Western speakers. In the words
produced by the speaker from the South-Eastern part of the Häme dialect area, the
location of the peak was roughly the same in all word structures. Ojansuu (1901:
33–34) mentions that there is in South-Western dialects a “musical accent” by
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which he means that an unstressed syllable following a light stressed syllable has
a pitch somewhat higher than the preceding syllable.
It seems probable that there are some kinds of dialectal differences in the
tonal realisation of accent in Finnish. In other languages, too, tonal differences in
the realisation of prominence have been observed. For example, differences have
been observed between speakers of northern and southern speakers of German in
the timing of the accentual F0 pattern, and also in segment durations of the
accented syllables (Atterer & Ladd 2004: 186–187). In British English,
differences between varieties have been observed when the accented syllable
contains only little voiced material (Grabe, Post, Nolan & Farrar 2000: 169–174).
Ladd, Schepman, White, Quarmby & Stackhouse (in press) found that both
nuclear and prenuclear F0 peaks are aligned later in Scottish Standard English
than in Southern British English. Also the two Swedish lexically determined
accents are realised differently in different dialect areas. For example, the grave
accent has two peaks in some dialects but one peak in others. In addition there are
differences in the timing of the peaks, and some dialects (e.g. Fenno-Swedish) do
not have the accent distinction at all. (Bruce 1998: 108–117.)
1.4

Segment durations and accent

It has been observed that single vowels produced by speakers of Northern Finnish
have four statistically distinct, relative and positionally complementary duration
degrees, which can be labelled [very short], [short], [longish] and [long]. A single
vowel constituting the word’s first or second mora is either [short], [longish] or
[long], depending on word structure. A single vowel that constitutes M1 (the
word’s first mora) and is not immediately followed by M2, i.e. V1 in CV.CV(X)
words, is [short]. A single vowel that constitutes M1 and is immediately followed
by M2, i.e. V1 in CVC.CV(X) words, is [longish]. A single vowel constituting M2,
i.e. V2 in CV.CV(X) words, is [long]; this is the position of the traditional halflong vowel. A single vowel that constitutes the word’s third or later mora is [very
short]. The duration degrees of double vowels are determined in a more
complicated manner. If a double vowel does not contain M1 or M2, it is [very
long]. However, if a double vowel does contain M1 or if it contains both M1 and
M2, its total duration is the sum of two single-vowel duration degrees. If a double
vowel contains both M1 and M2, the total duration is [longish] + [longish], as in
CVV.C(X) words. If a double vowel contains M2 but not M1, its total duration is
[long] + [very short], as in CV.CVV(X) words. Later in the word, in unstressed
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syllables, a single vowel is always [very short] and a double vowel is always
[very long]. In these later syllables, then, the situation is much simpler than in
those syllables that contain M1 or M2; when segment durations do not have to
alternate to achieve the uniformity of the accentual F0 curve irrespective of word
structure, the only word-level task of durations is to realise the quantity
opposition. For more detailed information, including numerical and statistical
information on the measured durations of the duration degrees, see Suomi (2006:
487–491), Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2008: 85–93) and Suomi (submitted). The
four duration degrees for single vowels are also observable in Central Finnish as
reported by Lehtonen (1970), although in Central Finnish the [long] degree is
relatively shorter than in Northern Finnish.
As concerns single consonants in Northern Finnish, two statistically distinct
relative duration degrees have been observed, namely [short] and [longish], and
similarly for double consonants (geminates), namely [long] and [very long]. Of
course a consonant cannot constitute M1 — because consonants in the syllable
onset position are always non-moraic —, but it has been observed that inherently
short consonants (resonants, which are all voiced in Finnish) are lengthened when
they constitute M2 in CVC.CV(X) words, and that also inherently long
consonants (voiceless obstruents) when they constitute M2 in contrastively
accented words, but inherently long consonants are not lengthened in this position
at least in unaccented and thematically accented words. (Notice carefully that the
characterisations inherently short and inherently long do not refer to the quantity
opposition. They refer to mean durations determined by manner of articulation.
Both inherently short and inherently long consonants can be single or double.)
There is tendency that consonants, when they constitute M2, have a fixed
duration. This fixed duration is longer than the duration of inherently short
consonants elsewhere; usually the duration is [longish]. A word-initial single
consonant is always [longish]. Single consonants in the onset positions of the
second and third syllables represent the duration degree [short] as does a single
consonant between M1 and M2, C2 in CV.CV(X) words, although this is a position
in which differences in inherent duration are observable. A double consonant
whose first member is M2 is [very long], but those double consonants whose first
member is the word’s third or later mora, are [long]. Again, for further
information see Suomi (2006), Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2008: 89–94) and
Suomi (submitted).
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The duration degrees discussed above are already there in unaccented words,
they are durational adjustments that enable the uniform realisation of the
accentual F0 curve in words with different structural properties. As already
mentioned above, a lengthening of segment durations takes place in contrastively
accented words, which in the speech of Northern Finnish speakers has been
observed to extend from word onset to the end of the third syllable, and also the
first segment of the fourth syllable has been observed to be lengthened somewhat
but reliably, see Suomi (2007: 46–47), Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2008: 82–83).
Accentual lengthening has been observed at least in English (e.g. Klatt 1974: 53–
54, Turk & Sawusch 1997: 30–31), in Swedish (Heldner & Strangert 2001: 336–
337) and in Dutch (e.g. Sluijter & van Heuven 1995: 78–86). In contrast to the
situation in Northern Finnish, at least in English accentual lengthening takes place
in all degrees of accentuation (Klatt 1974: 53–55), not just in contrastively
accented words as in Northern Finnish. In the trisyllabic British English words
examined by Turk & White (1999: 194–196) and by White (2002), accentual
lengthening affected segments in all three syllables. In Swedish, according to
Heldner & Strangert (2001: 353–354), accentual lengthening only affects the first
two syllables.
An obvious motivation for accentual lengthening in Northern Finnish is to
make room for the pitch excursions that are more extensive than in the other
degrees of accentuation. It can be interpreted that the durational alternations
discussed above, alternations that are there even in fully unaccented words, are
motivated by requirements of non-contrastive accentuation; as has been
mentioned above, in Northern Finnish segment durations are the same in
thematically and rhematically accented words as in unaccented words, ceteris
paribus (Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2006: 230). In a similar vein, Beckman &
Edwards (1992: 374) have suggested that the reason for accentual lengthening in
English is to make room for the F0 changes that realise the accent. The
relationships between F0 changes and other prosodic means of signalling
accentuation continue to be rather little investigated, although there are reasons to
assume that there are interactions between tonal and other means (CambierLangeveld & Turk 1999: 277). Lyberg (1979: 195–196) presumes that final
lengthening in Swedish takes place to make room for the utterance-final F0
configuration; of course this is an issue different from accentual lengthening and
the realisation of accent by F0, but in any case also Lyberg’s assumption is based
on the idea that there are durational changes that take place in order to enable a
certain F0 configuration, in which situation F0 in a way is more primary than
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segment durations. On the other hand, e.g. Bruce (1981: 66–73) and Bannert
(1987: 32–38) prefer to think that segment durations are not as closely connected
to F0 as Lyberg assumes. Suomi (2005: 307), too, considers it unrealistic to
assume that durational variations would follow automatically from the tonal
structure even though it seems clear that segment durations are varied in Northern
Finnish to enable realisation of tonal phenomena.
As has been mentioned above, accentual lengthening has been observed, in
Northern Finnish, to lengthen all segments from word onset to at least the end of
the third syllable. Yet, within this span, accentual lengthening has a particularly
large effect on the word-initial consonant and on M1 and M2. Suomi (2005: 296–
302) observed, in disyllabic contrastively accented CV.CV and CVCa.CbV words,
that C1 was lengthened to approximately the same extent in both structures, on
average 41%, as compared to the duration of the corresponding segment in the
unaccented versions of the words. In the CV.CV words V1 was lengthened 51%
on average, C2 20% and V2 35%. In the CVCa.CbV words, V1 was lengthened on
average 38%, C2 53%, C3 17% and V2 22%. Suomi (2007: 47) in turn observed,
in CV(CV(CV(CCV))) and CVV(CV(CV(CCV))) words such as e.g. se, setä,
Setälä, Setälästä and sei, Seiko, Seikola, Seikolasta, accentual lengthening of C1
by 75%, of M1 by 70%, M2 by 58%; for the other segments that did undergo
accentual lengthening, the mean lengthening was 19%. Accentual lengthening
thus lengthens the duration degrees [short], [longish] and [long] in particular; its
effect on the relative durations among these duration degrees is only moderate,
but it greatly increases the difference between these duration degrees and the
shortest duration degree, the [very short] one. Consequently, accentual
lengthening especially boosts the durations of segments during which contrastive
accent is mainly realised tonally, and it thus increases the durational difference
between these segments and the segments later in the word.
The domain-and-locus model of speech timing proposed by White (2002),
which is based on observations in English, seems very suitable also for describing
segment durations in Finnish. Domain refers to the prosodic constituent within
which a timing process operates, and locus refers to the segments that are affected
by the process. The model recognises domain-head and domain-edge lengthening
processes. Domain-edge processes take place near the edges of prosodic
constituents; for example, the phrase-final lengthening in English is a domainedge process. An example of a domain-span process is accentual lengthening in
which the domain is the word and the locus consists of the segments that are
affected by the process. (White 2002: 9–11, 14–18.)
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According to the domain-and-locus model, speech timing takes place in such
a way that segments are produced with durations determined by intrinsic factors,
modulated according to speech rate, until a locus of some timing process is
reached. The locus receives a certain amount of additional duration, and the
amount is independent of the segmental structure of the locus. This lengthening is
distributed within the locus according to the structure and the segmental
composition of the locus; the lengthening is not evenly distributed within the
locus. So in English, for example, accentual lengthening lengthens segments more
at the edges of the word than in its centre, and more elastic consonants may be
lengthened more than less elastic segments. (White 2002: 226–237, 277.)
Thus accentual lengthening takes place, according to the domain-and-locus
model, in such a way that the accented word receives a certain fixed amount of
additional duration that is spread within the locus of the process. This seems to be
consistent with accentual lengthening in Northern Finnish as it has been observed
that, in this variety at least, the amount of accentual lengthening is the same in
words of different structures and lengths (in terms of number of constituent
syllables). Nor is accentual lengthening equally strong across its locus but, as was
mentioned above, the word’s first and second mora as well as the word-initial
consonant are lengthened more than the other segments within the locus of
lengthening. It is obviously a peculiarity of Northern Finnish that precisely the
word’s first and second mora are lengthened irrespective of whether or not a
consonant intervenes. (Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2008: 103; Suomi submitted.)
Suomi (submitted) suggested that because the obvious motivation for the
segmental durational alternations is to enable the tonal and temporal uniformity of
the accentual tonal rise-fall in words of different structures, it could be assumed
that especially those stretches of words would have equal durations during which
the accentual tune is mainly realised. Suomi looked at the matter in contrastively
accented CV.CV and CVC.CV words produced by speakers of Northern Finnish;
in the former words accent has been observed to be realised mainly during the
stretch VCV (or M1CM2), in the latter words mainly during the stretch VCC (or
M1M2C). In the latter words in which M1 and M2 are contiguous in the first
syllable, F0 has not yet reached as low a level as it has at the end of M2 in those
words in which M2 occurs in the second syllable. In (C)M1M2.CV words, F0
reaches such a low level only during the consonant following M2, and thus the
accentual tune in these words is mainly realised during the stretch M1M2C, and
not during the shorter stretch M1M2, see e.g. Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003:
128).
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The VCV and VCC stretches in Suomi (submitted) turned out to have very
nearly equal durations: the mean duration of the VCV stretch was 339 ms and that
of the VCC stretch 328 ms. This difference was statistically significant, but the 11
ms difference was nevertheless considerably smaller than the 57 ms difference in
the total durations of the CV.CV and CVC.CV words. This suggests that the goal
was not so much the equal duration of the whole words but that of the subparts
VCV and VCC. Suomi labelled the stretches VCV and VCC the loci of durationto-tone adjustments within which segment durations are adjusted in such a way
that the total duration of the locus is approximately the same irrespective of its
segmental composition; the goal of all this, Suomi claims, is to render the
accentual tune uniform across different word structures. Thus, within the locus of
accentual lengthening there is, in Northern Finnish, a shorter locus of duration-totone adjustments. Its domain is the word, and it consists of the word’s first mora
and the next two segments one of which is the word’s second mora. As has been
discussed above, vowels have systematically longer durations within this locus
than elsewhere in the same foot: single vowels, for example, are either [short],
[longish] or [long] within the locus, depending on its structure, whereas outside
the locus, in the same foot, they are [very short]. There are therefore grounds for
arguing that there is such a locus of duration-to-tone adjustments in Northern
Finnish words; it must be pointed out, however, that in short words like CVV
words there are not enough segments to form such a locus, and it has indeed been
observed that the accentual tune in such words continues during the initial
syllable of the next word, see Suomi (2006: 487–496), Suomi (2007: 49–50),
Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2008: 103–104).
Suomi (submitted) also computed from the results of Suomi & Ylitalo (2004)
that the loci of duration-to-tone adjustments had statistically equal durations in
the unaccented CVCVCV, CVCVCCV, CVCCVCV, CVCCVCCV and
CVVCVCVV words; in the last word structure mentioned, the locus is VVC. The
locus VVC of CVVCVVCVV words turned out to be longer than the loci in the
other structures just mentioned, but this is probably due to the fact that a double
vowel follows the final C of the locus: it has been observed that single consonants
are systematically longer before a double vowel than before a single one, see
Lehtonen (1970) and Suomi (submitted).
Table 1 shows the mean segment durations in contrastively accented words
with structures also to be looked at in this study, as produced by speakers of
Northern Finnish and reported by Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003: 119), Suomi
(2005: 299), Suomi (2007: 44), Suomi (submitted) and Suomi (in preparation);
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the measurements of the study mentioned last refer to those obtained for the
normal speaking rate. In Suomi (submitted) the mean durations are tabulated
according to the qualities of the segments but in Table 1 the different segment
qualities have been collapsed. Notice that the notations “C1, V1, C2, V2 ...” denote
the word’s first phonetic consonant segment, the first phonetic vowel segment, the
second phonetic consonant segment, etc. Thus in CVV.CV words, for example, V1
denotes the first-syllable double vowel VV, whose total duration is given. This
has the desirable consequence that “Vn” always refers to the phonetic vowel in the
nth syllable. Phonologically double (geminate) consonants are marked “Ca.Ca” to
indicate that the phonemes are identical, and the total duration of the geminate is
given. Thus for CVCa.CaV.CV words, C2 means the Ca.Ca sequence, whose total
duration is given.
Table 1. Mean segment durations (in ms) in contrastively accented words of various
structures as produced by speakers of Northern Finnish. STY = Suomi, Toivanen &
Ylitalo (2003), S05 = Suomi (2005), S07 = Suomi (2007), SS1 = Suomi (submitted), SS2
= Suomi (in preparation). “Cvls” denotes a voiceless consonant and “Cvcd” a voiced
one, and “CVCa.CaV” means that the word-medial consonant was a geminate. For
more details see the text.
STY
CV.CV

CV.CvlsV

CV.CvcdV

CV.CV.CV

30

C1

S05

S07

108

122

V1

78

91

C2

81

97

V2

137

130

SS1

C1

112

112

V1

90

92

C2

113

99

V2

135

151

SS2

C1

136

117

98

V1

108

110

91

C2

69

68

59

V2

152

162

128

C1

125

V1

87

C2

94

V2

121

C3

44

V3

64

STY
CV.CV.CVC.CV

CVV.CV

CVV.CV.CV

CVV.CV.CVC.CV

CVCvls.CV

CVCvcd.CV

CVCa.CaV

S05

S07

C1

115

V1

84

C2

88

V2

115

C3

45

V3

74

C4

51

C5

67

V4

39

SS1

SS2

C1

110

130

95

V1

198

230

196

C2

63

73

58

V2

57

61

62

C1

126

V1

209

C2

77

V2

60

C3

47

V3

76

C1

126

V1

196

C2

74

V2

57

C3

47

V3

79

C4

54

C5

64

V4

38

C1

108

110

V1

110

108

C2

120

113

C3

93

106

V2

57

72

C1

128

111

V1

138

134

C2

110

120

C3

69

89

V2

64

71

C1

98

V1

112

C2

143

V2

65

31

Table 2 shows mean durations of V1 and V2 relative to the mean duration of V1 in
the CV.CV words in the same materials, as computed from Table 1. For those
studies in which CV.CV words were distinguished on the basis of the voicing
status of C2, vowel durations are compared to the mean duration of V1 in all
CV.CV words, and the relative duration of V2 in CV.CV words has been
computed from the absolute mean of V2 across all CV.CV words. However, the
vowel durations in Suomi (in preparation) are compared to the duration of V1 in
CV.CvcdV words only, because no CV.CvlsV words were included.
Table 2. The durations of V1 and V2 in contrastively accented words of various
structures as percentages of the mean duration of V1 in the contrastively accented
CV.CV words in the same materials as produced by speakers of Northern Finnish. STY
= Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003), S05 = Suomi (2005), S07 = Suomi (2007), SS1 =
Suomi (submitted), SS2 = Suomi (in preparation). “Cvls” denotes a voiceless
consonant and “Cvcd” a voiced one, and “CVCa.CaV” means that the word-medial
consonant was a geminate. For more details see the text.
CV.CV
CV.CV.CV
CV.CV.CVC.CV
CVV.CV
CVV.CV.CV
CVV.CV.CVC.CV

STY

S05

S07

SS1

SS2

V1

100

100

100

100

100

V2

176

145

143

155

141

V1

96

V2

133

V1

92

V2

126

V1

254

253

215

V2

73

67

68

V1

230

V2

66

V1

215

V2
CVCvls.CV

63

V1

111

V2

58

71

CVCvcd.CV

V1

139

133

V2

65

70

CVCa.CaV

V1

123

V2

71

107

Notice that, in the CV.CV(X) words, V2 always has a clearly longer relative
duration than the reference vowel (see the first three structures), that V2 in the
CVV.CV(X) and CVC.CV words always has very much shorter duration than the
reference vowel (see the last six structures), and that the relative duration of V1 is
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always longer in the CVC.CV words than in the CV.CV(X) words (compare first
three and the last three structures).
Also Wiik & Lehiste (1968: 569–574) measured segment durations in
presumably contrastively accented words; the target words occurred in the
sentence frame Mitä sana ___ tarkoittaa? ‘What does the word ___ mean?’ “with
primary sentence stress on the test word”, an arrangement which is likely to have
elicited an accent comparable to a contrastive one. The words studied represented
the structures (C)V.CVC, (C)VV.CVC, (C)V.CVVC and (C)VV.CVVC. Table 3
shows the mean durations of V1 and V2 in the (C)V.CVC and (C)VV.CVC words
as percentages of the mean duration of V1 in the (C)V.CVC words computed from
Wiik & Lehiste’s Table (p. 571). Included here are data from four dialect districts,
broadly Northern Finnish as well as Oulu, Tampere and Turku, the three districts
from which speakers of this study come from. For each district, the vowel
durations are compared to the mean duration of V1 in the (C)V.CVC words of that
district. Wiik & Lehiste note that all 30 informants were university students and
that they spoke acceptable Standard Finnish. From this it can be inferred that,
very probably, the informants spoke their local variants of SSF in the laboratory.
It is worth pointing out that Oulu is within the area in which Northern Finnish is
spoken.
Table 3. The durations of V1 and V2 in contrastively accented (C)V.CVC and (C)VV.CVC
words produced by speakers of four Varieties as percentages of the mean duration of
V1 in the (C)V.CVC words in each Variety, computed from Wiik & Lehiste (1968: 571).
The Oulu Variety belongs to Northern Finnish.
Northern Finnish

V1

(C)V.CVC
100

V2

161

84

Oulu

V1

100

220

V2

161

87

V1

100

240

V2

169

105

V1

100

203

V2

111

83

Turku
Tampere

(C)VV.CVC
229

Table 3 shows that the relative segment durations reported by Wiik & Lehiste for
Northern Finnish and Oulu are similar to those later reported for Northern
Finnish. In Turku, in the (C)V.CVC words, the durational relations are similar to
those in Northern Finnish and Oulu, similarly in the first syllable of (C)VV.CVC
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words, but for the Turku speakers V2 in the (C)VV.CVC words is at least
numerically longer in relation to V1 than for the Northern Finnish and Oulu
speakers. In Tampere V2 in the (C)V.CVC words is clearly shorter relative to V1
than the other Varieties. As concerns V2 in the (C)VV.CVC words, Tampere is
very much like Northern Finnish and Oulu. It is worth noting that the words in the
Wiik & Lehiste materials ended in a consonant, but at least in the Central Finnish
materials in Lehtonen (1970: 81–84) word-final consonants had little effect on the
durations of the other segments in the word in comparison to words with
otherwise corresponding structures but lacking the final consonant.
1.5

Polysyllabic shortening and Polysyllabic accent effect

In White’s (2002) domain-and-locus model of speech timing, accentual
lengthening and those duration-to-tone adjustments whose locus consists of the
word’s first mora and the next two segments, as discussed above, are domainhead lengthening processes. Also domain-span shortening processes are
recognised in the model, but according to White such processes do not occur in
English. Lehiste (e.g. 1972: 2018–2024) proposed that as the number of syllables
in a word increases, the durations of the constituent syllables decrease. That is,
words tend to have equal durations, in other words to be isochronic. This
phenomenon has been called Polysyllabic shortening. It seems that in Finnish,
too, there is no reliable evidence for such a process. Iivonen (1974: 134–144) did
observe shortening of segment durations as word length increased, but he used
one-word utterances and utterance length thus co-varied with word length. The
design is difficult to interpret. It is not possible to distinguish between potential
effects of initial and final lengthening. Iivonen does not mention whether the
single-word utterances were strongly accented; if they were, some amount of
accentual lengthening is likely to have taken place, which prevents a reliable
observation of polysyllabic shortening.
The starting point of O’Dell & Nieminen’s (2006: 134–143) investigation
was the assumption that Finnish has foot timing, but found little support for the
assumption. Suomi (2007: 43–49) did not observe polysyllabic shortening in
either unaccented or contrastively accented words produced by Northern Finnish
speakers, nor did Lehtonen (1970: 141–144) in thematically accented words
produced by speakers of Central Finnish nor in obviously accented words
produced by speakers whose dialectal background was not specified (1974: 154–
155). According to White (2002: 285) there is no unit in English into which an
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utterance may be exhaustively parsed that consistently imposes timing constraints
upon its subconstituents. This seems to hold for Finnish, too. In the contrastively
accented words in Suomi (2007) there were some numerical tendencies to the
effect that mean syllable durations were slightly shorter in longer than in shorter
words, which can also be seen in Tables 1 and 2 above. However, this is not
evidence for the existence of polysyllabic shortening in Finnish. As has been
shown above, the amount of accentual lengthening that a contrastively accented
word receives does not depend on word length. As a result of this, the longer the
accented word, the less of accentual lengthening is allocated to a given syllable.
White calls this phenomenon the Polysyllabic accent effect. The phenomenon is
observable at the syllable level in English, but in Suomi (2007), as just noted, the
phenomenon was not statistically significant and only numerical tendencies in
that direction were observed. (White 2002: 160–161, 164, 194–195; Suomi,
Toivanen & Ylitalo 2008: 107–108.)
1.6

The half-long vowel

Segment durations in Finnish have already been discussed in section 1.4 above,
but in this section the matter will still be looked at from another perspective: the
so-called half-long vowel. This is the single vowel in the unstressed second
syllable of words in which the initial stressed syllable is light, i.e. the secondsyllable vowel in the word structures CV.CV(.X), whose duration is much longer
than that of the first-syllable single vowel in many dialects, and it has been one of
the most studied aspects of Finnish prosody. It is useful to make a distinction
between the half-long vowel and the half-long position. The half-long position is
the one just defined. But in many other dialects vowels in this position do not
exhibit any lengthening relative to the first-syllable single vowel, the lengthening
may be only slight, or the vowel in this position is even shorter than the firstsyllable single vowel.
According to Ojansuu (1901: 34), the first reference to the half-long vowel in
the literature is the report by Setälä (1882: 5) on Kauvatsa dialect, a dialect
belonging to the South-Western transitory dialect area. Setälä reported that the
vowel in an unstressed syllable following a light stressed syllable “is stretched”.
If the word receives sentence accent, the single vowel in question corresponds,
according to Setälä, durationally to a double vowel, but in other instances the
vowel has only one and a half times the duration of single vowels in other
positions. Assuming that “in other instances” refers to unaccented words, this
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early reference distinguishes in an admirable way between accented and
unaccented words — this distinction has been ignored by a large number of later
investigators of the half-long vowel and of other phenomena of Finnish.
Wiik & Lehiste (1968: 569–574) looked at vowel durations in strongly
accented words including (C)VCVC words. The speakers were university
students and came from all of the major Finnish dialect areas, and they spoke
aloud written test sentences in the laboratory; as already mentioned above, the
speakers very probably spoke their local varieties of SSF. As concerns the vowel
duration ratio (expressed as V1/V2 by the authors) in the (C)VCVC words, the
speakers were roughly divided into two groups: one group in whose productions
the half-long vowel had a relatively long duration, and another group in whose
productions no lengthening was apparent. The latter speakers came from Häme,
Southern Ostrobothnia and from the Helsinki and Pori areas. For speakers who
came from areas to the south-west and to the north-east of the areas just
mentioned, the lengthening occurred; however, one speaker from the SouthEastern dialect area was classified into neither group and the durational ratio was
intermediate between the ratios of the two groups.
Statistical analyses have now been run on the mean vowel durations reported
by Wiik & Lehiste for the (C)VCVC words. The analyses show that the absolute
mean duration of V1 was the same in all dialect areas studied. The absolute
duration of V2, in turn, was significantly shorter in the words produced by the
speakers from Häme, Southern Ostrobothnia, Helsinki and Pori than in the words
produced by the other speakers; these other speakers did not differ among
themselves with respect to V2 duration [F(3,25) = 14.46, p < 0.001]. Instead of
the ratio V1/V2 used by Wiik & Lehiste, the more usual ratio V2/V1 is here used.
This latter ratio was significantly smaller for speakers from Häme, Southern
Ostrobothnia, Helsinki and Pori than for the other speakers; again, these latter
speakers did not differ among themselves [F(3,25) = 79.17, p < 0.001]. For the
speakers from Häme, Southern Ostrobothnia, Helsinki and Pori the duration of V2
was on average 111.5% of the duration of V1, for speakers from the areas southwest to these areas the corresponding ratio was 170.0%, for speakers of Northern
Finnish (including Oulu) 162.5% and for speakers of the Eastern dialects 158.0%.
The speaker from the South-Eastern dialect area, whom Wiik & Lehiste classified
as belonging to neither group, was not included in these calculations.
Lehtonen (1970) examined both vowel and consonant durations in
thematically accented words representing a variety of structures. The speakers
were university students from Jyväskylä, speaking the Central Finnish variety of
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SSF. In the CV.CV words the duration of V2 was 156.9% of the duration of V1. In
the CV.CVC words the corresponding percentage was 161.3%, and in the
CV.CV.CV words 131.3%. Also Wiik (1985) observed vowel durations in words
produced by speakers of different dialects, but he collapsed unaccented and
accented words. At any rate Wiik’s classification of dialects with respect to the
half-long vowel is roughly the same as that of Wiik & Lehiste (1968). According
to Wiik, in words in which the first syllable is light, V1 has a longer duration than
in other dialects in a zone that, roughly, extends from Southern Ostrobothnia to
Lake Ladoga in Carelia. In parts of Eastern Lapland, according to Wiik, the halflong vowel exhibits no lengthening. (1985: 254–306.)
Altogether, there have been observations on the occurrence of the half-long
vowel (without specifying if it occurs in accented or unaccented words) in at least
the Tornio dialect (Airila 1912: 50–51; Kettunen 1940: map 198; Rapola 1961:
108–109, 134), in the South-Eastern dialects (Donner 1912: 39–56; Leskinen &
Lehtonen 1973: 322), in the Savo dialects (Airila 1912: 224–225) and in the
South-Western dialects (Kettunen 1940: map 198). Also Ojansuu (1901: 33–35)
noted that the half-long vowel is observed in the South-Western dialects in
connection with the “musical accent” already mentioned above; the situation in
which the pitch of an unstressed syllable is higher than that of the preceding light
stressed syllable. Ojansuu does not mention whether such a musical accent occurs
always, i.e. also outside the focus. Sovijärvi (1937: 6–13) measured epenthetic
vowels occurring in the half-long position (as e.g. in kahavi for SSF kahvi) in
words produced by speakers of the Oulu dialect; Sovijärvi and many others call
such epenthetic vowels schwa vowels. The duration of these vowels was on
average 146% of the duration of V1 in the same words. Sovijärvi also measured
the epenthetic vowels within lj and rj sequences (as in velijet and kirijottaa for
SSF veljet and kirjoittaa) in the same dialect but these have been excluded from
the above computations because, according to Pääkkönen (1994: 299), the
epenthetic vowel is very short and not half-long in this dialect, whereas within the
other consonant sequences its duration roughly corresponds, according to him, to
the duration of an original (non-epenthetic) single vowel. Apart from the Oulu
dialect, Sovijärvi measured the durations of epenthetic vowels within the lj and rj
sequences only in the Tornio dialect.
Sovijärvi also measured the durations of vowels in the original (nonepenthetic) half-long position. For example, in salama, the second-syllable single
vowel is original in this sense: it occurs, in this word, in all dialects and in SSF. In
the Oulu dialect the mean relative duration of the original vowels in the half-long
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position was 154% of the mean duration of V1 in the same words. (See also
Ylitalo 2004: 417.) Sovijärvi, too, does not specify whether the words were
accented or unaccented. In the Tornio and Kemi dialects the epenthetic vowel is,
according to Sovijärvi, extra short or very short (1937: 6–13, 21), and he has no
examples of vowels in the original half-long position from these dialects. In the
Central Ostrobothnian dialect area Sovijärvi reported, for epenthetic vowels, the
mean relative duration 151% of the mean duration of V1 in the same words, and
for vowels in the original half-long position, 173% of the mean duration of V1 in
the same words. In the Southern Ostrobothnian dialect area, the corresponding
percentages were 133% and 143%. However, parts of Southern Ostrobothnian
dialect area separated from each other by a protrusion of the Savo dialect area.
The northern parts of the Savo protrusion are close to the southern border of the
Central Ostrobothnian dialect area, an area in which the half-long vowel is known
to occur. Therefore, it seemed interesting to separately look at the situation in a
part of the Southern Ostrobothnian dialect area that is situated west of the Savo
protrusion, and further away from Central Ostrobothnian. The Lapua dialect is the
only one fulfilling these criteria that Sovijärvi investigated. Here the relative
duration of the epenthetic vowels was 123% and that of the original half-long
vowels 136% of the mean duration of V1 in the same words.
In Sovijärvi’s materials, the words containing the epenthetic vowel were, the
syllable containing the epenthetic vowel included, mostly trisyllabic but also
tetrasyllabic. The words containing the original half-long vowel were, except for
one compound word, trisyllabic. Altogether, in Sovijärvi’s materials, a half-long
realisation of the epenthetic vowel would seem to occur in the Central and
Northern Ostrobothnian dialect areas, but also the epenthetic and original vowels
in the half-long position produced by the Southern Ostrobothnian speakers have
quite long relative durations. In each dialect area, vowels in the original half-long
position had somewhat longer relative durations than the epenthetic vowels.
Pipping (1899: 4, 25, 231) observed the lack of lengthening in the half-long
position in the speech of a speaker from the Häme dialect area. Computing from
the results Pipping reported, the duration of V2 in the word satama produced by
the informant was 90% of the duration of V1. Laurosela (1922: 19, 185–187)
investigated segment durations in words produced by a speaker from the Southern
Ostrobothnian dialect area. It can be computed from the results that the relative
duration of V2 in CV.CV words was on average 135% and in CV.CV.CV words on
average 131% of the duration of V1. The result is similar to that reported by
Sovijärvi for Lapua for the original half-long vowels, so that in Laurosela’s
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materials, too, vowels in the half-long position are clearly longer, relative to V1,
than the vowels in the strongly accented words produced by the speakers from the
Southern Ostrobothnian dialect area in Wiik & Lehiste (1968) who reported that
the mean duration of V2 was 109% of the duration of V1 in this area. Most
probably, in the isolated words spoken into a kymograph in Laurosela’s and
Sovijärvi’s materials, prosodic properties of a whole utterance have also been
realised, including utterance-final lengthening.
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2

Goals and methods of the study

The main goal of this study was to find out how accent is realised phonetically in
the speech of speakers from three Finnish dialect areas, from Oulu, Turku and
Tampere or their immediate surroundings. In the experiment reported below, the
speakers spoke their locally coloured variants of SSF. The speakers were not
instructed to do so, this happens automatically when people are asked to speak out
written texts in the laboratory. These particular three areas were selected for the
following reasons. Northern Finnish, to which the Finnish spoken in Oulu
belongs, has probably been the most systematically studied variety from this
perspective, and consequently considerable information on accentuation in this
variety is already available. The Turku dialect is well-known even for laymen for
some of its prosodic characteristics, e.g. the rather long half-long vowel and some
tonal properties that differentiate it from most other dialects, in particular the
“musical accent” mentioned above. The Tampere dialect in turn belongs to the
Häme dialect area in which, as was discussed above, the vowel in the half-long
position is relatively short. For such reasons, these three dialect areas seemed to
be an interesting choice among the Finnish dialect areas. It was expected that
prosodic properties of the local dialects would have left their measurable traces to
the varieties of SSF spoken by speakers from these three areas. Of course such a
selection of three varieties is far from exhaustive thinking of Finnish as a whole
but, for practical reasons, the limit on the number of dialect areas included had to
be put somewhere.
Degrees of prominence are realised by at least combinations of such
acoustically measurable parameters as the durations of linguistic units of various
sizes and fundamental frequency values and variations. In this study versions of
target words with two different degrees of prominence were examined:
unaccented versions and contrastively accented versions. These degrees constitute
the phonetically extreme phonological categories in the Finnish system of
prominence with three categories of accent and the category unaccented. It was
expected that, by examining these extreme categories, any differences between
the three varieties would emerge more clearly than in studying the intermediate
categories. And again, for practical reasons, the materials had to be restricted also
in this respect.
Segment durations and the realisation of accents through fluctuations of the
fundamental frequency are most probably properties of speech that the speaker is
very much unconscious of and that the speaker has difficulties to perceive, let
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alone consciously control. Consciousness of dialectal properties has not been
studied to a large extent in Finnish, but it is a common opinion that it is more
difficult to become conscious of phonetic dialectal properties like those here
studied than of phonematic ones (e.g. Nahkola 1987: 166; Makkonen 1997: 11–
13, 81–91, 93). In addition, Kuisti (2003: 62–64) observed that it is more difficult
to become aware of a dialectal property if the property is simultaneously
connected to several levels of language, and if the property is not associated with
any given phoneme. The properties here investigated also fulfil these criteria.
In this study, little attempt has been made to look at potential differences
among the informants within each Variety. The goal has been to establish
systematic differences among the three Varieties. It is probable that there are nontrivial inter-speaker differences in the present materials, i.e. differences that
concern properties other than e.g. mean speaking rate and mean fundamental
frequency, but to study such differences systematically would have rendered the
experimental design even more complex than it already is. However, inter-speaker
differences are observed in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words in the
discriminant analyses reported in section 4.6.
2.1

The target words

Segment durations and fundamental frequencies were measured in both the
contrastively accented and the unaccented versions of the same words. All words
examined are nouns, usually in the uninflected, i.e. nominative singular form. The
words included represented various structures. The structures with a light initial
syllable were the following:
–
–
–

10 CV.CV words
10 CV.CV.CV words
10 CV.CV.CVC.CV words

Examples of such words are sika, sikala, sikalasta. All words were chosen in such
a way that the longer words were continuations of the shorter ones; in other
words, the shorter words were embedded at the beginning of the successively
longer words. Despite this restriction, the word triplets usually do not contain any
rare words. There is one exception, however, namely the word laski ‘waste food’.
For some of our young urban speakers this word, very well known to older
generations remembering a waste food bucket, was unfamiliar, as they reported
after the recordings. In several instances proper names had to be selected.
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However, there are no indications that proper names would be pronounced
differently from common nouns. All tetrasyllabic words here and below are
inflected forms (singular elative). This was the only way to obtain a sufficient
number of triplets of disyllabic, trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic words that contain
identical shared segments. Again, there are no indications that inflectional endings
would be pronounced differently from other kinds of word continuations. For all
target words, the orthographic forms are fully transparent, and speakers thus fully
knew the phonological forms of the words. The structures with a heavy initial
CVV syllable were the following:
–
–
–

10 CVV.CV words
10 CVV.CV.CV words
10 CVV.CV.CVC.CV words

Example words are siika, Siikala, Siikalasta. Finally, the structures with a heavy
initial CVC syllable:
–
–
–

10 CVC.CV words
10 CVC.CV.CV words
10 CVC.CV.CVC.CV words

Example words are seppä, Seppälä, Seppälästä. As will be explained in section
2.4 below, the words with a heavy initial CVC syllable were further divided into
three subgroups. All target words and their carries sentences are given in
Appendix A.
For each target word, two carrier sentences were constructed, one in which
the target word was intended to be unaccented, and another in which it was
intended to be contrastively accented. An example sentence in which the target
word kumina was intended to be unaccented was Sanoin että liika kumina
PEITTÄÄ aromin, en sanonut että liika kumina PARANTAA aromin ’I said that
excessive cumin CONCEALS the aroma, I didn’t say that excessive cumin
IMPROVES the aroma’. In such sentences, the target word always occurred
twice, and it was the first occurrence that was investigated. The investigated
occurrence was always followed by a contrastively accented word, to make sure
that the target word would be completely unaccented.
The corresponding example sentence that was intended to elicit a
contrastively accented version of the target word was Sanoin että liika KUMINA
pilaa maun, en sanonut että liika KANELI pilaa maun ’I said that excessive
CUMIN spoils the aroma, I didn’t say that excessive CINNAMON spoils the
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aroma’. In both members of such sentence pairs, the target word was always
preceded by the same words, in this case by the words Sanoin että liika ‘I said
that excessive’. In the sentence Sanoin että liika kumina PEITTÄÄ aromin, en
sanonut että liika kumina PARANTAA aromin, the second occurrence of the target
word kumina would probably be even more certainly produced as unaccented, but
it was nevertheless considered preferable to keep the preceding context constant
across the two conditions, and therefore the first occurrence was investigated.
Vainio & Järvikivi (2006; 2007) have shown that in Finnish, too, the detailed
phonetic realisation of accent through e.g. F0 depends on the word order and
information structure of the carrier sentence of the accented word. The carrier
sentences used in the present study have not been controlled in detail in this
respect, but the materials were in any case the same in each Variety investigated.
2.2

The informants

Eighteen informants were recorded, six from Oulu dialect area, six from Turku
dialect area, and six from the Tampere dialect area. The informants were born, or
had lived from early childhood, in the dialect area they represent with at most
short stays elsewhere. The informants were female students, all except one
informant in the Turku group university students. They were born in the years
1980–1986, and at the time of the recordings they were 18–25 years of age. Each
informant produced 90 unaccented and 90 contrastively accented versions of the
target words. In fact, the informants produced 90 more versions of the target
words. These were intended to be rhematically accented, they occurred in a
position in which rhematic accent is usual, but very often some of the informants
failed to produce the intended rhematic accent and produced an unaccented
version instead. Therefore it was decided not to measure these versions at all, as
there would have been many biases in these concerning e.g. mean speaking rate
and mean fundamental frequency if only the versions with the intended
accentuation had been measured. Thus altogether 3 (varieties) x 6 (informants) x
3 (word structures) x 3 (word lengths) x 10 (target words) 2 (prominence
versions) = 3240 target word tokens were studied.
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2.3

The recordings

The informants produced the sentences in a recording studio. The recordings were
made using high-quality digital equipment. The sentences to be spoken were
presented to the informants on a computer screen. The microphone was placed a
little below the midline between the screen and informants face, at a distance of
approximately 30 cm from the informant. After producing a sentence, the
informant had to wait 2 seconds before, by clicking the mouse, she could see the
next sentence. This arrangement was adopted to prevent informants from
speaking as if presenting a list and from adopting other mannerisms. In Oulu and
Turku the sentences were recorded directly on a hard disk (44.1 kHz, 16 bits), in
Tampere on a MiniDisk.
Before the acoustic analyses, the author listened to all of the sentences in
order to check whether the target words had been produced in the intended
manner prosodically and whether they had been pronounced correctly in terms of
segmental structure. It turned out, as already mentioned above, that the attempt to
elicit rhematically accented versions was not successful enough for these versions
to be included in the materials reported. Of the remaining 3240 tokens, 127
(3.9%) were discarded. In all of these cases, the informant had accented a word
intended to be unaccented.
2.4

The measurements

The acoustic measurements were made using Praat (Boersma & Weenink 2005).
Segment durations were measured using displays of the waveform and broadband spectrogram, as well as auditory criteria. The segmentation criteria were
those used by Lehtonen (1970: 51–58). For example, the burst portion of plosives
was included in the duration of the plosive. This is contrary to the more usual
practice of including the burst (and any aspiration) in the duration of the
following vowel. However, for better comparability with the results reported by
Lehtonen, his segmentation criteria were followed. For the same reason, these
criteria have been also followed in the studies of Northern Finnish by Suomi and
colleagues. At any rate, since Finnish plosives are almost always unaspirated, this
decision does not have any drastic consequences, cross-linguistically or
otherwise. The following acoustic variables were measured:
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–

The durations of all constituent segments of the target word. For double
vowels, diphthongs and double consonants, only the total durations were
measured as it is impossible, at least for double (contrastively long)
segments, to distinguish the phonological components from each other in
what are phonetically indivisible segments.

–

For the contrastively accented versions of the target words, the temporal
distance of the F0 peak from word onset.

–

F0 at each of the following locations:
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

At the beginning and end of the voiced portion of the syllable preceding
the target word.
At the beginning, middle and end of the voiced portion of the initial
syllable of the target word, and half-way between the beginning and the
middle as well as half-way between the middle and the end, i.e. at
altogether five locations.
At the corresponding five voiced temporal locations of the second
syllable of the target word.
At the beginning, middle and end of the voiced portion of the third
syllable of the target word.
At the beginning and end of the voiced portion of the fourth syllable.
At the beginning, middle and end of the voiced portion of the syllable
following the target word.
At the F0 peak during the target word.

F0 was measured in the syllables preceding and following the target word to see
how the F0 values during the target word relate to those in the immediate context.
The greatest number of F0 measurements was made in the first two syllables
because previous research has shown that the most interesting tonal phenomena
related to prominence take place during these syllables. Moreover, especially the
fourth syllables of the target words were occasionally reduced and/or involved
non-modal phonation. In these instances, F0 could not always be measured. To
reduce the amount of the slow and laborious measurement work, F0 was not
measured in the unaccented tokens produced by three randomly chosen speakers
in each of the three groups of informants. This was done because previous
research has shown that the F0 curves of such words are highly predictable: F0 is
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generally very monotonous (Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2003: 123–127, 133–
134). It is not claimed here that there can be no important F0 changes during
unaccented words and during unstressed syllables: such changes certainly occur,
but not, in our experience, in the sort of materials here investigated. In both
(Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2003) and in this study, the unaccented words studied
were in a mid-sentence position and always followed by a contrastively accented
word: this is likely to favour tonally monotonous realisations of the unaccented
word. The results of the measurements were collected into an SPSS file, and all
statistical analyses were performed using SPSS.
In analysing the target words, some unanticipated problems were
encountered. The materials were initially designed in such a way that, in exactly
one third of all the words, the structure of the first two syllables was CV.CV, in
another third CVV.CV and in the remaining third CVC.CV. It turned out,
however, that there were good reasons for dividing the words in the latter group
into several subgroups because they differ from each other with respect to the
identities of the medial consonants. First a subgroup was formed of those words
in which the medial consonant is a geminate (e.g. seppä). The word groups were
originally labelled in such a way that the CV.CV(X) words were labelled
Structure 1, the CVV.CV(X) words were labelled Structure 2, and the
CVC.CV(X) words were labelled Structure 3. The subgroup consisting of the
seppä type words was labelled Structure 4. Later it turned out that there were
good reasons for dividing the remaining words in Structure 3 into two separate
subgroups on the basis of whether the first consonant of the medial consonant
sequence, C2a, is voiced or voiceless. Thus two new structures were formed,
Structure 31 in which C2a is voiceless, e.g. sotka, and Structure 32 in which C2a is
voiced, e.g. kanta. From this it inevitably followed that the new Structures formed
by dividing the original Structure 3 contain a smaller number of word triplets than
Structures 1 and 2. The smallest new structure is Structure 32 that contains 2 word
triplets of the 10 triplets in the original Structure 3, namely the word triplets
kanta(x) and tuntu(x). Structure 31 contains 3 word triplets, namely sotka(x),
putki(x) and laski(x). Structure 4 in turn contains half of the word triplets in the
original Structure 3, namely the structures CVCa.CaV.(X) in which there is a
medial geminate. If this investigation were started from scratch, it would of
course be sensible to choose the CVC.CV(X) words in such a way that the
numbers of words in all structures would be equal. As things are, it must be borne
in mind in evaluating results obtaining for the structures 31, 32 and 4 that these
structures are represented by a smaller number of words than Structures 1 and 2.
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2.5

The statistical tests

Consider the CV.CV target words, e.g. sika. Four duration measurements were
made in such words, one for each segment, both in the unaccented version and in
the contrastively accented version. Thus there were 4 x 2 = 8 cells in the statistical
design for the duration measurements in the CV.CV words. For each informant,
each such cell was represented by the mean duration of the segment in the
relevant degree of Prominence, computed across the ten CV.CV words. And
similarly for the other words, although of course the number of words
representing a given structure was less than ten in the Structures 31, 32 and 4, as
explained above. In the F0 measurements, similarly, the value at a given
measurement point was the mean across the words representing a given word
structure, for a given speaker at a given degree of Prominence. Univariate
ANOVAs were used to test the statistical effects of the grouping variables
Prominence (unaccented or contrastively accented), Word Length (disyllabic,
trisyllabic or tetrasyllabic) and Variety (Oulu, Tampere or Turku) on the means of
each dependent variable, the grouping variables acting as fixed factors. Where
appropriate, Tukey post hoc tests were used, with an alpha level p < 0.05. For a
small subset of the target words, Linear Discriminant Analyses were run.
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3

Results

In the following subsections the primary results are reported, Structure by
Structure and segment by segment. The results will be further analysed in Chapter
4. In reporting the results, the towns whose local Varieties of SSF the informants
represent are mentioned in Tables and Figures in the order in which the recordings
were made, i.e. in the order Oulu, Turku, Tampere. Nothing more is implied by
this order. Instead of longer and more complete expressions like “the mean
duration of X in the speech of the informants representing the Oulu Variety” or “Y
had a statistically longer mean duration in the speech of the informants from
Turku than in the speech of the informants from Oulu and Tampere for whom
there was no difference in the mean duration of Y”, shorter expressions like “the
duration of X in Oulu” and “Y was longer in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere
which did not differ from each other” are often used below, in the hope of making
the text more readable. The primary durational results are presented first, and then
the primary results on fundamental frequency. Unless explicitly stated to the
opposite, when differences among means are discussed below, the differences
were statistically significant.
3.1

Total word durations

In testing the effects of Prominence, Variety, Structure and Word Length on total
word durations, all of the variables had a significant main effect. There were no
significant interactions. The effect of Prominence was according to expectations:
the contrastively accented words had significantly longer durations than the
unaccented ones [F(1,450) = 548.69, p < 0.001]. On the effect of Variety
[F(2,450) = 5.75, p < 0.01], the post hoc test indicated that the grand mean total
duration of all words was longer in Turku (490 ms) than in Tampere (473 ms) and
Oulu (469 ms). Oulu and Tampere did not differ from each other in this respect.
Since there were no interactions, the Turku words were longer throughout, i.e. in
words differing with respect to Prominence, Structure and Word Length, than in
Oulu and Tampere, and the words in Oulu and Tampere had statistically the same
total word durations in a given combination of the grouping variables (for
example, in the unaccented trisyllabic CV.CV(X) words). These findings suggest,
firstly, that the average speaking rate of the Turku informants was somewhat
slower than those of the Oulu and Tampere informants. This suggestion will be
qualified in section 4.6 below. Secondly, the findings suggest that, if no other
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factors were operative, also the mean segment durations were longer in Turku
than in Oulu and Tampere, as a result of the difference in speaking rate, and that
this difference must be taken into account in looking at the segment durations. It
will be seen below, however, that such other factors were operative.
The post hoc test of the Structure effect [F(4,450) = 9.60, p < 0.001] showed
that Structure 1 words (with an initial CV syllable) had a shorter grand mean
duration than the other Structures and that the other Structures did not differ from
each other. The grand mean total duration of the words with Structure 1 was 447
ms, that of Structure 2 words 485 ms, that of Structure 31 words 494 ms, that of
Structure 32 words 474 ms and, finally, that of Structure 4 words 486 ms. Of
course, there is one phoneme less in Structure 1 words than in the others.
The post hoc test of Word Length [F(2,450) = 788.53, p < 0.001] showed,
expectedly, that the total duration of a word was the longer the larger the number
of constituent syllables. The grand mean duration of the disyllabic words was 357
ms, that of the trisyllabic words 464 ms and that of the tetrasyllabic words 611
ms. All three groups of words differed from each other significantly with respect
to total word duration.
3.2

Segment durations

It is to be noted that the term segment usually has an abstract meaning below in
the sense that e.g. the segment C1 stands for all the different consonants that
occupied the word-initial position in a given word structure. Below, segment
durations are given separately for each of the word Structures. There are two
reasons for this. The most important and the most compelling reason is the fact
that the segmental identities of the different Structures are not balanced. It would
not have been possible to have the sort of word triplets that have been used here
and at the same time to have segmentally balanced word structures; because of
accidental gaps, the Finnish lexicon simply does not contain sufficient numbers of
such words. The second reason is that many of the durational differences
obtaining in the materials are well known and do not require testing in this study.
For example, it is well known that single vowels have shorter durations than
double vowels, ceteris paribus, and similarly for consonants. Here such gross
durational differences are taken for granted and finer durational differences
among the three Varieties are studied.
In the following analyses, separately for each segment in each Structure,
potential effects of the grouping variables Prominence, Word Length and Variety
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are examined. If there was an effect of Prominence, this invariably meant that a
segment had a longer duration in the contrastively accented than in the
unaccented version of the target word. Since such a generalisation can be made,
the direction of the effect of Prominence is usually not explicitly mentioned. If
there were interactions among the grouping variables, these interactions are
explained, but the lack of other potential interactions is not explicitly mentioned.
However, if there were no interactions, this state of affairs is explicitly mentioned.
Since Prominence always had a significant effect on the durations of most
segment durations in each Structure, the durations are always tabulated separately
for the unaccented versions and for the contrastively accented versions.
3.2.1 Segment durations in CV.CV(X) words
The segment durations in the CV.CV(X) or Structure 1 words are shown in Tables
4 (the unaccented words) and 5 (the contrastively accented words). Prominence
had an effect on the duration of C1 [F(1,90) = 97.02, p < 0.001], as did Variety
[F(2,90) = 5.34, p < 0.01]. Word Length had no effect, and there were no
interactions. The post hoc test indicated that C1 had a significantly shorter
duration in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere which did not differ from each other.
Since it was the Turku informants that exhibited longer total word durations than
the informants from Oulu and Tampere, this difference cannot be due to speaking
rate.
Prominence also had an effect on the duration of V1 [F(1,90) = 133.92,
p < 0.001] as did Variety [F(2,90) = 9.73, p < 0.001]. There was no main effect of
Word Length. There was an interaction between Prominence and Variety [F(2,90)
= 6.55, p < 0.01] and between Prominence and Word Length [F(2,90) = 5.79,
p < 0.01]. To examine the interaction between Prominence and Variety, the tests
were run separately for the unaccented and contrastively accented words. In the
unaccented CV.CV(X) words, Variety had no effect but Word Length had an
almost significant effect [F(2,45) = 3.06, p = 0.057]. The post hoc test, however,
indicated that the duration of V1 was, in all three Varieties, significantly longer in
the tetrasyllabic than in the disyllabic words, and the trisyllabic words did not
differ from the disyllabic and tetrasyllabic words. We interpret this ambiguous
result according to the post hoc test. When the test was run on only the
contrastively accented words, Variety had an effect [F(2,45) = 12.12, p < 0.001],
and the post hoc test indicated that V1 had a significantly shorter duration in
Turku than in Oulu and Tampere. Word length did not have a significant effect on
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the duration of V1 in contrastively accented words, although there was a tendency
towards V1 having a longer duration in the disyllabic words than in the longer
words [p = 0.061].
Table 4. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the unaccented
CV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word duration.
WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

65

57

71

87

3

75

58

74

4

73

62

2

71

56

3

83

4
2

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

C3

V3

63

42

60

74

70

46

47

85

65

60

91

56

44

57

81

63

87

60

48

47

73

58

72

53

3

81

63

76

48

44

56

4

80

65

75

50

46

48

C4

C5

V4

TWD
280
372

50

57

44

523
277
391

53

70

31

540
256
368

53

61

36

514

Thus even though the Turku informants exhibited longer total word durations than
the informants from Oulu and Tampere, the Turku informants nevertheless had a
shorter mean duration of V1 in the contrastively accented words than the
informants from Oulu and Tampere. This means that the latter difference cannot
be attributed to speaking rate; rather, it must be a genuine difference between
Turku and the other Varieties.
Table 5. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the contrastively
accented CV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length
in number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word duration.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere
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WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

101

87

96

121

3

100

81

89

C3

V3

100

46

59

48

57

C4

C5

V4

TWD
405

4

98

78

87

102

2

116

75

118

92

3

119

69

113

84

46

57

49

55

475
60

62

41

633
401

4

112

68

107

84

2

121

91

90

67

3

118

86

89

69

47

60

4

115

82

86

70

51

54

488
74

80

37

666
369
469

71

65

33

627

The duration of C2 was affected both by Prominence [F(1,90) = 81.93, p < 0.001]
and by Variety [F(2,90) = 35.30, p < 0.001]. Word Length had no effect, and there
were no interactions. The post hoc test showed that the duration of C2 was
significantly longer in Turku than in Tampere, and that statistically it was the
same in Oulu and Tampere. Recall from above that the mean total word duration
was 490 ms in Turku, 469 in Oulu and 473 ms in Tampere. The grand mean
across Oulu and Tampere is 471 ms, and thus total word duration in Turku was
4.0 per cent longer than in Oulu and Tampere on average. From this it could be
expected that any segment durations would be about 4% longer in Turku than in
the other Varieties. It can be computed from Table 4 that the mean duration of C2
in the unaccented words across Oulu and Tampere was 73.7 ms as against 87.7 ms
in Turku. This means that the duration of C2 in unaccented CV.CV(X) words was
19.0% longer in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere on average. The grand mean
duration of C2 in the contrastively accented words (Table 5) across Oulu and
Tampere in turn was 89.5 ms as against 112.7 ms in Turku. This means that the
duration of C2 in contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words was 25.9% longer in
Turku than in Oulu and Tampere on average. Clearly, the differences are much
larger than what would be expected on the basis of the difference in speaking rate,
and it is therefore concluded that the measured difference in the mean duration of
C2 is a real difference between Turku and the other two Varieties.6
Both Prominence [F(1,90) = 79.40, p < 0.001], Variety [F(2,90) = 37.95, p <
0.001] and Word Length [F(2,90) = 4.97, p < 0.01] had an effect on the duration
of V2 in the CV.CV(X) words. There were no interactions. The post hoc test
indicated that all three Varieties differed from each other: the duration of V2 was
longest in Oulu and shortest in Tampere. The post hoc test also indicated that V2
had a significantly longer duration in disyllabic words than in trisyllabic words
and that the tetrasyllabic words did not differ from the shorter ones. The lack of
interactions shows that these latter effects were there in all three Varieties, in both
the unaccented and the contrastively accented versions.
We have now reached C3 in the CV.CV(X) words. Of course, this consonant
only occurs in the longer than disyllabic words. Both Prominence [F(1,60) = 5.61,
p < 0.05] and Word Length [F(1,60) = 5.09, p < 0.05] had an effect on the
duration of C3. Variety had no effect, and there were no interactions. The duration
6

In all comparisons below in which a segment had a significantly longer duration in Turku than in
(one of) the other Varieties, the proportional differences were always well above 4%. For this reason
and to avoid excessive repetition, the expectation of a 4% longer duration in Turku is not explicitly
mentioned below.
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of C3 was significantly longer in the tetrasyllabic words than in the trisyllabic
words.
Both Prominence [F(1,60) = 6.59, p < 0.05] and Word Length [F(1,60) =
13.56, p < 0.001] had an effect on the duration of V3. Variety had no effect. There
was an interaction between Prominence and Word Length [F(1,60) = 4.23, p <
0.05]. In both the unaccented and the contrastively accented versions, V3 had a
longer duration in the CV.CV.CV (e.g. kotilo) than in the CV.CV.CVC.CV words
(e.g. kotilosta). When the test was run separately for the trisyllabic an the
tetrasyllabic words to study the interaction between Prominence and Word
Length, it turned out that Prominence had no effect on the duration of V3 in the
trisyllabic words, but it did have an effect in the tetrasyllabic words.
We have now reached C4. In the materials, C4 was always /s/ as in kotilosta.
This consonant, as well as C5 and V4, only occurred in the tetrasyllabic words in
the case ending -sta/-stä, although it belongs to the third syllable. For this reason,
Word Length is no longer a grouping variable for these last three segments. Only
Prominence had an effect on the duration of C4 [F(1,30) = 13.32, p = 0.001];
Variety had no effect and there was no interaction. The effect of Prominence on
the duration of C5 failed to reach significance, but there was tendency [p = 0.066]
for C5 to have a longer duration in the contrastively accented versions than in the
unaccented versions. Variety had an effect on the duration of C5 [F(2,30) = 8.48, p
= 0.001], and there was no interaction between Prominence and Variety. The post
hoc test indicated that C5 had a significantly longer duration in Turku than in Oulu
and Tampere, and that there was no difference between the latter two. The mean
duration of C5, in the unaccented words was 70 ms in Turku and the grand mean
across Oulu and Tampere 59 ms, so the duration was 18% longer in Turku. In the
contrastively accented words, the corresponding figures were 80 ms, 64 ms and
26%.
Finally, Variety had an effect on the duration of V4 [F(2,30) = 5.63, p < 0.01];
Prominence had no effect, and there was no interaction. The post hoc test
indicated that the duration of V4 was significantly longer in Oulu than in Turku
and Tampere and that there was no difference between the latter two.
The durational patterns discussed above are summarised graphically in the
next six Figures, separately for the unaccented and the contrastively accented
words. The purpose of the Figures, for the current word Structure and for the
other ones below, is to hopefully refresh the reader’s memory of the observed
differences among the Varieties discussed in the preceding text. The Figures
show, for each Structure and for each degree of Word Length, the segment
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durations of the unaccented and the contrastively accented versions of the target
words, in a pairwise manner. In commenting on the Figures, the reader is
reminded only of the statistically significant differences observed among the three
Varieties. The effects of Prominence and Word Length will be summarised in
sections 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Figure 1 shows the segment durations in the unaccented
disyllabic CV.CV words as a function of Variety.

Fig. 1. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CV.CV words in the three
Varieties.

The differences between the Varieties observed above in the unaccented CV.CV
words can be seen in Figure 1. Thus C1 was shorter in Oulu than in the other
Varieties, C2 was longer in Turku than in the other two Varieties, and V2 was
longest in Oulu, the next longest in Turku and shortest in Tampere. Figure 2
shows the segment durations in the contrastively accented disyllabic CV.CV
words.

Fig. 2. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CV.CV words in
the three Varieties.

The differences in the contrastively accented CV.CV words among the three
Varieties are clearly visible in Figure 2: C1 was shorter in Oulu than in the other
two Varieties; V1 was shorter in Turku than in the other two Varieties; C2 was
longer in Turku than in the other two Varieties; V2 was longest in Oulu, the next
longest in Turku and shortest in Tampere. Thus the pattern of differences
obtaining among the Varieties in the unaccented words in C1, C2 and V2 was
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replicated in the contrastively accented words. In addition, in the contrastively
accented words only, Turku exhibited shorter V1 than the other two Varieties.
Corresponding information for the trisyllabic CV.CV.CV words is given in
Figures 3 (the unaccented versions) and 4 (the contrastively accented versions).

Fig. 3. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CV.CV.CV words in the three
Varieties.

The above comments on Figure 1 concerning C1, C2 and V2 are also applicable to
Figure 3 (shortest C1 in Oulu, etc.); recall that the observed differences among the
Varieties in the first two syllables did not interact with Word Length, indicating
that the differences obtain in the disyllabic, trisyllabic as well as tetrasyllabic
words. In the third syllable, no significant differences among the Varieties were
observed, and in this sense Figure 3 adds little to the information in Figure 1.

Fig. 4. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CV.CV.CV words
in the three Varieties.

Figure 4 depicts, for the contrastively accented CV.CV.CV words, the same
durational patterns for the first two syllables as Figure 2 (shorter duration of C1 in
Oulu than in the other Varieties, etc.). In these words, too, no differences among
the Varieties were observed in the third syllable.
Finally, the segment durations in the tetrasyllabic CV.CV.CVC.CV words are
shown in Figures 5 (the unaccented versions) and 6 (the contrastively accented
versions).
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Fig. 5. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CV.CV.CVC.CV words in the
three Varieties.

All comments on Figure 1 above are applicable to the first two syllables of the
unaccented CV.CV.CVC.CV words in Figure 5, too. Otherwise, the observation
that C5 (the last consonant in e.g. kotilosta) had a significantly longer duration in
Turku than in Oulu and Tampere can be seen graphically in Figure 5, as can the
observation that V4 had a longer duration in Oulu than in the other two Varieties.

Fig. 6. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CV.CV.CVC.CV
words in the three Varieties.

All comments on Figure 2 above (C1 shorter in Oulu than in the other two
Varieties; V1 shorter in Turku than in the other two Varieties; C2 longer in Turku
than in the other two Varieties; V2 longest in Oulu and shortest in Tampere) also
hold for the first two syllables of the contrastively accented CV.CV.CVC.CV
words in Figure 6. So do the comments on Figure 5 (C5 longer in Turku than in
Oulu and Tampere, V4 longer in Oulu than in the other two Varieties).
On the whole, then, differences among the Varieties mostly appeared in the
first two syllables of the CV.CV(X) words (the durational differences in C1, V1,
C2 and V2 just mentioned). No differences among the Varieties were observed in
the third syllable, while there were some such differences again in the fourth
syllable (longer C5 in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere, longer V4 in Oulu than in
Turku and Tampere). Except for the difference in the duration of V1 (shorter, in
accented words only, in Turku than in the other Varieties), these differences apply
to both degrees of prominence examined.
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3.2.2 Segment durations in CVV.CV(X) words
The segment durations in the CVV.CV(X) or Structure 2 words are shown in
Tables 6 (the unaccented words) and 7 (the contrastively accented words).
Table 6. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the unaccented
CVV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word duration.

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

70

113

50

60

C3

V3

3

82

126

56

40

43

70

4

83

131

2

73

121

53

42

43

53

62

51

3

92

129

65

48

45

57

4
2

84

130

67

45

40

50

72

110

56

50

3

89

121

65

48

41

56

4

87

129

62

49

40

49

C4

C5

V4

TWD
293
417

56

58

42

561
307
436

55

72

31

574
288
420

57

59

35

567

Both Prominence [F(1,90) = 69.68, p < 0.001], Variety [F(2,90) = 3.61, p < 0.05]
and Word Length [F(2,90) = 4.40, p < 0.05] had an effect on the duration of C1.
There were no interactions. The post hoc test showed that the duration of C1 was
significantly longer in Tampere than in Oulu and Turku which did not differ from
each other. The post hoc test also showed that the duration of C1 was significantly
shorter in the disyllabic words than in the trisyllabic words, and that the
tetrasyllabic words did not differ from the shorter ones with respect to the
duration of C1.
Table 7. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the contrastively
accented CVV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word
length in number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word duration.

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

58

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

97

206

60

60

C3

V3

3

103

188

61

50

48

72

46

64

C4

C5

V4

TWD
423

4

96

170

55

52

2

110

207

71

59

3

114

183

75

61

47

61

46

50

522
62

60

39

644
447

4

106

163

69

57

2

108

195

65

53

3

117

188

70

60

41

62

4

115

169

65

57

42

49

541
72

79

31

673
421
538

70

63

29

659

Prominence had an effect on the duration of V1 [F(1,90) = 184.25, p < 0.001].
Variety had no effect, and there was no main effect of Word Length. However,
Word Length interacted with Prominence [F(2,90) = 10.27, p < 0.001]. When the
test was run on the unaccented words only F(2,45) = 5.60, p < 0.01], the post hoc
test indicated that V1 had a shorter duration in the disyllabic words than in the
tetrasyllabic words and that the trisyllabic words did not differ from the disyllabic
and tetrasyllabic words with respect to V1 duration. In the contrastively accented
words [F(2,45) = 6.06, p < 0.01], the post hoc test indicated that the order of
magnitude of the disyllabic and tetrasyllabic words was the reverse of that
obtaining in the unaccented words: in the contrastively accented words, V1 had a
longer duration in the disyllabic words than in the tetrasyllabic ones, and again
the trisyllabic words did not differ from the disyllabic and tetrasyllabic words.
Prominence had an effect on the duration of C2 [F(1,90) = 12.61, p = 0.001]
as did Variety [F(2,90) = 17.76, p < 0.001]. Word length had no effect and there
were no interactions. The post hoc test showed that the duration of C2 was
significantly shorter in Oulu than in the other Varieties and that these did not
differ from each other.
Both Prominence [F(1,90) = 27.38, p < 0.001] and Word Length [F(2,90) =
3.58, p < 0.05] had an effect on the duration of V2. There was no main effect of
Variety, but an interaction between Variety and Word Length [F(4,90) = 4.14, p <
0.01]. When tests were run separately in each Variety, Word Length had an effect
in Oulu [F(2,30) = 15.19, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test showed that V2 had a
longer duration in the disyllabic words than in the longer words, and that these
did not differ from each other. In Turku and in Tampere, Word Length had no
effect on the duration of V2. In tests run separately for each degree of Word
Length, Word length had an effect in the disyllabic words [F(2,30) = 3.81, p <
0.05] and in the trisyllabic words [F(2,30) = 4.08, p < 0.05], but not in the
tetrasyllabic words. Post hoc tests showed that, in the disyllabic words, V2 had a
longer duration in Oulu than in Tampere, and that Turku did not differ from the
other Varieties. In the trisyllabic words, the post hoc test indicated that V2 had a
longer duration in Turku than in Oulu, and that Tampere did not differ from these
with respect to V2 duration.
There were no significant effects on the duration of C3 and no interactions,
but there was an almost significant tendency [p = 0.056] for Prominence to have
an effect. The tendency is in the expected direction, C3 having a longer duration
in the contrastively accented words than in the unaccented ones.
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Both Variety [F(2,60) = 10.23, p < 0.001] and Word Length [F(1,60) = 22.56,
p < 0.001] had an effect on the duration of V3. Prominence had no effect, and
there were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that V3 had a longer
duration in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere and that there was no difference
between the latter. In each Variety, V3 had a longer duration in the trisyllabic
words than in the tetrasyllabic words. That is, the word-final V3 in the trisyllabic
words (e.g. Siikala) had a longer duration than the V3 in the word-internal
secondarily stressed syllable in the tetrasyllabic word (e.g. Siikalasta).
Prominence had an effect on the duration of C4 [F(1,30) = 8.79, p < 0.01].
Variety had no effect, and there were no interactions. On the duration of C5,
Variety had an effect [F(2,30) = 12.46, p < 0.001]. Prominence had no effect, and
there were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that C5 had a longer
duration in Turku than in the other two Varieties, and that these latter did not
differ from each other with respect to C5 duration.
Finally, Variety had an effect on the duration of V4. The post hoc test
indicated that V4 was longer in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere, and that the
latter two did not differ from each other with respect to V4 duration. The durations
discussed above are again summarised graphically in Figures 7–12. Figures 7 and
8 show the segment durations in the CVV.CV words.

Fig. 7. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVV.CV words in the three
Varieties.
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Fig. 8. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVV.CV words in
the three Varieties.

It can be seen in Figures 7 and 8 that, in both unaccented and contrastively
accented words, the duration of C1 was shortest in Oulu, that the duration of C2
was shorter in Oulu than in the other Varieties, and that the duration of V2 was
longer in Oulu than in Tampere; Turku did not differ from the other Varieties.
Next the CVV.CV.CV words in Figures 9 and 10.

Fig. 9. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVV.CV.CV words in the
three Varieties.

Fig. 10. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVV.CV.CV
words in the three Varieties.

The comments on Figures 7 and 8 above are applicable to the first two syllables
of the CVV.CV.CV words, with one exception. In the CVV.CV words the duration
of V2 was longer in Oulu than in Tampere (as can be seen in Figures 7 and 8), but
in the CVV.CV.CV words the duration of V2 was longer in Turku than in Oulu
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(and Tampere did not differ from these). In addition, it can be seen in Figures 9
and 10 that V3 had a longer duration in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere. And
finally the CVV.CV.CVC.CV words in Figures 11 and 12.

Fig. 11. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVV.CV.CVC.CV words in
the three Varieties.

Fig. 12. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVV.CV.CVC.CV
words in the three Varieties.

It can be seen again that C1 was shortest in Oulu, C2 was shorter in Oulu than in
the other Varieties. Recall from above that there were no effects on V2 in the
tetrasyllabic word shown in Figures 11 and 12. It can further be seen that V3 was
longer in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere, that C5 was longer in Turku than in
Oulu and Tampere, and finally that V4 was longer in Oulu than in Turku and
Tampere.
3.2.3 Segment durations in CVCvls.CV(X) words
The CVCvls.CV(X) words examined in this section belong to Structure 31 in
which C2 is voiceless, e.g. sotka(x). The segment durations are shown in Tables 8
(the unaccented words) and 9 (the contrastively accented words). In these Tables
the structure is represented as CVC2aC2bV(X), rather than e.g. CVC2C3V(X), to
maintain comparability with the other Tables. Thus in all Tables “V2” refers to the
second-syllable vowel, “C3” to the onset consonant of the third syllable, etc.
Notice that two kinds of structural labels are used to refer to the same structure.
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Thus the label “CVCvls.CV(X)” is relevant to the F0 measurements where the
voicing status of the first word-medial consonant is relevant, whereas when
segment durations are at issue, as here, the label “CVC2aC2bV(X)” is used.
Table 8. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the unaccented
CVC2aC2bV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. C2a was a voiceless
consonant. WL = Word length in number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word
duration.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

73

63

68

56

46

C3

V3

3

53

72

75

68

27

53

72

4

63

76

68

67

31

47

48

2

70

67

3

57

78

77

74

37

76

84

27

56

53

4

79

75

71

82

27

51

43

2
3

62

63

71

64

36

65

70

74

73

32

50

57

4

77

70

74

76

32

57

43

C4

C5

V4

TWD
306
420

51

55

43

549
325
431

52

75

31

586
296
421

55

59

32

575

Prominence had an effect on the duration of C1 [F(1,90) = 82.17, p < 0.001] as did
Word Length [F(2,90) = 5.79, p < 0.01]. Variety had no effect, and there were no
interactions. The post hoc test indicated that C1 had a shorter duration in the
trisyllabic words than in the disyllabic and tetrasyllabic words that did not differ
from each other with respect to C1 duration.
Prominence had an effect on V1 duration [F(1,90) = 111.10, p < 0.001].
Variety and Word Length did not have main effects, but there was an interaction
of Variety and Prominence [F(2,90) = 3.85, p < 0.05] and between Word Length
and Prominence [F(2,90) = 5.74, p < 0.01]. However, when the test was run
separately on the unaccented and contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV(X) words,
Variety had no effect in the unaccented words, and in the contrastively accented
words, there was only a tendency [p = 0.069] for V1 to have longer duration in
Oulu than in the other two Varieties. In the unaccented words, Word Length had
an effect [F(2,45) = 6.01, p < 0.01], and the post hoc test showed that V1 had a
shorter duration in the disyllabic words than in the longer words. In the
contrastively accented words, Word Length had no effect.
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Table 9. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the contrastively
accented CVC2aC2bV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. C2a was a
voiceless consonant. WL = Word length in number of constituent syllables, TWD =
total word duration.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

102

100

108

69

52

3

81

97

110

74

4

87

92

98

68

2

103

90

120

89

47

3

93

86

115

93

4

103

85

97

90

2

91

98

106

77

49

3

89

93

105

86

4

100

90

99

85

C3

V3

44

56

78

41

59

51

48

65

59

43

56

51

45

51

60

46

59

50

C4

C5

V4

TWD
431
540

64

56

37

653
449
559

74

79

34

712
421
529

68

66

32

695

Prominence had an effect on the duration of C2a [F(1,90) = 68.73, p < 0.001].
Variety and Word Length had no effect, and there were no interactions. Both
Prominence [F(1,90) = 23.77, p < 0.001], Variety [F(2,90) = 29.79, p < 0.001]
and Word Length [F(2,90) = 6.78, p < 0.01] had an effect on the duration of C2b.
There were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that the duration of C2b
was longest in Turku and shortest in Oulu. The post hoc test also indicated that
C2b was shorter in the disyllabic words than in the longer words that did not differ
from each other.
Prominence had an effect on the duration of V2 [F(1,90) = 51.78, p < 0.001]
as did Word Length [F(2,90) = 8.01, p = 0.01]. Variety had no effect, and there
were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that V2 had a longer duration in
the disyllabic words than in the longer words, and that the latter did not differ
from each other.
Prominence had an effect on C3 [F(1,60) = 9.34, p < 0.01]. There were no
main effects of Variety and Word Length, but they interacted [F(2,60) = 5.26, p <
0.01]. In the analyses performed separately for each Variety, Word Length had an
effect on the duration of C3 only in Tampere where C3 was longer in the
tetrasyllabic words than in the trisyllabic words [F(1,20) = 6.74, p < 0.05]. When
the test was run on the trisyllabic words only, Variety had an effect [F(2,30) =
6.30, p < 0.01], and the post hoc test indicated that C3 was longer in Turku than in
Tampere, and that Oulu did not differ from the other Varieties. In the tetrasyllabic
CVC2aC2bV.CVC.CV words (e.g. Sotkamosta), Variety had no effect.
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Both Prominence [F(1,60) = 6.35, p < 0.05], Variety [F(2,60) = 8.95, p <
0.001] and Word Length [F(1,60) = 46.02, p < 0.001] had an effect on the
duration of V3. In addition, there was an interaction between Variety and Word
Length [F(2,60) = 5.05, p < 0.01]. In all three Varieties, V3 was longer in the
trisyllabic words than in the tetrasyllabic ones. In the analysis involving only the
trisyllabic words (e.g. Sotkamo), Variety had an effect on the duration of V3, the
final vowel in the example word [F(2,33) = 15.39, p < 0.001]. The post hoc test
indicated that V3 was longer in Oulu than in the other Varieties that did not differ
from each other. In the tetrasyllabic words, Variety had no effect.
Prominence had an effect on the duration of C4 [F(1,30) = 15.91, p < 0.001].
Variety had no effect, and there was no interaction. On the duration of C5,
Prominence had no effect but Variety did [F(2,30) = 14.12, p < 0.001]. There was
no interaction. The post hoc test indicated that C5 was longer in Turku than in
Oulu and Tampere which did not differ from each other. Finally, there were no
significant main effects on the duration of V4, but there was a tendency [p =
0.069] for V4 to have the longest duration in Oulu.
The following Figures summarise the results for the CVC2aC2bV(X) words
graphically. First the disyllabic words in Figures 13 and 14.

Fig. 13. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVC2aC2bV words in the
three Varieties. C2a was a voiceless consonant.

Fig. 14. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV
words in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiceless consonant.
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It can be seen that, in contrast to the word Structures so far discussed, C1 had the
numerically longest duration in Oulu but, as was concluded above, this difference
was not significant. But it can be seen that, in both degrees of Prominence, the
duration of C2b was longest in Turku and shortest in Oulu. No other significant
differences among the Varieties were observed in the CVC2aC2bV words. Next the
trisyllabic CVC2aC2bV(X) words, in Figures 15 and 16.

Fig. 15. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVC2aC2bV.CV words in the
three Varieties. C2a was a voiceless consonant.

Fig. 16. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV.CV
words in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiceless consonant.

It can be seen again that C2b was longest in Turku and shortest in Oulu, as in the
disyllabic CVC2aC2bV words. Further, it can be seen that C3 was longer in Turku
than in Tampere (Oulu did not differ from the other Varieties). Finally, it can be
seen that, in both degrees of Prominence, V3 was longer in Oulu than in the other
Varieties (which did not differ from each other). No other significant differences
among the Varieties were observed in the trisyllabic CVC2aC2bV.CV words.
Finally, Figures 17 and 18 show the tetrasyllabic CVC2aC2bV.CVC.CV words.
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Fig. 17. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVC2aC2bV.CVC.CV words
in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiceless consonant.

Fig. 18. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV.CVC.CV
words in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiceless consonant.

It can be seen that C2b was longest in Turku and shortest in Oulu, and that V3 was
longer in Oulu than in the other Varieties (that did not differ from each other). In
the contrastively accented words in Figure 18 (and Table 9) the differences
between the means are minute, but they were significant and there was no
interaction between Prominence and Variety, showing that the differences were
statistically consistent across the two degrees of Prominence. See, finally, that in
both degrees of prominence, C5 was longer in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere
(which did not differ from each other), and that there was a tendency for V4 to
have the longest duration in Oulu.
3.2.4 Segment durations in CVCvcd.CV(X) words
The CVCvcd.CV(X) words examined in this section belong to Structure 32 in
which C2a, the onset consonant of the second syllable, is voiced. As explained
above, this structure contained only two word triplets, namely kanta(x) and
tuntu(x). The segment durations are shown in Tables 10 (the unaccented words)
and 11 (the contrastively accented words).
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Table 10. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the unaccented
CVC2aC2bV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. C2a was a voiced
consonant. WL = Word length in number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word
duration.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

46

65

70

36

49

3

47

71

68

33

C3

V3

28

55

77

60

49

C4

C5

V4

TWD
266

4

60

76

75

31

35

2

48

83

66

38

48

3

45

83

63

35

36

61

61

4

64

86

72

32

42

68

43

2

49

79

55

39

48

3

54

82

61

33

36

58

60

4

73

83

60

36

38

59

44

379
52

59

43

540
283
384

56

71

34

568
270
384

56

63

31

543

Prominence had an effect on the duration of C1 [F(1,90) = 108.00, p < 0.001] as
did Word Length [F(2,90) = 5.86, p < 0.01]. Variety had no effect and there were
no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that C1 had a longer duration in the
tetrasyllabic words than in the disyllabic ones, and that the trisyllabic words did
not differ from the tetrasyllabic and disyllabic words with respect to the duration
of C1.
Prominence had an effect on the duration of V1 [F(1,90) = 149.68, p < 0.001]
as did Variety [F(2,90) = 5.74, p < 0.01]. The post hoc test indicated that V1 had a
shorter duration in Oulu than in the other Varieties which did not differ from each
other. There was no main effect of Word Length, but there was an interaction
between Word Length and Prominence [F(2,90) = 5.26, p < 0.01]. In the test run
on the unaccented CVC2aC2bV(X) words, Word Length had no effect, but in the
test run on the contrastively accented words, Word Length had an effect F(2,45) =
4.26, p < 0.05], and the post hoc test showed that V1 had a longer duration in the
disyllabic than in the tetrasyllabic words and that the trisyllabic words did not
differ from the tetrasyllabic and disyllabic words with respect to the duration of
V1.
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Table 11. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the contrastively
accented CVC2aC2bV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. C2a was a
voiced consonant. WL = Word length in number of constituent syllables, TWD = total
word duration.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

74

116

106

43

60

3

86

110

97

42

4

100

100

100

35

2

95

120

103

48

63

3

110

114

94

52

4

107

104

85

43

2

95

128

93

45

54

3

101

122

100

47

4

107

112

92

40

C3

V3

47

62

82

48

59

60

50

65

63

52

69

53

49

60

63

52

65

53

C4

C5

V4

TWD
399
526

62

61

39

664
429
548

74

78

34

699
415
542

69

71

32

693

Prominence had an effect on the duration of C2a [F(1,90) = 69.60, p < 0.001].
Variety and Word Length had no effect, and there were no interactions. Similarly
for C2b, Prominence had an effect [F(1,90) = 18.69, p < 0.001], Variety and Word
Length had no effect and there were no interactions.
Prominence [F(1,90) = 37.01, p < 0.001] and Word Length [F(2,90) = 12.41,
p < 0.001] had an effect on the duration of V2. Variety had no effect, and there
were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that V2 had a longer duration in
the disyllabic words than in the longer ones which did not differ from each other
in this respect.
Prominence and Word Length had no effect on the duration of C3, but Variety
did [F(2,60) = 4.49, p < 0.05]. There were no interactions. The post hoc test
showed that C3 was longer in Turku than in Oulu, and that Tampere did not differ
from the other Variety with respect to C3 duration.
Both Prominence [F(1,60) = 6.85, p < 0.05], Variety [F(2,60) = 9.54, p <
0.001] and Word Length [F(1,60) = 45.75, p < 0.001] had an effect on the
duration of V3. There were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that V3 was
longer in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere, and that the latter did not differ from
each other. The duration of V3 was longer in the trisyllabic words than in the
tetrasyllabic words.
Prominence had an effect on the duration of C4 [F(1,30) = 6.64, p < 0.05].
Variety had no effect, and there was no interaction. Prominence had no effect on
the duration of C5, but Variety did [F(2,30) = 5.59, p < 0.01]. There was no
interaction. The post hoc test showed that C5 was longer in Turku than in Oulu,
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and that Tampere did not differ from either of the two Varieties. Prominence and
Variety had no significant effect on the duration of V4. According to the ANOVA
Prominence did have a significant effect [F(2,30) = 3.35, p < 0.05] on V4 but the
post hoc test failed to show any significant difference between the Varieties. The
duration of V4 was numerically longest in Oulu in both the accented and strongly
accented versions, and the unusual statistical outcome is here interpreted to
indicate a tendency for V4 to have a longer duration in Oulu than in the other
Varieties.
The results for the CVCvcd.CV(X) words are summarised in the next six
Figures. First the disyllabic words in Figures 19 and 20.

Fig. 19. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVC2aC2bV words in the
three Varieties. C2a was a voiced consonant.

Fig. 20. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV
words in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiced consonant.

It can be seen in Figures 19 and 20 that V1 was shortest in Oulu (there was no
difference between Turku and Tampere). There were no other reliable differences
between the Varieties in these disyllabic words. Notice that although the mean
duration of C1 was numerically shorter in Oulu than in the other Varieties
especially in the contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV words (Figure 20), this
difference was not statistically significant, obviously because this word Structure
was represented by only two word triplets.
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Fig. 21. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVC2aC2bV.CV words in the
three Varieties. C2a was a voiced consonant.

Fig. 22. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV.CV
words in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiced consonant.

In Figures 21 and 22, in addition the shortest V1 in Oulu, it can be seen that C3
was longer in Turku than in Oulu (Tampere did not differ from either), and that V3
was longer in Oulu (Turku and Tampere did not differ from each other).

Fig. 23. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVC2aC2bV.CVC.CV words
in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiced consonant.

Fig. 24. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVC2aC2bV.CVC.CV
words in the three Varieties. C2a was a voiced consonant.
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In Figures 23 and 24, again in addition the shortest V1 in Oulu, it can be seen that
C5 was longer in Turku than in Oulu (Tampere did not differ from either). The
non-significant trend of V4 to be longest in Oulu is also visible.
3.2.5 Segment durations in CVCa.CaV(X) words
In these words, belonging to Structure 4, a geminate consonant straddles the
boundary between the first and second syllable (e.g. seppä). The segment
durations are shown in Tables 12 (the unaccented words) and 13 (the contrastively
accented words).
Prominence [F(1,90) = 75.16, p < 0.001] and Variety [F(2,90) = 4.20, p <
0.05] had an effect on the duration of C1.Word Length had no effect, and there
were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that C1 was shorter in Oulu than
in Turku and Tampere, and that the latter did not differ from each other.
Table 12. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the unaccented
CVCa.CaV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word duration.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

72

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

66

65

118

52

3

64

75

125

4

66

79

2

74

66

3

68

4
2

C3

V3

35

37

75

119

31

39

56

135

39

72

146

34

39

61

82

70

140

29

38

44

77

62

124

43

3

68

72

136

39

39

56

4

79

70

136

37

36

46

C4

C5

V4

TWD
301
411

53

54

43

540
314
420

56

72

27

558
306
410

59

55

35

553

Table 13. Segment durations (in ms) and total word durations in the contrastively
accented CVCa.CaV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word
length in number of constituent syllables, TWD = total word duration.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

98

92

184

58

3

93

92

172

C3

V3

44

44

75

47

63

C4

C5

V4

TWD
432

4

93

88

153

44

2

114

88

213

54

3

102

84

187

46

46

59

48

51

520
65

58

40

651
469

4

107

80

175

46

2

117

94

183

50

3

104

90

187

54

40

59

4

106

87

173

53

43

49

524
74

80

36

697
444
534

73

58

33

675

Prominence [F(1,90) = 115.07, p < 0.001] and Variety [F(2,90) = 3.40, p < 0.05]
had an effect on the duration of V1. There was no main effect of Word Length, but
there was an interaction between Prominence and Word Length. The post hoc test
indicated that V1 was longer in Oulu than in Turku, and that Tampere did not
differ from the other two Varieties. In the separate analyses of the unaccented
words and contrastively accented words, it turned out that, in the unaccented
words, Word Length had an effect [F(2,45) = 7.08, p < 0.01], and the post hoc test
showed that V1 was shorter in the disyllabic words than in the longer words and
that the longer words did not differ from each other. In the contrastively accented
words, Word Length had no effect.
Prominence [F(1,90) = 72.00, p < 0.001] and Variety [F(2,90) = 4.26,
p < 0.05] had an effect on the duration of C2. Word Length had no effect, and
there were no interactions. The post hoc test indicated that C2 was longer in Turku
than in Oulu, and Tampere did not differ from the other Varieties.
There were complex effects on the duration of V2. Prominence
[F(1,90) = 65.39, p < 0.001], Variety [F(2,90) = 3.30, p < 0.05] and Word Length
[F(2,90) = 12.73, p < 0.001] each had a main effect. In addition, there was an
interaction between Variety and Word Length [F(4,90) = 3.88, p < 0.01]. In the
separate analyses of each Variety, Word Length had an effect in Oulu
[F(2,30) = 16.02, p < 0.001]: V2 had a longer duration in the disyllabic words
than in the longer ones which did not differ from each other. In the Turku
analysis, ANOVA reported that p = 0.055 but the post hoc test reported significant
differences at the p < 0.05 level: V2 was longer in the disyllabic words than in the
tetrasyllabic words, and the trisyllabic words did not differ from the other words.
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In Tampere, Word Length had no effect on V2 duration. In the separate analyses
for each degree of Word Length, it turned out that Variety had an effect on V2 in
the disyllabic words [F(2,30) = 4.46, p < 0.05] and in the tetrasyllabic words
[F(2,30) = 4.17, p < 0.05] but not in the trisyllabic words. Post hoc tests showed
that, in the disyllabic words, V2 was longer in Oulu than in the other two Varieties
which did not differ from each other, and that in the tetrasyllabic words, V2 was
longer in Tampere than in Turku, and that Oulu did not differ from the other
Varieties with respect to the duration of V2.
On the duration of C3, Prominence had an effect [F(1,60) = 13.14, p = 0.001].
Variety and Word Length had no effect, and there were no interactions.
Prominence had no effect on the duration of V3, but Variety [F(2,60) = 17.84,
p < 0.001] and Word Length [F(1,60) = 32.01, p < 0.001] did. There were no
interactions. The post hoc test indicated that V3 was longer in Oulu than in the
other two other Varieties, and that the latter did not differ from each other. The
post hoc test also indicated that V3 was, in each of the three Varieties, longer in
the trisyllabic words than in the tetrasyllabic words.
Prominence had an effect on the duration of C4 [F(1,30) = 9.58, p < 0.01].
Variety had no effect, and there was no interaction. On the duration of C5,
Prominence had no effect but Variety did [F(2,30) = 9.97, p < 0.001]. There was
no interaction. The post hoc test indicated that C5 was longer in Turku than in
Oulu and Tampere, and that the latter did not differ from each other with respect
to the duration of C5. Finally, Prominence had no effect on the duration of V4 but
Variety did [F(2,30) = 5.32, p < 0.05]. There was no interaction. The post hoc test
indicated that V4 was longer in Oulu than in Turku, and that Tampere did not
differ from the other Varieties.
The results for the CVCaCaV(X) words are summarised in Figures 25–30.
Again, first the disyllabic words in Figures 25 and 26.
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Fig. 25. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVCaCaV words in the
three Varieties.

Fig. 26. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVCaCaV words
in the three Varieties.

It can be seen in Figures 25 and 26 that the duration of C1 was shorter in Oulu
than in the other two Varieties, that V1 was longer in Oulu than in Turku (Tampere
did not differ from the other two Varieties), that C2 was longer in Turku than in
Oulu (again Tampere did not differ from the other two Varieties). Recall from
above that the results for V2 were complicated. However, it was observed that in
the disyllabic CVCaCaV words, V2 was longer in Oulu than in Turku and
Tampere, as can bee seen in Figures 25 and 26. Next the trisyllabic CVCaCaV.CV
words in Figures 27 and 28.
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Fig. 27. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVCaCaV.CV words in the
three Varieties.

Fig. 28. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the contrastively accented CVCaCaV.CV
words in the three Varieties.

It can be seen again that C1 was shorter in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere, that
V1 was longer in Oulu than in Turku, and that C2 was longer in Turku than in
Oulu. It can also be seen that V3 was longer in Oulu than in the other two
Varieties.

Fig. 29. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVCaCaV.CVC.CV words in
the three Varieties.

Fig. 30. Mean segment durations (in ms) in the unaccented CVCaCaV.CVC.CV words in
the three Varieties.
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In Figures 29 and 30, finally, it can be seen again that C1 was shorter in Oulu than
in Turku and Tampere, that V1 was longer in Oulu than in Turku, and that C2 was
longer in Turku than in Oulu, and that V3 was longer in Oulu than in the other two
Varieties. In addition, it can be seen that C5 was longer in Turku than in Oulu and
Tampere, and that V4 was longer in Oulu than in Turku.
3.3

Accentual lengthening

This section looks at the effect of prominence on segment durations. As has
already been mentioned above, in all instances in which prominence had a
significant effect on segment durations, the durations were longer in the
contrastively accented words than in the unaccented words. In other words,
accentual lengthening was highly systematic in this sense. The total amount of
accentual lengthening for each contrastively accented word was computed by
subtracting, for each Word Structure and degree of Word Length, the total
duration of the unaccented words from the total duration of the accented words.
This yielded the total amounts of accentual lengthening received by the
contrastively accented words. On these total amounts, Variety and Word Length
had no effect, and there were no interactions. But Word Structure had an effect
[F(4,225) = 3.00, p = 0.05]. Post hoc tests indicated that accentual lengthening
was more extensive in the CVCvcd.CV(X) words (kanta(x) and tuntu(x)) than in
the CV.CV(X) words (e.g. sika(x)) and in the CVV.CV(X) words (e.g. siika(x)),
and that the CVCvls.CV(X) words (e.g. sotka(x)) and the CVCa.CaV(X) words
(e.g. seppä(x)) did nor differ from any other Word Structures. Except for Word
Structure CVCvcd.CV(X), then, all Word Structures exhibited an equal amount of
accentual lengthening. However, it must be remembered that Word Structure
CVCvcd.CV(X) was represented by only two word triplets, and thus random
variations may have had a larger influence on the results in this Word Structure
than in the others.
Tables 14–18 show, for each Word Structure, the observed differences in
segment durations between the unaccented and contrastively accented words.
Positive numbers indicate that segment duration was longer in the contrastively
accented words than in the unaccented ones, and an asterisk indicates that the
difference was not statistically significant.
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Table 14. The amount of accentual lengthening (in ms) of the segments in the
CV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWL = total word lengthening. Asterisks indicate nonsignificant differences between the unaccented and the contrastively accented
versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

36

30

25

34

3

25

23

15

4

25

16

2

45

3

36

4

C3

V3

37

5

-1*

13

32

3

10

19

33

27

9

22

28

2

0*

31

5

20

24

1

8

2

48

33

18

14

3

37

23

13

21

3

4*

4

35

17

11

20

5

6

C4

C5

V4

TWL
125
103

10

5*

-3*

112
124
97

21

10*

6*

126
113
101

18

4*

-3*

113

Table 15. The amount of accentual lengthening (in ms) of the segments in the
CVV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWL = total word lengthening. Asterisks indicate nonsignificant differences between the unaccented and the contrastively accented
versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

78

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

27

93

10

0

3

21

62

5

C3

V3

10

4*

2*

3*

11*

C4

C5

V4

TWL
130

4

13

39

2

10

2

37

86

9

8

3

22

54

10

13

2*

4*

4

22

33

2

12

6*

0*

2

36

85

9

3

3

28

67

5

12

0*

6*

4

28

40

3

8

2*

0*

104
6

2*

-3*

83
140
105

17

7*

0*

99
133
118

13

4*

-6*

92

Table 16. The amount of accentual lengthening (in ms) of the segments in the
CVCvls.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWL = total word lengthening. Asterisks indicate nonsignificant differences between the unaccented and the contrastively accented
versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

29

37

40

13

6

3

28

25

35

6

4

24

16

30

2

33

23

3

36

8

4

24

2
3
4

C3

V3

17

3

6

1

10

12

3

43

15

10

39

9

21

9

6

10

26

8

16

5

8

29

35

35

13

13

24

23

31

13

13

1

3

29

37

40

13

6

C4

C5

V4

TWD
125
120

13

1*

-6*

104
124
128

22

4*

3*

126
125
108
125

Table 17. The amount of accentual lengthening (in ms) of the segments in the
CVCvcd.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWL = total word lengthening. Asterisks indicate nonsignificant differences between the unaccented and the contrastively accented
versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

28

51

36

7

11

3

39

39

29

9

C3

V3

19

7*

5

-1*

11

C4

C5

V4

TWD
133

4

40

24

25

4

13

2

47

37

37

10

15

3

65

31

31

17

14

4*

2

1*

10

147
10

2*

-4*

124
146

4

43

18

13

11

10

2

46

49

38

6

6

3

47

40

39

14

13

2*

3

4

34

29

32

4

14

6*

9

164
18

7*

0*

131
145
158

13

8*

1*

150

79

Table 18. The amount of accentual lengthening (in ms) of the segments in the
CVCa.CaV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TWL = total word lengthening. Asterisks indicate nonsignificant differences between the unaccented and the contrastively accented
versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

32

27

66

6

3

29

17

47

C3

V3

9

7

0*

8

7*

C4

C5

V4

TWL
131

4

27

9

34

13

2

40

22

78

15

3

34

12

41

12

7

-2*

4

25

10

35

17

10

7*

2

40

32

59

7

3

36

18

51

15

1

3*

4

27

17

37

16

7

3*

109
12

4*

-3*

111
155
104

18

8*

9*

139
138
124

14

3*

-2*

122

It can be seen in Tables 14–18 that accentual lengthening always affected all
constituent segments of the first two syllables of contrastively accented words in
each Word Structure and Variety. C3 was always lengthened in the Word
Structures CV.CV(X), CVCvls.CV(X) and CVCa.CaV(X) while it was never
lengthened in the Word Structures CVV.CV(X) and CVCvcd.CV(X). However, it
can be seen that the significant lengthening of C3 was always numerically very
small. V3 exhibited a variable pattern: no lengthening in the CVV.CV(X) and
CVCa.CaV(X) words and in the trisyllabic CV.CV.CV words, lengthening in the
tetrasyllabic CV.CV.CVC.CV words, lengthening in both CVCvls.CV.CV and
CVCvls.CV.CVC.CV words as well as in both CVCvcd.CV.CV and
CVCvcd.CV.CVC.CV words. However, the fact that C3 and V3 were not
necessarily lengthened did not imply that the next segment, C4, was not
lengthened. Indeed, C4 was lengthened in all Word Structures and in each Variety.
For Northern Finnish, the results concerning the locus of accentual lengthening in
the present study (for the Oulu informants) are so far identical to those by Suomi
(2007: 46–47) who reported, for words that structurally correspond to our
CV.CV(X) and CVV.CV(X) words (e.g. Setälästä and Seikolasta), that accentual
lengthening always extended from the word-initial consonant to C4 in the separate
analyses of the two sets of words. However, there were numerical indications of
accentual lengthening of also C5, and when the data of the two word structures
were collapsed, the lengthening of C5 was significant. The data for all present five
word Structures were similarly collapsed, and again the accentual lengthening of
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C5 was significant [F(1,150) = 10.16, p < 0.01]. Variety also had an effect
[F(2,150) = 46.77, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that C5 had a longer
duration in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere which did not differ from each other.
There were no other main effects and no interactions. It can thus be concluded
that accentual lengthening extended to C5 in all Word Structures and in each of
the three Varieties.
Notice in Tables 14–18 that when a segment was or was not lengthened in a
given position, all three Varieties behaved in the same way. Thus in the CV.CV(X)
words, for example, V3 was consistently lengthened in the tetrasyllabic words but
not in the trisyllabic words. Thus whatever principles determined whether or not a
segment was influenced by accentual lengthening, the principles seem to have
been the same across the three Varieties.
The proportional magnitudes of accentual lengthening are shown Tables 19–
23, in which the amount of accentual lengthening of a given segment is given as a
percentage of the duration of the same segment in the unaccented words. That is,
the percentage was obtained by the formula: ((duration in contrastively accented
word – duration in unaccented word) / duration in unaccented word) x 100. The
computations were based on the original unrounded means, not on the means
presented in Tables 14–18 that have been rounded to the nearest millisecond.
Table 19 shows the amounts of proportional lengthening in the CV.CV(X) words.
Table 19. The amount of mean proportional accentual lengthening of a given segment
as a percentage of the mean duration of the same segment in the unaccented
CV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TPWL = total proportional word lengthening.
Asterisks indicate non-significant differences between the unaccented and the
contrastively accented versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

55

53

37

37

3

33

41

20

C3

V3

59

12

-2*

6

24

C4

C5

V4

TPWL
45

4

33

26

19

46

2

65

34

39

42

3

45

15

25

51

7

1*

4

19

28
22

9*

-7*

21
45

4

40

8

24

39

2

66

56

25

26

3

46

38

18

43

9

6*

4

42

28

13

40

9

12

25
39

15*

21*

23
44
27

34

7*

-8*

22
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Differences between the mean proportional amounts of lengthening in Table 19
were tested, separately for each segment. Variety had no effect on C1, i.e. the
proportional lengthening was the same across the Varieties. Word Length had an
effect [F(2,45) = 4.81, p < 0.05], and the post hoc test indicated that the
lengthening was larger in the disyllabic CV.CV(X) words than in the longer ones
which did not differ from each other. Variety had an effect on the proportional
lengthening of V1 [F(2,45) = 9.14, p < 0.001] as did Word Length [F(2,45) =
12.6, p < 0.001], and post hoc tests showed that V1 was lengthened less in Turku
than in Oulu and Tampere which did not differ from each other, and that V1 was
lengthened more, proportionally, in the disyllabic words than in the longer words
which did not differ from each other. Variety had no effect on the proportional
lengthening of C2 but Word Length did [F(2,45) = 6.06, p < 0.01], and the post
hoc test indicated that the lengthening was greater in the disyllabic words than in
the longer ones that did not differ from each other. Variety had no effect on the
proportional lengthening of V2, nor did Word Length. Variety also had no effect
on V3 but Word Length did [F(1,30) = 13.90, p = 0.001], and the post hoc test
indicated that V3 was lengthened more in the trisyllabic words than in the
tetrasyllabic ones; as can be seen in Table 19, Prominence had no effect on V3 in
the trisyllabic CV.CV.CV words. Variety had no effect on C4; notice that Variety is
the only grouping variable applicable to the tetrasyllabic words. In the remaining
segments C5 and V4 no accentual lengthening was observed; this statement
applies to all Word Structures, and will not be repeated below.
In the CVV.CV(X) words in Table 20, Variety had no effect on the proportional
lengthening of any segments, and consequently this variable will not be mentioned
again in this paragraph. Word Length had an effect on C1 [F(2,45) = 4.66, p < 0.05],
and the post hoc test indicated that the lengthening was proportionally larger in the
disyllabic words than in the longer ones that did not differ from each other. Word
Length also had an effect on proportional lengthening of V1 [F(2,45) = 21.23, p <
0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that the lengthening was greatest in the
disyllabic words and smallest in the tetrasyllabic words. Word Length similarly had
an effect on proportional lengthening of C2 [F(2,45) = 4.13, p < 0.05], and the post
hoc test indicated that the lengthening was greater in the disyllabic words than in the
tetrasyllabic ones, and that the trisyllabic words did not differ from these. Finally
Word Length had an effect on V2 [F(2,45) = 6.03, p < 0.01], and the post hoc test
showed that the proportional lengthening was greater in the disyllabic words than in
the longer ones, and that the latter did not differ from each other. There were no
effects on the proportional lengthening of C4.
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Table 20. The amount of mean proportional accentual lengthening of a given segment
as a percentage of the mean duration of the same segment in the unaccented
CVV.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TPWL = total proportional word lengthening.
Asterisks indicate non-significant differences between the unaccented and the
contrastively accented versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

38

82

19

0

3

24

49

9

C3

V3

27

9*

3*

8*

19*

C4

C5

V4

TPWL
44

4

16

29

5

25

2

52

71

16

16

3

24

43

16

27

3*

7*

15*

0*

25
10

4*

-7*

15
46

4

26

26

3

29

2

49

79

17

7

3

30

56

8

24

1*

11*

4

31

30

5

16

4*

1*

24
32

10*

2*

17
46
28

23

8*

-21*

16

Table 21. The amount of mean proportional accentual lengthening of a given segment
as a percentage of the mean duration of the same segment in the unaccented
CVCvls.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TPWL = total proportional word lengthening.
Asterisks indicate non-significant differences between the unaccented and the
contrastively accented versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

40

61

57

23

13

3

52

36

48

8

4

38

21

45

2

47

35

56

3

63

12

51

11

4

30

13

37

2

45

56

3

36

34

4

29

29

C3

V3

64

6

10

2

36

26

8

20

27
78

18

12

11

57

10

19

49

20

36

43

17

41

3

5

33

12

46

4

16

C4

C5

V4

TPWL
41
29

25

2*

-14*

19
38
30

43

5*

6*

22
42
26

23

14*

0*

21

In the CVCvls.CV(X) words in Table 21, there were five positional segments
exhibiting significant accentual lengthening on whose proportional lengthening
the grouping variables had no effect, namely C1, C2a, C3, V3 and C4. Among the
remaining segments, Variety only had an effect on the proportional lengthening of
V1 [F(2,45) = 5.80, p < 0.01]. The post hoc test showed that V1 was
proportionally lengthened less in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere, and that the
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latter did not differ from each other. Also Word Length had an effect on V1
[F(2,45) = 11.60, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that the lengthening
was greater in the disyllabic words than in the longer words, and that these did not
differ from each other. Word Length also had an effect on C2b [F(2,45) = 3.74, p <
0.05], and the post hoc test indicated that the proportional lengthening was greater
in the disyllabic words than in the tetrasyllabic words, and that the trisyllabic
words did not differ from the other ones. Finally, Word Length had an effect on
the proportional lengthening of V2 [F(2,45) = 4.71, p < 0.05], and the post hoc
test indicated that the lengthening was greater in the trisyllabic words than in the
disyllabic ones, there being no difference between these and the tetrasyllabic
ones.
Table 22. The amount of mean proportional accentual lengthening of a given segment
as a percentage of the mean duration of the same segment in the unaccented
CVCvcd.CV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TPWL = total proportional word lengthening.
Asterisks indicate non-significant differences between the unaccented and the
contrastively accented versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2a

C2b

V2

2

61

79

51

22

21

3

79

55

43

29

C3

V3

67

15*

8

-2*

24

C4

C5

V4

TPWL
50

4

64

31

34

13

39

2

98

45

56

29

31

3

144

37

50

49

39

6*

3

2*

23

39
19

4*

-9*

23
52

4

67

22

18

34

24

2

94

63

69

15

14

3

87

50

62

45

37

3*

5

4

47

35

53

13

38

10*

22

43
32

10*

1*

23
54
41

25

12*

5*

28

In the CVCvcd.CV(X) words in Table 22, there were four segments exhibiting
significant accentual lengthening on whose proportional lengthening the grouping
variables had no effect, viz. C1, C2a, C2b and C4. Recall that the CVCvcd.CV(X)
words consisted of only two word triplets and that random variation therefore
probably had a larger effect on the numerical results than in the Word structures
represented by more triplets. Thus, despite the large numerical difference between
Turku and the other Varieties in the proportional mean duration of C1 in the
trisyllabic words in Table 22, Variety had no effect on C1. Moreover, Variety had
no effect on any segment, only Word Length occasionally did. Thus Word Length
had an effect on the proportional lengthening of V1 [F(2,45) = 7.10, p < 0.01], and
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the post hoc test indicated that the lengthening was greater in the disyllabic words
than in the tetrasyllabic ones, and that the trisyllabic words did not differ from the
others. Word Length also had an effect on the proportional lengthening of V2
[F(2,45) = 3.50, p < 0.05], and the post hoc test showed that V2 was lengthened
more in the trisyllabic words than in the disyllabic words, and that the
tetrasyllabic words did not differ from the shorter ones. Finally, Word Length had
an effect on the proportional lengthening of V3 [F(1,30) = 7.48, p = 0.01], and the
post hoc test indicated that the lengthening was greater in the tetrasyllabic words
than in the trisyllabic words.
In the CVCa.CaV(X) words in Table 23, there were three segments exhibiting
significant accentual lengthening on whose proportional lengthening the grouping
variables had no effect, namely C1, C3 and C4. And there was only one such
segment on which Variety had an effect, namely V2. Therefore, the lack of a
Variety effect is not separately mentioned immediately below. Word Length had
an effect on the proportional lengthening of V1 [F(2,45) = 12.59, p < 0.001], and
the post hoc analysis indicated that the lengthening was greater in the disyllabic
words than in the longer words, and that the longer words did not differ from each
other. Word length also had an effect on the proportional lengthening of C2
[F(2,45) = 5.82, p < 0.01], and the post hoc test indicated that C2 was lengthened
more in the disyllabic words than in the tetrasyllabic words, and that the
trisyllabic words did not differ from the other words. As already mentioned,
Variety had an effect on the proportional lengthening of V2 [F(2,45) = 3.62, p <
0.05], and the post hoc test indicated that V2 was lengthened more in Turku than
in Oulu, and that Tampere did not differ from the other two Varieties. Also Word
Length had an effect on V2 [F(2,45) = 4.13, p < 0.05], and the post hoc test
indicated that V2 was lengthened more in the tetrasyllabic words than in the
disyllabic ones, and that the trisyllabic words did not differ from the other words.
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Table 23. The amount of mean proportional accentual lengthening of a given segment
as a percentage of the mean duration of the same segment in the unaccented
CVCa.CaV(X) words as a function of Variety and Word Length. WL = Word length in
number of constituent syllables, TPWL = total proportional word lengthening.
Asterisks indicate non-significant differences between the unaccented and the
contrastively accented versions.
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

WL

C1

V1

C2

V2

2

49

41

56

14

3

45

24

39

C3

V3

26

18

1*

20

13*

C4

C5

V4

TPWL
44

4

43

12

28

41

2

56

35

58

38

3

50

17

29

35

18

-4*

29

16*

27
23

9*

-7*

21
49

4

30

16

26

59

2

52

52

47

15

3

53

24

37

41

4

5*

4

34

26

27

44

19

7*

25
33

11*

34*

25
45
30

24

6*

3*

22

In the above analysis of proportional accentual lengthening, there were only three
instances of differences among the three Varieties. Thus, in both the CV.CV(X)
words and in the CVCvls.CV(X) words, V1 was lengthened less in Turku than in
Oulu and Tampere which did not differ from each other, and in the CVCa.CaV(X)
words, V2 was lengthened more in Turku than in Oulu, with Tampere not differing
from the other two Varieties. On the whole, then, proportional accentual
lengthening was very similar in the three Varieties. There were many more
instances in which Word Length had an effect on proportional accentual
lengthening.
3.4

Accentual lengthening and moraic structure

In this section, the above results on proportional accentual lengthening are looked
at from the perspective of moraic structure. The moraic structure of the
tetrasyllabic CV.CV.CVC.CV words (e.g. sikalasta) is CM1.CM2.CM3M4.CM5
and the moraic structure of all of the other tetrasyllabic words here investigated
— whether they are CVV.CV.CVC.CV or CVC.CV.CVC.CV words — is
CM1CM2.CM3.CM4M5.CM6. It has been previously observed (Suomi 2005: 296–
302; 2007: 47) that C1, M1 and M2 are lengthened in accentual lengthening much
more than other segments. Table 24 shows the mean percentages of proportional
lengthening of segments classified according to structural position.
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Some of the abbreviations in Table 24 need an explanation. “M1§” refers to
an M1 that is syllable-final; “§” has been chosen as the symbol for the syllable
boundary instead of “.” to increase legibility. M1 is of course always a vowel, and
M1§ occurs in light initial syllables as in the word structure CV.CV(X). “M1C”
refers to an M1 that is followed by a syllable-final consonant as in the word
structure CVC.CV(X) where the identities of the consonants do not matter, and
C.C may or may not denote a geminate; a consonant immediately following M1 is
necessarily syllable-final. “MV1+MV2” means that M1 and M2 are consecutive
vowel phonemes in the first syllable as in the word structure CVV.CV(X), and
that the proportional lengthening of this sequence, constituting a single long
phonetic segment, is given. “M2C” means that M2 is a consonant that is followed
by a qualitatively different consonant as in the word structures CVCvls.CV(X) and
CVCvcd.CV(X). “M2§+Ca” means that M2 is a syllable-final consonant phoneme
constituting the first member of a geminate, and that the proportional lengthening
of this sequence, constituting a single long phonetic segment, is given. Such a
consonantal M2 always immediately follows M1 as in the word structure
CVCa.CaV(X). “§CM2” denotes a single vowel phoneme that constitutes M2 and
is preceded by a syllable-initial consonant as the second-syllable vowel in the
word structure CV.CV(X). That is, §CM2 denotes a vowel in the half-long
position. “Others”, finally, refers to segments that were reliably lengthened by
accentual lengthening but do not constitute C1, M1 or M2; these segments contain
both vowels (which are always morae) and consonants that may be moraic or
non-moraic, as the case may be. It is to be noticed that the number of segments
fulfilling the criteria for the different structural positions was necessarily variable:
for example, C1 was present in all target words, while e.g. §CM2 (a vowel in the
half-long position) was present only in the CV.CV(X) words. But again, these
imbalances were the same for each Variety.
Table 24. Mean proportional accentual lengthening of segments in moraically defined
structural positions as a function of Variety, pooled across Word Structure and Word
Length. In a given Variety, Word Structure and degree of Word Length, the means are
based on only those segments on which accentual lengthening had a statistically
significant effect. For an explanation of the abbreviations, see the text.
C1

M1 §

M1 C

MV1+MV2

M2C

M2§+Ca

§CM2

Oulu

43

39

38

53

46

41

47

15

Turku

51

18

25

45

44

37

44

20

Tampere

47

39

40

54

51

37

37

15

Others
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It is worth mentioning how the mean amounts of proportional accentual
lengthening in Table 24 have been computed. They are not means across the
speaker-specific proportional means. Instead, they have been computed by
summing up the relevant absolute durations, and then computing the mean
proportional lengthening from these sums. For C1 in the Oulu materials, for
example, the sum of all C1 durations in the unaccented words by all informants
was subtracted from the sum of all C1 durations in the contrastively accented
words. This gave the sum of absolute accentual lengthening. This sum was then
divided by the sum of all C1 durations in the unaccented words, to obtain the
mean proportional accentual lengthening of C1 in Table 24. The mean
proportional lengthening computed in this way is often different from the mean
across the speaker-specific proportional means, the more different the larger the
differences between the speaker-specific proportional means. It took some errorhunting to find out that this is the case.
Variety had an effect on the proportional lengthening of C1 [F(2,267) = 3.12,
p < 0.05], and the post hoc test indicated that C1 was lengthened more in Turku
than in Oulu and that Tampere did not differ from the other Varieties. Variety also
had an effect on the proportional lengthening of M1§ [F(2,51) = 6.60, p < 0.01],
and the post hoc test indicated that M1§ was lengthened less in Turku than in Oulu
and Tampere and that the latter did not differ from each other. Variety also had an
effect on M1C [F(2,159) = 4.71, p = 0.01], and the post hoc test indicated that
M1C, too, was lengthened less in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere and that the
latter did not differ from each other. Variety had no effect on the proportional
lengthening of MV1+MV2, §CM2, M2C and M2§+Ca. But Variety did have an effect
on the proportional lengthening of the segments in the category Others [F(2,501)
= 4.97, p < 0.01], and the post hoc test indicated that the lengthening was greater
in Turku than in the other two Varieties which did not differ from each other.
When the category Others was broken down to the individual six segment
positions, Turku exhibited the largest mean in five of these and in one instance
Oulu and Turku shared the largest mean, but Variety failed to reach significance
in these segment-by-segment analyses. That is, with a smaller number of cases,
there was not enough statistical power to show an effect of Variety, although there
was such an effect when the whole category Others was tested.
Turku thus differed from Oulu and Tampere in four respects: C1 exhibited
larger proportional lengthening, M1§ and M1C exhibited smaller lengthening, and
segments in the category Others exhibited larger lengthening in Turku than in
Oulu and Tampere.
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It can be seen in Table 24 e.g. that, in Turku, the proportional accentual
lengthening of M1§ was numerically smaller than the mean proportional accentual
lengthening of the segments in the category Others, while in Oulu and Tampere
the order of magnitude of M1§ and the category Others was the opposite. To
examine such differences — the horizontal differences in Table 24 in and across
the three Varieties — a statistical test was run in which moraically defined
Structural Position was one of the grouping variables. This variable assumed one
of eight values, in accordance with the eight structurally defined positions given
in Table 24. Structural Position had an effect [F(7,1254) = 38.26, p < 0.001].
Variety had no effect [F < 1], but there was an interaction between Variety and
Structural Position [F(14,1254) = 2.18, p < 0.01]. In the Oulu materials, Structural
Position had an effect [F(7,418) = 15.85, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test
indicated that the proportional lengthening of the segments in the category Others
was smaller than that of segments in the other structural positions, and that the
latter did not differ from each other.
In the Turku materials, Structural Position had an effect [F(7,418) = 10.81, p
< 0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that proportional accentual lengthening
was largest in C1 and smallest in M1§, M1C and in the category Others which did
not differ from each other, and that MV1+MV2, §CM2, M2C and M2§+Ca did not
differ from any other structural positions. It will be remembered from above that
the proportional lengthening of C1 and of the segments in the category Others was
largest in Turku, and that the proportional lengthening of M1§ and M1C in turn
was the smallest in Turku. These latter segments are the only ones consisting of
M1 alone, and Turku thus exhibited a pattern in which C1 was extensively
lengthened, M1 was lengthened only moderately and to the same extent as the
segments in the category Others. It can be said, accordingly, that most of the
proportional accentual lengthening occurred rather late in the word, except for C1.
In the Tampere materials, finally, Structural Position again had an effect
[F(7,418) = 18.48, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that the proportional
accentual lengthening was shorter in the category Others than in C1, M1§, M1C,
MV1+MV2 and M2C which did not differ from each other, and that §CM2 and
M2§+Ca did not differ from the other positions. That is, segments that were
lengthened more than some other segment were always segments in the first
syllable. This generalisation holds even if M2§+Ca, occurring in the first syllable,
did not differ from the other positions.
With respect to the effect of moraic structure on proportional accentual
lengthening, then, each Variety exhibited a profile different from the other
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Varieties’ profiles. Oulu can be characterised as having an even lengthening of C1,
M1 and M2, and a lesser lengthening of later segments. Tampere in turn can be
characterised as having an even lengthening of segments in the first syllable, a
lesser lengthening of segments in the second syllable, and the least lengthening of
later syllables. Turku, finally, differed from both Oulu and Tampere by having a
greater lengthening of C1 and segments occurring after M2, and a smaller
lengthening of M1§ and M1C. Moreover, the lengthening of M1§ and M1C was
equal to that of the segments following M2. In Turku, then, the pattern of
accentual lengthening was uneven, and at the same time much of accentual
lengthening occurred later in the word than Oulu and especially Tampere.
The following “rules” for proportional accentual lengthening attempt to
capture the characteristics and differences in the three lengthening profiles:
Oulu: Lengthen C1 and segments constituting or containing M1 and/or M2
extensively, and lengthen segments following M2 only little.
Tampere: Lengthen segments in the first stressed syllable extensively,
segments in the second syllable moderately, and segments following M2 only
little.
Turku: Lengthen C1 and segments containing or constituting M2 extensively,
and lengthen segments constituting M1 or following M2 moderately.
The formulation of the Tampere rule suggests that, in this Variety, syllable
structure may be more important in determining accentual lengthening than
moraic structure. We shall return to this point in section 4.1 below.
3.5

Effect of word length on segment durations

In sections 3.2.1–3.2.5 above, many instances of the effect of word length on
segment durations were made. In this section, these effects are summarised from
two perspectives. Firstly, an attempt is made to determine whether the unaccented
words exhibited polysyllabic shortening, i.e. whether segment durations were
systematically shorter in longer words than in shorter words. Secondly, an attempt
is made to determine whether the contrastively accented words exhibited the
polysyllabic accent effect, i.e. whether segment durations were systematically
longer in shorter accented words than in longer accented words. It was observed
above that, with one exception, the amount of absolute accentual lengthening was
the same irrespective of word length. From this it can be expected that the
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polysyllabic accent effect was operative: the smaller the number of segments
receiving the constant amount of accentual lengthening, the longer the durations
of the segments should be.
Below, all instances are listed, from above, in which Word Length had a
statistically significant effect on a segment in the first two syllables of words.
This enables a comparison of all disyllabic, trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic words in
the materials. Segments on whose duration Word Length had no significant effect
are not mentioned. Nor is it mentioned if e.g. trisyllabic words did not differ from
the disyllabic ones and from the tetrasyllabic ones, because this means that there
was no significant effect on the trisyllabic words. Instances in which the effect
was contrary to the predictions of polysyllabic shortening and the polysyllabic
accent effect are marked with an asterisk. For brevity, “in ATV” stands for “in all
three Varieties”. The example words represent their respective Structures.
The unaccented words:
Structure 1, CV.CV(X)
V1
*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (SIKA<
SIKALASTA)
V2
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in trisyllabic words (SIKA > SIKALA)
Structure 2, CVV.CV(X)
C1
*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in trisyllabic words (SIIKA <
SIIKALA)
V1
*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (SIIKA <
SIIKALASTA)
V2
Longer, in Oulu, in disyllabic than in longer words (SIIKA > SIIKALA =
SIIKALASTA)
Structure 31, CVCvls.CV(X)
C1
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in trisyllabic words (SOTKA >
SOTKAMO)
C1
*Shorter, in ATV, in trisyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (SOTKAMO <
SOTKAMOSTA)
V1
*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (SOTKA <
SOTKAMO = SOTKAMOSTA)
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C2b
V2

*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (SOTKA <
SOTKAMO = SOTKAMOSTA)
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (SOTKA > SOTKAMO
= SOTKAMOSTA)

Structure 32, CVCvcd.CV(X)
C1
*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (KANTA <
KANTAMASTA)
V2
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (KANTA > KANTAMA
= KANTAMASTA)
Structure 4, CVCa.CaV(X)
V1
*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (SEPPÄ < SEPPÄLÄ
= SEPPÄLÄSTÄ)
V2
Longer, in Oulu, in disyllabic than in longer words (SEPPÄ > SEPPÄLÄ =
SEPPÄLÄSTÄ)
V2
Longer, in Turku, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (SEPPÄ >
SEPPÄLÄSTÄ)
The contrastively accented words:
Structure 1, CV.CV(X)
V2
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in trisyllabic words (SIKA > SIKALA)
Structure 2, CVV.CV(X)
C1
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in trisyllabic words (SIIKA > SIIKALA)
V1
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (SIIKA >
SIIKALASTA)
V2
Longer, in Oulu, in disyllabic than in longer words (SIIKA > SIIKALA =
SIIKALASTA)
Structure 31, CVCvls.CV(X)
C1
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in trisyllabic words (SOTKA >
SOTKAMO)
C1
*Shorter, in ATV, in trisyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (SOTKAMO <
SOTKAMOSTA)
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C2b
V2

*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (SOTKA <
SOTKAMO = SOTKAMOSTA)
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (SOTKA > SOTKAMO
= SOTKAMOSTA)

Structure 32, CVCvcd.CV(X)
C1
*Shorter, in ATV, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (KANTA <
KANTAMASTA)
V1
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (KANTA <
KANTAMASTA)
V2
Longer, in ATV, in disyllabic than in longer words (KANTA > KANTAMA
= KANTAMASTA)
Structure 4, CVCa.CaV(X)
V2
Longer, in Oulu, in disyllabic than in longer words (SEPPÄ > SEPPÄLÄ =
SEPPÄLÄSTÄ)
V2
Longer, in Turku, in disyllabic than in tetrasyllabic words (SEPPÄ >
SEPPÄLÄSTÄ)
Notice that several items in the above list in fact involve two significant
differences. For example, the observation that, in the contrastively accented
CVCa.CaV(X) words produced by the Oulu speakers, V2 had a longer duration in
the disyllabic words than in the longer ones, consists of the findings that, with
respect to V2 duration, SEPPÄ > SEPPÄLÄ and SEPPÄ > SEPPÄLÄSTÄ. For
each Variety, 66 comparisons were made: 3 (Structures 1, 2 and 4) x 4 (segments)
x 3 (degrees of Word Length) + 2 (Structures 31, 32) x 5 (segments) x 3 (degrees
of Word Length) = 66, or altogether 198 comparisons within both Prominence
degrees.
At least two things are conspicuous in the above list. Firstly, in a clear
majority of the comparisons, the effect was the same for all three Varieties. Thus,
whatever the ultimate causes of the effects, the causes seem to have been the
same in each Variety. This suggests that some general principles of Finnish speech
timing were operative. We suspect that the effects are reflections of higher-level
prosodic structure, e.g. prosodic phrasing at different hierarchical levels. Such
structure has been investigated in Finnish by Yli-Luukko (2001) and Aho & YliLuukko (2005), but it was not controlled in the present investigation. Nor were
the word order or information structure of the carrier sentences controlled in
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detail, although Vainio & Järvikivi (2006; 2007) have demonstrated that these
factors have an effect on the phonetic realisation of prominence. Secondly, to the
extent that one Variety differed from the other two Varieties with respect to the
effects of Word Length, these differences always concerned either Oulu or Turku,
never Tampere. Moreover, in all of these latter differences, V2 was longer, in Oulu
or in Turku, in a disyllabic word than in a longer word. This was part of a more
general pattern, see below.
Table 25 summarises the effects of Word Length on segment durations,
separately for the unaccented words (PS, polysyllabic shortening) and the
contrastively accented words (PAE, the polysyllabic accent effect) in each Variety,
pooled across the Word Structures. It can be seen that, in each Variety, the number
of comparisons in which polysyllabic shortening had no effect far exceeded the
number of significant effects. In addition, in each Variety, the number of
observations consistent with the prediction of polysyllabic shortening was smaller
than the number of observations in the opposite direction. And when the three
Varieties were collapsed, only 12% of the observations were consistent with
polysyllabic shortening, as against no effect in 72% of the observations and an
opposite effect in 17% of the observations. Clearly, the results show little
evidence for polysyllabic shortening, in agreement with previous findings (see
section 1.5 above).
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Table 25. Numbers (N) and percentages (%) of comparisons in which polysyllabic
shortening (PS, applicable to the unaccented words) and the polysyllabic accent
effect (PAE, applicable to the contrastively accented words) had the predicted effect,
the opposite effect or no effect, separately for each Variety and pooled across the
Word Structures.
PS

PAE

N

%

N

%

Predicted effect

10

15

13

20

Opposite effect

11

17

4

6

No effect

45

68

49

74

Total

66

100

66

100

Predicted effect

7

11

10

15

Opposite effect

11

17

4

6

No effect

48

73

52

79

Total

66

100

66

100
14

Oulu

Turku

Tampere
Predicted effect

6

9

9

Opposite effect

11

17

4

6

No effect

49

74

53

80

66

100

66

100

Predicted effect

23

12

32

16

Opposite effect

33

17

12

6

No effect

142

72

154

78

Total

198

100

198

100

Total
All three Varieties

The situation with the polysyllabic accent effect is somewhat different. While,
again, observations of no effect clearly predominated, observations consistent
with the prediction were, for each Variety, always more than twice as numerous as
observations in the opposite direction. Yet, it must be concluded that the evidence
for the polysyllabic accent effect is scanty. It was tested whether Word Length had
an effect on the total duration of the first syllable of the target words (in other
than the CVCa.CaV(X) words, in which the boundary between the first and second
syllable cannot be acoustically determined). The outcome of the test was
negative; Word Length had no significant effect on the total duration of the first
syllable, against the seemingly well motivated prediction.
A preliminary look suggested that when a segment had a longer duration in a
shorter word than in a longer one, the segment was very often word-final. Since
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only the first two syllables were looked at above, this segment was invariably V2.
Table 26 shows how many and what proportion of such V2’s were word-final. It
can be seen that, in the unaccented words, in each Variety, over 80% of instances
in which a segment had a longer duration in a shorter word than in a longer one,
the segment was the word-final V2 in a disyllabic word. In fact, among the 198
comparisons in which polysyllabic shortening could potentially be observed, there
were only three comparisons (1.5%) in which it was observed in a segment that
was not word-final.
In the contrastively accented words in Table 26, in a lesser proportion of
instances in which a segment had a longer duration in a shorter word than in a
longer one, the segment was V2 in a disyllabic word. At the same time, this was
the case in over 50% of the comparisons in each Variety. Altogether, among the
198 comparisons in which the polysyllabic accent effect could potentially be
observed in the segments of the first two syllables, there were only 12
comparisons (6.1%) in which it was observed in a segment that was not wordfinal.
So far segments in the first two syllables have been looked at from the
perspectives of polysyllabic shortening and the polysyllabic accent effect. Even
though the third syllables of the target words had different structures in the
trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic words, namely C3V3 and C3V3C4, respectively, an
attempt was nevertheless made to determine whether the two timing processes
were operative in the first two segments of the third syllable. In both degrees of
Prominence, Word Length had no effect on the duration of C3, whereas, again in
both degrees of Prominence, V3 was longer in the trisyllabic words than in the
tetrasyllabic ones, with one exception, the CV.CV.CV3 words (e.g. sikala) and
CV.CV.CV3C words (e.g. sikalasta); in this exception, there was no difference in
any of the Varieties between the trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic words with respect to
V3 duration. Thus C3 was never longer in the trisyllabic word than in the
tetrasyllabic ones, whereas this was almost always the case with V3.
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Table 26. Number of instances in which the duration of a segment was longer in a
shorter word than in a longer word (left side), and number (N) and proportion (%) of
such instances in which the segment was a word-final V2 of a disyllabic word (right
side). U Ws = unaccented words, A Ws = contrastively accented words.
N of instances in which the duration of a segment

← N and % of such instances in which

was longer in a shorter word than in a longer word

the segment was word-final V2

U Ws

A Ws

U Ws, N

A Ws, N

U Ws, %

Oulu

10

13

9

9

90

69

Turku

7

10

6

6

86

60

Tampere
Total

A Ws, %

6

9

5

5

83

56

23

32

20

20

87

63

Altogether, there were systematic observations to the effect that vowels in the
word-final position had a longer duration than the same vowels had in non-final
positions. We interpret these findings to indicate that word-final lengthening was
operative in all of the three Varieties. Notice that V3 occurs in an unstressed
syllable in the CV.CV.CV words but in a secondarily stressed syllable in the
CV.CV.CVC.CV words. On this account alone, it could be expected that V3 would
have a longer duration in the latter words than in the former words, but the
opposite pattern was nevertheless observed, in both the unaccented and the
contrastively accented versions. It is very probable that V3 had a longer duration
in the CV.CV.CV words because, in these words, it is word-final. This
lengthening in the CV.CV.CV words may, for all we know, be so extensive that it
exceeds the expected lengthening of V3 in the secondarily stressed vowel in the
CV.CV.CVC.CV words.
To summarise, polysyllabic shortening was clearly not operative in any of the
three Varieties. The polysyllabic accent effect operated significantly at the word
level, in each Variety, as the amount of absolute accentual lengthening was
statistically the same across the Word Structures; the only exception being Word
Structure CVCvcd.CV(X) that was represented by only two word triplets.
However, at the level of individual segments, the numerical differences were
obviously too small to reach statistical significance. Moreover, final lengthening
interfered with this effect. A final test was run by collapsing the first syllable
durations of the contrastively accented words in all Structures except
CVCa.CaV(X) in which the boundary between the first and second syllable is
within a geminate consonant. Again, Word Length failed to reach significance.
The numerical differences were in the expected duration but small, the grand
mean durations being 280 ms, 272 ms and 261 ms for the disyllabic, trisyllabic
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and tetrasyllabic words, respectively. Corresponding tests were not run on later
syllables because then it would have been necessary to compare word-final
syllables with non-final syllables. Because secondary stress is invariably
associated to the third syllable in the sort of tetrasyllabic words here included, it is
not possible to dissociate the effects of stress and word finality: in the third
syllable of trisyllabic words, word-finality and unstressedness go hand in hand, as
do secondary stress and non-finality in the third syllable of tetrasyllabic words.
3.6

Fundamental frequency

Almost inevitably, the absolute mean fundamental frequencies of different groups
of speakers differ from each other. So they did here. At the beginning of the
voiced portion of the syllable preceding the target word, the mean F0 was, before
the unaccented words, 215 Hz in Oulu, 210 Hz in Turku and 205 Hz in Tampere,
and before the contrastively accented words, the corresponding figures were 212
Hz, 206 Hz and 205 Hz, respectively. To eliminate effects of differences in mean
F0 across the three Varieties, all measured F0 values were normalised before the
statistical analyses and before presenting the data in Figures, separately for the
unaccented and contrastively accented words. From each F0 value measured in the
target words, the F0 value at the beginning of the voiced portion of the syllable
preceding the target word was subtracted, and to the remainder the grand mean F0
value at the beginning of the voiced portion of the syllable preceding the target
word across all syllables preceding the words in the same degree of Prominence
was added. That is, to each F0 value measured in the unaccented target words, the
grand mean of 215, 210 and 205 Hz, computed from the unrounded means, was
added, and similarly for the contrastively accented words. As a result, the mean F0
at the beginning of the voiced portion of the syllable preceding the target word
was, separately in both degrees of Prominence, the same for each Variety. But the
absolute F0 differences among the tokens at any measurement point were left
intact by this procedure. Thus any differences of F0 in the target words
themselves, across the Varieties, word Structures and degrees of Word Length, are
differences that obtain when the grand mean F0 values at the beginning of the
voiced portion of the syllable preceding the target word were set to be the same
for each Variety. Thus, if it is e.g. observed that Variety X exhibited a higher mean
F0 value at, say, the beginning of the target words than the other two Varieties, this
means that the rise, in Hz, from the beginning of the voiced portion of the syllable
preceding the target word to the beginning of the target word itself was more
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extensive in Variety X than in the other ones, in the degree of Prominence in
question. The choice of the beginning of the voiced portion of the syllable
preceding the target word as a reference point in the normalisation is of course
arbitrary. On the whole, the effect of the normalisation on the measured original
F0 values was small. Therefore, converting the physical Hz values to units on
scales that are more accurate perceptually, such as the ERB scale (Equivalent
Rectangular Bandwidth, see Hermes & van Gestel 1991), would have made rather
little difference.
Although F0 was also measured at the beginning, middle and end of the
voiced portion of the syllable following the target word, these measurements
contained little additional information, and the results are therefore not reported.
3.6.1 Fundamental frequency in unaccented words
It will be remembered from above that in each Variety, F0 was measured in the
unaccented tokens produced by three randomly chosen informants only, to reduce
the amount of measurement work. This turned out to be a motivated decision as
fluctuations of fundamental frequency in the unaccented words were small in
those unaccented tokens in which it was measured. Slight rises of F0 during a
word intended to be unaccented words occasionally suggested that the word was
not completely unaccented, but on the whole rises of F0 during the unaccented
words were rare, and the rises usually occurred during consonant immediately
preceding V2 and V4. Otherwise, F0 was falling. The rises during consonants
preceding V2 and V4 are likely to be due to microprosodic effects: F0 has been
observed to start relatively high after voiceless plosives (Hombert 1978). The
consonant preceding V4 in the materials was invariably /t̪ /, and also a large
proportion of the consonants preceding V2 were voiceless plosives. All
consonants preceding V3 in turn were voiced resonants, and no F0 rises occurred
before V3. The F0 fall during unaccented words contributes to the declination of
the whole utterance, from the beginning to the end, which is a typical property of
the sort of sentences used in this study.
For each Word Structure a Figure is shown in which the normalised F0 values
are means across the disyllabic, trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic words of that
Structure, where applicable; the last two measurement points, for example, are of
course based on the tetrasyllabic words only. The Figure legends do not mention
the fact that F0 was measured in the unaccented words of only three informants in
each Variety. The segment durations given in the Figures are those measured in
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the tetrasyllabic unaccented words. Presenting the corresponding data for all three
degrees of Word Length separately would of course have trebled the number of
Figures, with little additional information. Figure 31 shows the results for the
unaccented CV.CV(X) words.

Fig. 31. Mean F0 across all unaccented CV.CV(X) words (top) and segment durations in
the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three Varieties. For further
explanations see the text.

Potential effects of Variety were tested measurement point by measurement point,
and Variety had an effect on F0 only at the first measurement point of the second
syllable [F(2,18) = 5.11, p < 0.05], in which F0 was lower in Tampere and Turku
which did not differ from each other. However, as can be seen in Figure 31, the
first measurement points of the second syllable are not, in the three Varieties, at
the same temporal locations as measured from word onset, due to the durational
differences among the Varieties. It can be seen that the first measurement point of
the second syllable had a later location in Turku than in the other Varieties, and
when the test was run using the first measurement point in Turku and the second
measurement point in Oulu and Tampere, Variety had an effect [F(2,18) = 4.84,
p < 0.05] and F0 was lower in Tampere than in Turku, and Oulu did not differ
from the other Varieties.
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The effects of Word Length were as follows; there was no interaction
between Word Length and Variety, and hence the effects were statistically the
same for all of the three Varieties. F0 had a lower value in the disyllabic than in
the trisyllabic words at the first [F(2,18) = 4.71, p < 0.05] and the second
[F(2,18) = 4.18, p < 0.05] measurement point of the second syllable; the
tetrasyllabic words did not differ from the shorter ones. Moreover, at the first
measurement point of the third syllable F0 had a lower value in the tetrasyllabic
words than in the trisyllabic ones [F(1,12) = 10.22, p < 0.01], and similarly at the
second measurement point of the third syllable [F(1,12) = 7.72, p < 0.05]. There
was a similar tendency at the third measurement point of the third syllable
[F(1,12) = 4.06, p = 0.067].

Fig. 32. Mean F0 across all unaccented CVV.CV(X) words (top) and segment durations
in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three Varieties. For further
explanations see the text.

In the unaccented CVV.CV(X) words shown in Figure 32, Variety had an effect in
the first measurement point [F(2,18) = 8.10, p < 0.01], and F0 was higher in Oulu
than in the other two Varieties that did not differ from each other. Variety also had
an effect at the second [F(2,18) = 6.59, p < 0.01], third [F(2,18) = 5.89, p < 0.05]
and fourth F(2,18) = 5.27, p < 0.05] measurement points, F0 was higher in Oulu
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than in Tampere and Turku did not differ from the other Varieties. At the fifth
measurement point of the first syllable, Variety very narrowly failed to reach
significance [F(2,18) = 3.49, p = 0.052] although F0 was still numerically highest
in Oulu and lowest in Tampere.
Word Length had an effect, in all three Varieties, at the first measurement
point in the ANOVA [F(2,18) = 3.71, p < 0.05], but the post hoc test failed to
show any differences. Word Length had a clearer effect at the second
measurement point [F(2,18) = 4.86, p < 0.05], and F0 had a lower value in the
disyllabic words than in the tetrasyllabic ones; the trisyllabic words did not differ
from the other ones. Word Length also had an effect at the third [F(2,18) = 5.63, p
< 0.05], fourth [F(2,18) = 7.83, p < 0.01] and fifth [F(2,18) = 8.60, p < 0.01]
measurement point in the first syllable: at each of these latter measurement points,
F0 had a lower value in the disyllabic words than in the longer ones which did not
differ from each other.
Figures 33 and 34 show the results for the unaccented CVCvls.CV(X) words
and CVCvcd.CV(X) words, respectively. Neither Variety nor Word Length had any
effect on F0 in these two Structures.

Fig. 33. Mean F0 across all unaccented CVCvls.CV(X) words (top) and segment
durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three Varieties.
For further explanations see the text.
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Fig. 34. Mean F0 across all unaccented CVCvcd.CV(X) words (top) and segment
durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three Varieties.
For further explanations see the text.

Figure 35, finally, shows the results for the unaccented CVCa.CaV(X) words.
Variety had no effects, but Word Length did. F0 was lower in the disyllabic words
than in the tetrasyllabic words at the first [F(2,18) = 6.08, p = 0.01] and third
[F(2,18) = 6.43, p < 0.01] measurement point of the first syllable, and the
trisyllabic words did not differ from the other words. At the second [F(2,18) =
6.99, p < 0.01], fourth [F(2,18) = 7.02, p < 0.01] and fifth [F(2,18) = 9.70, p =
0.001] measurement point of the second syllable, F0 was lower in the disyllabic
words than in the longer ones which did not differ from each other.
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Fig. 35. Mean F0 across all unaccented CVCa.CaV(X) words (top) and segment
durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three Varieties.
For further explanations see the text.

To summarise the behaviour of F0 in the unaccented words, Variety and Word
Length often had no effects. Variety had an effect at only one measurement point
in the CV.CV(X) words, and at five consecutive measurement points in the
CVV.CV(X) words at which F0 was (or tended to be) higher in Oulu than in
Tampere, see Figure 32. The latter observations indicate a consistent difference
but no explanation is readily available. If Word Length had effects, F0 was lower
in the disyllabic words than in one or both of the longer words. The latter findings
probably reflect higher-level effects on F0: to ensure that F0 reaches approximately the same level at the onset of the next contrastively accented word,
irrespective of the length of the preceding unaccented word. If this is the case,
then it is natural that F0 must be lower in disyllabic words than in trisyllabic ones
during the shared segments, to ensure that the desired level can be reached, given
the overall declination during the unaccented words. In the tetrasyllabic words,
the final syllable can take care of the required declination. Altogether it can be
concluded that, in this study, too, mere stress, in unaccented words, was not
realised tonally.
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3.6.2 Fundamental frequency in contrastively accented words
In the contrastively accented words, there was always a rising-falling F0 contour.
Word Length had an effect on F0 only sporadically. For each Word Structure, the
results are presented in three Figures, one Figure for each degree of Word Length.
It will be remembered that, in addition to the measurements at the structurally
defined locations, the F0 peak was also measured. If possible, the F0 peak is
separately shown in the Figures. However, this was not always possible. In Turku,
in the CV.CV(X) words, the average F0 peak location was within C2, which was
voiceless in nine of the ten word triplets representing this Structure. In reality,
then, the measured peak occurred either near the end of the vowel preceding C2 or
near the beginning of the vowel following C2. In the kumi(x) triplet, in which C2
was voiced, the peak sometimes occurred during this consonant. Because C2 was
voiceless in most of the CV.CV(X) words as just mentioned, and because C2 is
therefore shown as a voiceless consonant in the Figures, the peak is not shown. To
remedy this problem in the original materials, new materials were later recorded
in Turku, see below. The average peak was also located within C2 in the
tetrasyllabic CV.CV(X) words in Oulu and in the trisyllabic and tetrasyllabic
words in Tampere.
In addition to the three Figures just mentioned, one for each degree of Word
Length, there is, for each Word Structure, a fourth Figure that shows the grand
mean F0 values across the three degrees of Word Length. The segment durations
shown in such Figures are those measured in the tetrasyllabic words. In the
following statistical tests, as in testing segment durations above, all words in a
given Structure were included in the tests, i.e. the disyllabic words, the trisyllabic
words and the tetrasyllabic words. Figures 36, 37 and 38 show the results for the
contrastively accented CV.CV words, CV.CV.CV words CV.CV.CVC.CV words,
respectively.
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Fig. 36. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CV.CV words in the three Varieties. The average F0 peak in Turku was located within
the mostly voiceless C2, and is therefore not marked.

The highest mark in Figure 36 is the F0 peak measured in Oulu. It looks like an
outlier, but there is no error. Word Length had no effect on F0 at any measurement
point in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words and it did not interact with
Variety, so the following findings hold, where applicable, for all degrees of Word
Length. At each of the five measurement points in the first syllable of the
CV.CV(X) words, Variety had an effect: [F(2,45) = 11.04, p < 0.001], [F(2,45) =
10.59, p < 0.001], [F(2,45) = 9.80, p < 0.001], [F(2,45) = 8.16, p = 0.001] and
[F(2,45) = 7.22, p < 0.01] for measurement points 1–5, respectively. At each of
these five locations, F0 was higher in Oulu than in the other Varieties which did
not differ from each other. Variety had no effect at the three first measurement
points of the second syllable, but in the last two measurement points it did
[F(2,45) = 3.23, p < 0.05], [F(2,45) = 4.34, p < 0.05]: F0 was higher in Turku than
in Oulu, Tampere did not differ from the other Varieties. Variety had no effect at
the first two measurement points of the third syllable. At the third measurement
point of the second syllable F0 was higher in Turku than in Oulu, Tampere did not
differ from the other Varieties [F(2,30) = 4.27, p < 0.05]. Variety had no effect in
the fourth syllable.
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Fig. 37. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CV.CV.CV words in the three Varieties. The average F0 peak in Turku and in Tampere
was located within the mostly voiceless C2, and is therefore not marked for these
Varieties.

It can be seen in Figures 36–38 that F0 was always clearly higher, during the first
syllable, in Oulu than in the other Varieties which look very similar to each other,
and that during the second syllable, at each measurement point, F0 was always
numerically higher in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere which look very similar to
each other. However, the method of analysis so far applied is unable to yield a
complete picture of the differences between the Varieties. This is because, due to
the durational differences among the Varieties, the structurally determined
measurement points are located at different absolute temporal distances from
word onset. For example, it can be seen in Figure 38 that the first measurement
point of the second syllable in Turku is temporally closer to the second rather than
the first measurement point of the second syllable in Oulu. The difference at the
first measurement point of the second syllable was not significant, but at the
second measurement point of the second syllable in Oulu, which is temporally
closer to the first measurement point of the second syllable in Turku, F0 is lower
than at the beginning of the syllable. Thus, for the analyses to be more revealing,
an additional, different approach is needed.
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Fig. 38. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CV.CV.CVC.CV words in the three Varieties. In each Variety, the average F0 peak was
located within the mostly voiceless C2, and is therefore not marked.

Let us look at Figure 39. It shows the mean F0 values computed across all
CV.CV(X) words. The three quadrilaterals enclose measurement points on which
additional tests were performed, separately in each quadrilateral. Each
quadrilateral contained one measurement point from each Variety, and the
measurement points in a given quadrilateral are approximately equidistant from
word onset. Therefore, they represent the temporal course of F0 better than the
nominally corresponding measurement points. In the quadrilateral to the left, F0
was higher in Turku than in the two other Varieties which did not differ from each
other [F(2,51) = 4.10, p < 0.05].The middle quadrilateral yielded the same
outcome [F(2,51) = 6.56, p < 0.01] as did the quadrilateral to the right [F(2,51) =
3.88, p < 0.05].
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Fig. 39. Mean F0 across all contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words (top) and segment
durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three Varieties.
The quadrilaterals enclose measurement points on which additional tests were run.
For further explanations see the text.

Figures 40–43 show the corresponding results for the contrastively accented
CVV.CV(X) words. F0 was higher in Oulu than in the other Varieties in the first
[F(2,45) = 9.62, p < 0.001], second [F(2,45) = 10.37, p < 0.001] and third
[F(2,45) = 6.88, p < 0.01] measurement point of the first syllable, and there was
no difference between Turku and Tampere. Later in the word Variety had no
effect, with one exception: the third measurement point at the end of the third
syllable, at which F0 was lower in Oulu than in Turku but Tampere did not differ
from the other Varieties [F(2,30) = 4.09, p < 0.05]. Word length had an effect on
the fundamental frequencies of the contrastively accented CVV.CV(X) words at
two measurement points: at the fifth measurement point of the first syllable
[F(2,45) = 3.01, p = 0.059]; however, the post hoc test indicated that there was a
significant difference to the effect that F0 was higher in the tetrasyllabic words
than in the disyllabic ones, and the trisyllabic words did not differ from the others.
Less ambiguously, the same result was observed at the first measurement point of
the second syllable [F(2,45) = 3.62, p < 0.05], with the same post hoc result.
There was also, at the second measurement point of the second syllable, a
tendency for F0 to be higher in the tetrasyllabic words than in the disyllabic ones
[p = 0.066].
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Fig. 40. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVV.CV words in the three Varieties.

Fig. 41. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVV.CV.CV words in the three Varieties.
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Fig. 42. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVV.CV.CVC.CV words in the three Varieties.

In the CVV.CV(X) words, too, there were durational differences among the three
Varieties, as a result of which the measurement points, tied to certain relative
temporal positions in the syllables as they were, had different absolute temporal
locations. Additional tests were therefore again run on three sets of measurement
points in the second syllable, as shown in Figure 43. The first set (the
quadrilateral to the left) included the following measurement points in the second
syllable: the third Oulu measurement point, the second Turku measurement point
and the first Tampere measurement point. The two other sets included, for each
Variety, the next two measurement points, respectively. In each of these additional
tests including the words in all three degrees of Word Length, Variety had no
effect.
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Fig. 43. Mean F0 across all contrastively accented CVV.CV(X) words (top) and segment
durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three Varieties.
The quadrilaterals enclose measurement points on which additional tests were run.
For further explanations see the text.

Figures 44–47 show the results for the contrastively accented CVCvls.CV(X)
words.

Fig. 44. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCvls.CV words in the three Varieties.
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Fig. 45. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCvls.CV.CV words in the three Varieties.

Fig. 46. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCvls.CV.CVC.CV words in the three Varieties.

In the CVCvls.CV(X) words, F0 was higher in Oulu than in the other Varieties at
the first [F(2,45) = 9.48, p < 0.001] and second [F(2,45) = 9.30, p < 0.001]
measurement points, Turku and Tampere did not differ from each other. At the
third [F(2,45) = 8.56, p = 0.001], fourth [F(2,45) = 7.03, p < 0.01] and fifth
[F(2,45) = 5.60, p < 0.01] measurement point of the first syllable, F0 was higher
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in Oulu than in Tampere, but Turku did not differ from the other Varieties. At all
other measurement points, Variety had no effect. However, at the second (last)
measurement point of the fourth syllable, F0 tended to be higher in Turku than in
the other two Varieties [F(2,15) = 4.24, p < 0.05]; according to the post hoc test
the difference was not significant. Word Length had an effect only at the third
measurement point of the third syllable [F(1,30) = 7.75, p < 0.01]: F0 was higher
in the tetrasyllabic words than in the trisyllabic ones.
Additional tests were again performed on two sets of measurement points in
the second syllable, as shown in Figure 47. Variety had no effect in these tests.

Fig. 47. Mean F0 across all contrastively accented CVCvls.CV(X) words (top) and
segment durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three
Varieties. The quadrilaterals enclose measurement points on which additional tests
were run. For further explanations see the text.

Figures 48–51 show the results for the contrastively accented CVCvcd.CV(X)
words.
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Fig. 48. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCvcd.CV words in the three Varieties.

Fig. 49. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCvcd.CV.CV words in the three Varieties.
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Fig. 50. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCvcd.CV.CVC.CV words in the three Varieties.

In the contrastively accented CVCvcd.CV(X) words, F0 was higher in Oulu than in
the other Varieties the first [F(2,45) = 15.23, p < 0.001], second [F(2,45) = 15.34,
p < 0.001], third [F(2,45) = 15.47, p < 0.001] and fourth [F(2,45) = 7.57, p =
0.001] measurement point of the first syllable. F0 had no effect at any other
measurement point, and Word Length had no effects anywhere. Additional tests
were again run on two sets of measurement points in the second syllable, as
shown in Figure 51. Variety had no effect in these tests.
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Fig. 51. Mean F0 across all contrastively accented CVCvcd.CV(X) words (top) and
segment durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three
Varieties. The quadrilaterals enclose measurement points on which additional tests
were run. For further explanations see the text.

Finally, Figures 52–55 show the results for the contrastively accented
CVCa.CaV(X) words.

Fig. 52. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCa.CaV words in the three Varieties.
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Fig. 53. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCa.CaV.CV words in the three Varieties.

Fig. 54. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CVCa.CaV.CVC.CV words in the three Varieties.

In the contrastively accented CVCa.CaV(X) words, F0 was higher in Oulu than in
the other Varieties at the first [F(2,45) = 12.81, p < 0.001] and second [F(2,45) =
12.70, p < 0.001] measurement points, Turku and Tampere did not differ from
each other. At the third [F(2,45) = 9.41, p < 0.001], fourth [F(2,45) = 7.96, p =
0.001] and fifth [F(2,45) = 6.92, p < 0.01] measurement points F0 was higher in
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Oulu than in Tampere, but Turku did not differ from the other Varieties. Variety
had no effect at the later measurement points. Word Length had no significant
effects but F0 tended to be higher in the tetrasyllabic words than in the trisyllabic
ones at the first [p = 0.064] and third [p = 0.063] measurement points of the
second syllable.
An additional test was run on the Oulu second-syllable fourth measurement
point, Turku second-syllable first measurement point and Tampere secondsyllable first measurement point, as shown in Figure 55. Variety had no effect.

Fig. 55. Mean F0 across all contrastively accented CVCa.CaV(X) words (top) and
segment durations in the tetrasyllabic words of this structure (bottom) in the three
Varieties. The quadrilaterals enclose measurement points on which additional tests
were run. For further explanations see the text.

3.6.3 Fundamental frequency peak in contrastively accented words
The mean normalised F0 peak in the contrastively accented words was 299 Hz in
Oulu, 272 Hz in Turku and 254 Hz in Tampere. All Varieties differed from each
other with respect to the Hz value of the peak [F(2,225) = 40.89, p < 0.001].
There were no other effects and no interactions. On the temporal distance of the
F0 peak from word onset, Variety had a main effect [F(2,225) = 5.44, p < 0.01] as
did Structure [F(4,225) = 8.05, p < 0.001], and there was an interaction between
Variety and Structure [F(8,225) = 3.01, p < 0.01]. Word Length had no effect, and
there were no other interactions. Post hoc tests indicated that in the Structures
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other than CV.CV(X), the Varieties did not differ from each other: the location of
the F0 peak from word onset was 172 ms in Oulu, 179 ms in Turku and 180 ms in
Tampere. In Structure CV.CV(X), however, Variety had an effect [F(2,45) =
10.09, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that F0 peak location was later in
Turku, namely 264 ms from word onset, than in Oulu (179 ms) and Tampere (207
ms) which did not differ from each other. In the tests run separately in each
Variety, Structure had no effect on peak location in Oulu and in Tampere. But in
Turku Structure had an effect [F(4,75) = 22.93, p < 0.001], and post hoc tests
showed that the difference in Turku between Structure CV.CV(X) and the other
Structures — the difference between 264 ms and 179 ms — was significant. That
is, the CV.CV(X) words in Turku differed, with respect to F0 peak location, from
all the other contrastively accented words here studied.
In the Turku CV.CV(X) words the measured F0 peak was anchored, on
average, to the very beginning of V2 after which there was a fall, whereas in the
other two Varieties the peak occurred and the fall started at the end of V1 at the
latest, see Figures 36–39 above. However, because C2 was a voiceless consonant
in nine of the ten word triplets, it is not possible to know whether, in Turku, the F0
peak would be anchored to the beginning of V2 also in words in which C2 is a
voiced consonant, or whether the peak would be anchored to the C2 in such
words. To clarify the matter, new recordings of CV.CV(X) words were made in
Turku. The additional words were 30 CV.CV words in which C2 is a voiced
consonant. The five speakers in the additional recordings were all informants in
the original materials; one of the original informants was unable to attend the new
recording. The experimental procedures were as in the original recordings except
that only contrastively accented words were elicited, and the carrier sentences
were similar to those of the original carrier sentences. The additional words with
their carrier sentences are given in Appendix B. Figure 56 shows the results for
the additional materials. It can be seen that the F0 peak is anchored very close to
the middle of C2. In words in which C2 is voiceless, this bit of information
specifying the tonal accentual contour is simply and necessarily missing.
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Fig. 56. Mean F0 (top) and segment durations (bottom) in the contrastively accented
CV.CV words in the additional materials recorded in Turku. The arrow indicates the
separately determined F0 peak.

The CV.CV(X) words in Turku, then, differed from all other accented words in
the materials, in all three Varieties, in that the F0 peak was anchored to a point
further away from word onset. The additional materials show that the peak is
anchored to a point very close to the middle of C2.
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4

Summary and discussion

In this Chapter, the results reported in detail in the preceding Chapter are
summarised and discussed from perspectives different from the strictly segmentby-segment perspective adopted above. Some new analyses are presented, but
they are all based on the data reported above.
4.1

On the realisation of stress

Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) studied segmentally controlled unaccented words and
observed that segments and syllables had significantly longer durations when they
occurred within the stretch including and delimited by M1 and M2, and interpreted
the longer durations as correlates of primary stress. Here it is assumed that also
the duration of C1 may be a correlate of stress, although, in Finnish, it is
impossible to dissociate the potential effect of the word-initial position from the
effect of stress. Were there differences among the Varieties in how stress was
realised durationally? The CV.CV(X) words are the most interesting ones in this
respect because this word structure differs from all other Finnish word structures:
It is the only word structure in which M1 and M2 are not contiguous but are
separated by an intervening consonant. Table 27 shows the grand mean durations
of the first four segments in the unaccented CV.CV(X) words in the three
Varieties as computed from Table 4 above.
Table 27. Grand mean durations (in ms) of the first four segments in the unaccented
CV.CV(X) words in each Variety.

Oulu

C1

V1

C2

V2

71

59

73

73

Turku

78

60

88

60

Tampere

78

62

74

50

From the original unrounded data behind Table 27 it was computed that the ratio
(first syllable duration)/(second syllable duration) in the unaccented CV.CV(X)
words was 0.89 in Oulu, 0.94 in Turku, and 1.14 in Tampere. Variety had an effect
on these ratios [F(2,45) = 43.60, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that
Tampere differed from the other two Varieties which did not differ from each
other. Also Word Length had an effect [F(2,45) = 15.79, p < 0.001], and the post
hoc test indicated that the ratio was smaller in the disyllabic words (on average
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0.90) than in the trisyllabic (1.03) and tetrasyllabic (1.04) words, which did not
differ from each other. Table 28 in turn shows the grand mean durations of the
first four segments in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words as computed
from Table 5 above.
Table 28. Grand mean durations (in ms) in the first four segments of the contrastively
accented CV.CV(X) words in each Variety.

Oulu

C1

V1

C2

V2

100

82

91

108

Turku

116

71

113

87

Tampere

118

86

88

69

From the unrounded data behind Table 28 it was computed that the corresponding
ratio in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words was 0.92 in Oulu, 0.94 in
Turku, and 1.31 in Tampere. Variety had an effect on these ratios [F(2,45) =
64.00, p < 0.001], and the post hoc test indicated that Tampere differed from the
other two Varieties which did not differ from each other. Word Length had no
effect and there was no interaction. Thus the pattern separating Tampere from the
other two Varieties remained in the contrastively accented words although
Tampere was now even more different from the other Varieties than in the
unaccented words.
We interpret these findings to show that in Tampere, in comparison to the
other two Varieties, more of primary stress was durationally realised during the
first syllable with which stress is formally associated than during the second
unstressed syllable. Thus although the first two syllables of the CV.CV(X) words
are both phonologically light, both containing only one mora, the first syllable
was, in Tampere, phonetically heavier than the second one. In other words, in the
rhythmic structure in terms of the durations of the first two syllables in CV.CV(X)
words, Tampere clearly differed from both Oulu and Turku, in having a trochaic
rhythm (i.e. long–short) in contrast to the iambic (short–long) rhythm in Oulu and
Turku. Segmentally more stringently controlled materials would be needed to
investigate this matter in detail, but given that the present materials were the same
in each Variety, the observed difference must be considered a real one.
In discussing the results on proportional accentual lengthening in section 3.4
above (see Table 24 and the ensuing discussion), it was suggested that, in
Tampere, syllable structure may be more important in determining accentual
lengthening than moraic structure. This suggestion is strengthened by the
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observation that in Tampere, in comparison to the other two Varieties, more of
primary stress was durationally realised during the first stressed syllable than
during the second unstressed syllable. Indeed, the only reason why Suomi &
Ylitalo (2004) chose to characterise the durational realisation of stress in moraic
terms is the existence of the CV.CV(X) words. If this word structure with a light
initial syllable did not exist, it could be said that primary stress is realised by
greater segment durations in the initial stressed syllable, in comparison to
segment durations later in the same foot. But because this word structure exists,
and because the duration of the single vowel in its second syllable is lengthened
in e.g. Northern Finnish — it is half-long —, Suomi & Ylitalo considered it more
parsimonious to state that stress is realised over the words’ first two morae than to
state that stress is realised by greater segment durations in the first syllable if this
syllable is heavy, and by greater segment durations in the first two syllables if the
first syllable is light. But since the vowel in the half-long position is rather halfshort than half-long in Tampere, the syllable-based statement of the durational
realisation of stress may be more appropriate for Tampere than for Northern
Finnish. Further comparative studies, with segmentally more controlled materials,
are needed to investigate this matter.
No indications of secondary stress were observed; C3 and V3 did not exhibit
longer durations in the tetrasyllabic words than in the disyllabic words; the
segments occur in a secondarily stressed syllable in the former and in an
unstressed one in the latter. If any such differences had been observed, it would be
impossible to dissociate them from the effects of word-final lengthening.
4.2

V1 and V2 durations: A comparison with previous results

Table 29 shows the proportional durations of V1 and V2 in the unaccented words
in this investigation and in previous studies of Northern Finnish as reported in
Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003: 119), Suomi & Ylitalo (2004: 42) and Suomi
(2005: 299; 2007: 44). For V1 and V2 in the present study, the proportional
duration given is the percentage of the absolute duration of the segment of the
absolute duration of V1 in the CV.CV words in the same Variety. For the previous
studies, the proportional duration given is the percentage of the absolute duration
of the segment of the absolute duration of V1 in the CV.CV words in each study,
except that for Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) the reference vowel is V1 in the
CV.CV.CV words as no CV.CV words were investigated. The proportional
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durations observed in this study are given only for word Structures on which data,
in unaccented words, are available in previous studies.
Table 29. The mean proportional durations of V1 and V2 in unaccented words in four
studies of Northern Finnish and in the three Varieties in the present study. STY =
Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003), SY = Suomi & Ylitalo (2004), S05 = Suomi (2005), S07
= Suomi (2007). For the SY materials the proportional duration of a segment is the per
cent duration of that segment of the absolute duration of V1 in the unaccented
CV.CV.CV words in the same materials, for the other Northern Finnish materials the
referenced vowel is V1 in the unaccented CV.CV words in the same materials.
STY
CV.CV
CV.CV.CV
CV.CV.CVC.CV

S05

S07

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

V1

100

SY

100

100

100

100

100

V2

184

162

156

153

116

91
109

V1

100

96

102

107

V2

146

133

111

100

83

111

109

113

112

V1
V2

CVV.CV
CVV.CV.CV
CVV.CV.CVC.CV

V1

257

V2

95

V1

137

123

107

86

226

198

216

190

93

105

91

86

226

221

230

209

V2

82

70

86

83

V1

225

230

232

222

V2

72

74

80

84

111

120

109

111

CVCvls.CV

V1
V2

71

81

66

62

81

CVCvcd.CV

V1

153

114

148

136

114

79

86

86

83

86

CVCa.CaV.CV

V1

128

114

118

107

V2

77

91

70

74

121

V2

It can be seen in Table 29 that the proportional durations of V1 and V2 in words
with a heavy initial syllable are mutatis mutandis roughly similar across the three
Varieties here studied and the previous studies of Northern Finnish, despite
differences in the carrier sentences and, most probably, differences in mean
speaking rate. Thus e.g. the duration of V1 is of course much longer in the
CVV.CV(X) words than in the CV.CV(X) words, but the means reported for V1 in
the former structure do not differ from each other much. This is so even though
Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) is the only study mentioned in Table 29 in which segment
durations were fully counterbalanced in each structural position.
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The proportional durations of V1 and V2 are also usually similar in words
with a light syllable among Oulu and the previous studies of Northern Finnish
included in Table 29. This is not surprising, given that the Oulu dialect is part of
Northern Finnish.
However, there are more conspicuous differences in Table 29 in words with a
light initial syllable. On all accounts, V2 in CV.CV(X) words is not half-long in
Tampere, the proportional durations of V2 ranging from 83% to 91%. Somewhat
surprisingly perhaps, Table 29 also shows that, in the unaccented words in Turku,
V2 was hardly half-long in words of any length, the proportional durations of V2
ranging from 100% to 116%. In Oulu, in contrast, the corresponding proportional
durations ranged between 111% and 153%. These comparisons are insufficient to
precisely indicate the actual proportional duration of the vowel in the half-long
position but the materials were the same in each of the three Varieties studied, and
it was observed above that V2 was longest in Oulu, the next longest in Turku and
shortest in Tampere.
It was observed above that the V2 of the CV.CV words was subject to wordfinal lengthening. To evaluate the duration of vowels in the half-long position, it
is therefore more instructive to look at word structures in which the vowels are
not word-final. When the duration of V2 in unaccented CV.CV.CV words and
CV.CV.CVC.CV words is compared to the duration of V1 in the same word
structures, it can be computed from Table 4 above that, in the unaccented
CV.CV.CV words, the duration of V2 was 109% of the duration of V1 in Oulu and
93% in Turku. In the unaccented CV.CV.CVC.CV words, the duration of V2 was
113% of the duration of V1 in Oulu and 95% in Turku. In Tampere the
corresponding proportional durations of V2 were 76% and 77%. Thus, when the
effect of word-final lengthening is excluded, both Turku and Tampere show, in
unaccented words, no signs of V2 being half-long, and even in Oulu the signs are
very weak.
Table 30 shows the proportional durations of V1 and V2 in the contrastively
accented words in this investigation and in previous studies of Northern Finnish.
For V1 and V2 in this study, the proportional duration given is the percentage of
the absolute duration of the segment of the absolute duration of V1 in the
contrastively accented CV.CV words, in the same Variety. The proportional
durations observed in this study are given only for Word Structures on which data,
in contrastively or otherwise strongly accented words, are available in previous
studies.
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Table 30. The mean proportional durations of V1 and V2 as percentages of the duration
of V1 in the contrastively accented CV.CV words in the same materials. STY = Suomi,
Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003), S05 = Suomi (2005), S07 = Suomi (2007), SS1 = Suomi
(submitted), SS2 = Suomi (in preparation).

CV.CV
CV.CV.CV
CV.CV.CVCa.CbV
CVV.CV

STY

S05

S07

SS1

SS2

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

V1

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

100

V2

176

145

143

155

141

139

123

74

V1

96

93

92

95

V2

133

115

112

76

V1

92

90

91

90

V2

126

117

112

77
214

V1

254

253

215

237

276

V2

73

67

68

69

79

58

216

244

207

CVV.CV.CV

V1
V2

66

57

81

66

CVV.CV.CVCa.CbV

V1

215

195

217

186

CVCaVls.CbV

V1
V2

58

71

60

63

54

CVCaVcd.CbV

V1

139

133

133

160

141

V2

65

70

69

84

59

CVCa.CaV

V1

123

106

117

103

V2

71

67

72

55

230

V2

63
111

107

60

76

63

115

120

108

Also for contrastively accented words, the present results on Oulu are similar to
those observed in Northern Finnish, despite some differences in the construction
of the target words and in the carrier sentences used; for example, Suomi (in
preparation) used segmentally fully counterbalanced nonsense words occurring in
a constant carrier sentence. It can be seen in Table 30 that, in contrastively
accented words, too, V2 in the CV.CV(X) words, the vowel in the half-long
position, exhibits no signs of being half-long in Tampere. In Turku, there was
more lengthening of this vowel in the contrastively accented words than in the
unaccented words. On average, the lengthening was 108% in the unaccented
words (Table 29) and 116% in the contrastively accented words. However, the
lengthening was modest even in the contrastively accented words. In Oulu, in
contrast, in the disyllabic and tetrasyllabic words, the lengthening of the half-long
vowel was lesser in the contrastively accented words (on average 128%) than in
the unaccented words (on average 138%); in the trisyllabic words there was a
small difference in the opposite direction. Also in previous studies of Northern
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Finnish the lengthening of the half-long vowel has been observed to be more
extensive in unaccented words than in contrastively accented words, see Tables
29 and 30.
When the duration of V2 in the contrastively accented CV.CV.CV words and
CV.CV.CVC.CV words is compared to the duration of V1 in the same word
structures, instead of the duration of V1 in the contrastively accented CV.CV
words in the same materials as was done in Table 30, it can be computed from
Table 5 above that, in the CV.CV.CV words, the duration of V2 was 123% of the
duration of V1 in Oulu and 122% in Turku. In the CV.CV.CVC.CV words the
corresponding proportional duration was 131% in Oulu and 124% in Turku. In
Tampere the corresponding figures were 80% (CV.CV.CV words) and 85%
(CV.CV.CVC.CV words). So however the proportional duration is computed, the
lengthening of the half-long vowel was never more extensive in Turku than in
Oulu, and in Tampere this vowel was always shorter than the V1 it is compared to.
In the CV.CV words, the duration of V2 in proportion to the duration of V1
was longer in the unaccented words than in the contrastively accented words in
Oulu and Tampere, but in Turku the proportional duration of V2 was greater in the
contrastively accented words. The accentual lengthening of V2 was more
extensive than the accentual lengthening of V1 in all CV.CV(X) words in each
Variety, except precisely in the CV.CV words in Oulu and Tampere. For this
reason, the proportional duration of V2 was longer in the unaccented CV.CV
words in Oulu and Tampere. It was observed above that the accentual lengthening
of M1 was significantly smaller in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere. As a
consequence, in Turku, the proportional duration of V2 was greater in the
contrastively accented words.
From the results reported by Wiik & Lehiste (1968: 571) the proportional
vowel durations were computed in the (C)V.CVC and (C)VV.CVC words
produced by those speakers who represented the Varieties of SSF here studied.
The proportional durations, in each Variety, were computed as the percentage of a
given vowel’s duration of the duration of V1 in the (C)V.CVC words of the same
Variety. Table 31 shows the results, together with the proportional durations
measured in the CV.CV and CVV.CV words in the present study, again as
percentages of the duration of V1 in the same Variety.
The proportional duration of V2 in the (C)V.CVC words computed from Wiik
& Lehiste is, in each Variety, longer than in the CV.CV words in the present study,
and the lengthening of the half-long vowel is more extensive in Turku than in
Oulu, in contrast to what was observed in the present study. With respect to the
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proportional durations of the vowels in the (C)VV.CVC words, the three Varieties
have the same order of magnitude as the CVV.CV words in the present study: In
both materials, V1 has the longest proportional duration in Turku and the shortest
one in Tampere, and also V2 has the longest proportional duration in Turku and
the shortest one in Tampere. Notice that the proportional durations should
eliminate all effects of differences in speaking rate.
Table 31. Mean proportional durations of V1 and V2 in contrastively accented (C)V.CVC
and (C)VV.CVC words, produced by speakers representing the three Varieties, as
percentages of the mean duration of V1 in the (C)V.CV(C) words in the same Variety.
The data for the consonant-final words are from Wiik & Lehiste (1968), the data for the
vowel-final words from the present study.
(C)V.CVC

(C)VV.CVC

CV.CV

V1

100

220

100

V2

161

87

139

69

Turku

V1

100

240

100

276

V2

169

105

123

79

Tampere

V1

100

203

100

214

V2

111

83

74

58

Oulu

CVV.CV
237

As has already been mentioned above, the target words in Wiik & Lehiste (1968)
occurred in the carrier sentence Mitä sana ___ tarkoittaa? ‘What does the word
___ mean?’, and that the speakers probably produced an accent phonetically
comparable to a contrastive one. It was also concluded above that the fact that the
target words used by Wiik & Lehiste were consonant-final is not likely to have
had an effect on the measured vowel durations, as Lehtonen (1970) found little
differences between consonant-final words and otherwise identical words that
lacked the final consonant. Some of the target words used by Wiik & Lehiste
were vowel-initial, in contrast to the invariably consonant-initial target words
used in the present study. Wiik & Lehiste did not explain what sort of segments
occurred in the target words, and consequently it is not possible to estimate
whether differences in inherent segment durations might be responsible for the
differences between the two sets of materials.
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4.3

Locus of duration-to-tone adjustments

In section 1.4 above the proposal by Suomi (submitted) was discussed according
to which there is, within the locus of accentual lengthening, a shorter locus of
duration-to-tone adjustments whose motivation is to guarantee the uniformity of
the accentual tonal rise-fall irrespective of word structure. According to Suomi,
the locus of duration-to-tone adjustments consists of a stretch containing M1 and
the next two segments, one of which is M2, and segment durations within the
locus are altered in such a way that the total duration of the locus will be
approximately the same irrespective of which segments the locus consists of.
Suomi measured the durations of loci of duration-to-tone adjustments in
contrastively accented Northern Finnish CV.CV and CVC.CV words; in the
former, the locus consisted of the sequence VCV and, in the latter, of the
sequence CVV. These sequences turned out to have very similar mean durations
but the difference was significant. However, the difference was considerably
smaller than the difference in total word durations (see section 1.4).
To see if the present materials provide any support for the existence of the
proposed locus of duration-to-tone adjustments, the total durations of the segment
sequences constituting potential loci were analysed statistically. The locus was the
sequence VCV in the CV.CV(X) words, the sequence VVC in the CVV.CV(X)
words, and the sequence VCC in the other Word Structures; notice that, in the
CVCa.CaV(X) words, the whole geminate is within the locus. Both Structure
[F(4,225) = 4.36, p < 0.01] and Word Length [F(2,225) = 11.13, p < 0.001] had
an effect on locus duration. Post hoc tests indicated that locus duration was
significantly longer in the CVCvls.CV(X) words than in the CVV.CV(X) and
CVCvcd.CV(X) words, and that the CV.CV(X) and CVCa.CaV(X) words did not
differ from the other words. The effect of Word Length was that locus duration
was longer in the disyllabic and trisyllabic words than in the tetrasyllabic ones.
When the tests were run for each degree of Word Length separately, Structure had
no effect in the disyllabic and trisyllabic words. In the tetrasyllabic words, the
outcome was the same as when all degrees of Word Length were included
simultaneously (see the post hoc results immediately above). Remember that the
structure CVCvls.CV(X) that behaved differently from the structures CVV.CV(X)
and CVCvcd.CV(X) was represented by only three word triplets. On the whole,
then, the results suggest that the locus of duration-to-tone adjustments is a
relevant property of Finnish.
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4.4

Duration degrees in the three Varieties

Suomi (submitted; 2006: 487–496) has shown that, ceteris paribus, segments in
Northern Finnish have certain positionally determined, statistically distinct
duration degrees in both unaccented and contrastively accented words; of course,
the absolute values of the duration degrees vary according to degree of
accentuation, speaking rate etc. For single vowels, Suomi found four duration
degrees; the corresponding degrees have also been observed in Central Finnish by
Lehtonen (1970). In the present study, in contrast to those by Suomi and
Lehtonen, segment durations in different positions cannot be meaningfully
compared statistically because the present materials are segmentally unbalanced.
Instead, mean durations are presented, without testing whether their differences
are significant. Table 32 shows mean durations of duration degrees according to
the classification used by Suomi as proportions of the mean duration of the [very
short] duration degree, separately for unaccented and contrastively accented
words. Suomi has observed that a single vowel that constitutes M3 or a later mora
is [very short]. In Suomi (submitted) the words studied were contrastively
accented, in Suomi & Ylitalo (2004) unaccented; in both studies, the informants
were speakers of Northern Finnish.
It can be seen in Table 32 that the contrastively accented words in Oulu are in
best agreement with Suomi’s system of duration degrees. It can be seen that the
durational ratios in the columns S and OuAcc are highly similar to each other. In
both studies the informants were speakers of Northern Finnish, and in both sets
the words were contrastively accented. In Suomi (submitted) the identities of the
vowels representing the duration degrees were counterbalanced. This suggests
that there are no large biases in the present materials in this respect. Therefore, it
can be further inferred, the differences between the Varieties observable in Table
32 are to a large extent real differences.
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Table 32. Mean durations of duration degrees according to the classification by Suomi
(2006; submitted) as proportions of the mean duration of the [very short] duration
degree in each experiment. MS = moraic status, SY = Suomi & Ylitalo (2004), S =
Suomi (submitted). The last six columns show results in the present study: Ou = Oulu,
the unaccented words, OuA = Oulu, the contrastively accented words, and similarly
for Turku and Tampere. M3+ = a vowel that constitutes M3 or a later mora (e.g. V2 in
CVC.CV(X) words), M1§ = a vowel that constitutes M1 and is syllable-final (V1 in
CV.CV(X) words), M1C = a vowel that constitutes M1 and is followed by a consonant in
the same syllable (V1 in CVC.CV(X) words), CM2 = a vowel that constitutes M2 and is
preceded by a consonant in the same syllable (V2 in CV.CV(X) words), M1M2 = a double
vowel constituting the sequence M1M2 (V1 in (CVV.CV(X) words).
Duration degree

MS

SY

S

Ou

OuA

Tu

TuA

Ta

[very short]

M3+

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0

TaA
1.0

[short]

M1 §

1.2

1.4

1.1

1.4

1.3

1.5

1.4

1.8

[longish]

M1 C

1.5

1.7

1.3

1.7

1.7

1.9

1.6

2.1

[long]

CM2

1.8

2.1

1.3

1.9

1.3

1.8

1.1

1.4

[longish]+[longish]

M1 M 2

3.1

-

2.3

3.3

2.8

3.8

2.6

3.8

The unaccented words in Oulu and the contrastively accented words in Turku are
also in a rather good agreement, although the duration degrees [longish] and
[long] are indistinguishable in the unaccented words in Oulu and the [longish]
degree has a longer duration than the [long] degree in the contrastively accented
words in Turku; this is because Turku exhibited rather little lengthening of the
half-long vowel, the [long] duration degree in Suomi’s system for Northern
Finnish. The agreement is worst in Tampere, and this concerns both the
unaccented words and the contrastively accented words. The greatest discrepancy
concerns the [long] duration degree. Since the vowel in the half-long position was
anything but half-long in Tampere, the discrepancy shows how Tampere differs
radically from Oulu and Northern Finnish. Clearly, in Turku and especially in
Tampere, vowel durations would have to be divided into the degrees [short],
[longish] and [long] in some way different from the situation in Oulu. In fact the
durations of these three degrees in the contrastively accented words in Tampere
are nearly the same as in the contrastively accented words in Oulu and in Suomi
(submitted), but they have swapped places. Thus in Tampere, in the contrastively
accented words, the [longish] degree is represented by V1 in the CV.CV(X)
words, a vowe1 that is [short] in Oulu, the degree [long] is represented in
Tampere by V1 in the CVC.CV(X) words, a vowel that is [longish] in Oulu, and
the degree [short] is represented in Tampere by V2 in the CV.CV(X) words, a
vowel that is [long] in Oulu. It would be more difficult to place the vowel
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durations obtaining in Turku in a similar way into the framework based on
Northern Finnish. These comparisons hopefully show that it is not advisable, in
studies of segment durations, to collapse results from speakers with different
dialectal backgrounds. Mean durations computed in such a way might not
necessarily be representative of anything, in this case any Variety of SSF.
4.5

The tonal realisation of contrastive accent

This investigation replicated previous observations that, in Finnish (contrastive)
accent, there is a rise roughly during the word’s first mora and that large part of
the fall takes place during the second mora. However, the end of the fall did not
occur until approximately at the middle of the third syllable, as was also observed
by Suomi (2007; in preparation). To be exact, the F0 fall did of course not always
end at the middle of the third syllable but, especially in trisyllabic words, often
continued to the end of the third syllable, but the fall was then very gentle
between the middle of the third syllable and the end of the fall. Occasionally, the
fall terminated at the beginning of the third syllable. It was not possible to
determine the beginning of the rise in this investigation because the initial
consonants of the target words were mostly voiceless. Secondary stress was not
realised tonally in the materials here studied; there were hardly any rises in the
third syllables of the tetrasyllabic words. This is not surprising, given that primary
stress was not and has not been previously observed to be tonally realised, if it is
controlled that the words studied are not accented.
Clear tonal differences in the realisation of contrastive accent among the three
Varieties were observed. Firstly, F0 was consistently highest in Oulu and lowest in
Tampere during the rise in the first syllable, Turku being intermediate between
these extremes. Vainio, Aalto, Järvikivi & Suni (2006) reported that F0 was rather
flat during the light initial syllable of accented words. This may have been the
case because the speakers were from the Häme dialect area, and because the
speakers did not produce strongly accented words. The F0 curves of muta and
mutaa words presented by Vihanta (1988: 21) look very similar to the curves of
the contrastively accented CV.CV words produced by the Tampere informants in
this study; Tampere belongs to the Häme dialect area. As was mentioned in the
Introduction, five of Vihanta’s informants were from the Häme dialect area and
one from the Savo dialect area. As an explanation of the more extensive rise in the
muta and mutaa words than in many other words he studied, Vihanta says that, in
the sentences in which these words occurred, “the type of clause, a question with
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a modal particle, is responsible for the extensive rise during the stressed vowel of
the focused word”. There were corresponding rises in Vihanta’s materials also in
other words in which the initial syllables were both light and heavy; concerning
the word pair taakka–taakkaa, in which both initial syllables are heavy, Vihanta
again explains that the rise is due to the carrier sentence being a negative modal
sentence. It is possible, in the light of these observations, that, in the Häme
dialects, a clear rise only occurs in strong accents corresponding to a contrastive
accent, at least in words with a light initial syllable. In principle, the situation may
be the same in some other Finnish dialects — the realisation of thematic accent,
the phonetically least salient accent, has so far been systematically studied only in
Northern Finnish, in which this accent, too, involves a clear F0 rise also in
CV.CV(X) words (Suomi, Toivanen & Ylitalo 2003: 124–127).
The second tonal difference in the realisation of contrastive accent among the
three Varieties was that, in Turku, in the CV.CV(X) words, the peak of the tonal
rise-fall was located later in the word than in all other Word Structures in the
materials; among the other Word Structures in Turku, and among all Word
Structures in Oulu and Tampere, there were no differences in this respect. Wiik
(1988: 215–224) was right in concluding that there are two different tonal
contours in the South-Western dialects to realise accent, but this is a fact that has
not been scientifically proven before the present study: according to the principles
of empirical research a couple of utterances by two speakers amount to little
evidence.
If the accentual F0 contour of the CV.CV(X) words in Turku were described
using the ToBI model, the notation might have to be L*+H(L) rather than
L+H*(L) on the grounds that in these words, the F0 peak is not anchored to the
syllable with which it is associated but, instead, to the next syllable. Because the
word-initial consonant was voiceless in the majority of the target words, it is not
possible to determine whether the initial L was anchored to the word-initial
syllable in the Turku CV.CV(X) words or in other words in the materials. If it
were observed that the beginning of the accentual rise begins before the accented
word just in the Turku CV.CV(X) words, the situation would be like that in Greek
(Arvaniti, Ladd & Mennen 1998: 6): neither of the tones L and H would be
anchored to the syllable with which accent is formally associated. The F0 contours
of all the other words investigated could be formalised, in the ToBI model, as
L+H* which, according to Välimaa-Blum (1993: 84–93), is the ToBI notation of
normal Finnish accent. Or the notation could be L+H*L; Suomi (submitted) has
suggested, based on results from Northern Finnish, that the Finnish accent could
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be better characterised as LHL rather than LH, because it has been observed that
the fall following the F0 peak ends, irrespective of speaking rate and word
structure, at approximately the middle of the third syllable. This was observed
also in the present study.
4.6

Summarising the inter-Variety differences

This section summarises the differences among the three Varieties that were
observed. The goal is to pinpoint some characteristics of each of the Varieties and
to make generalisations. Table 33 contains all of the observed statistically
significant or almost significant differences between the Varieties in segment
durations. For each segment, it is shown in which Variety its duration was shortest
or longest, separately for the unaccented words and the contrastively accented
words. If a given Variety did not differ from the other two Varieties with respect
to the duration of a given segment, the Variety is mentioned in the column
“NDfO”. For example, the first row in Table 33 means that the duration of C1 in
the CV.CV(X) words was, in both degrees of Prominence, shortest in Oulu, and
that Tampere and Turku did not differ from each other. The fourth row means that
the duration of V2 in the CV.CV(X) words was, in both degrees of Prominence,
shortest in Tampere and longest in Oulu, and that Turku differed from both
Tampere and Oulu.
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Table 33. The significant (p < 0.05) and almost significant (p = 0.05–0.069) differences
of segment durations observed among the three Varieties in the unaccented words
and in the contrastively accented words. NDfO means that if a Variety is mentioned in
the column, it did not differ from the other two Varieties. § means that the ANOVA
reported a significant effect (p < 0.05) but the post hoc test did not, and §§ means that
p = 0.069.
The unaccented words
Segment
CV.CV(X) C1

Shortest

Longest

NDfO

Oulu
Turku
Tampere

CV.CV(X) C5

Turku

Oulu

Tampere

Turku

CV.CV(X) V4
CVV.CV(X) C2

NDfO

Turku

CV.CV(X) C2

CVV.CV(X) C1

Longest

Oulu

CV.CV(X) V1
CV.CV(X) V2

The contrastively accented words
Shortest

Oulu
Turku

Oulu

Oulu

Oulu

Oulu

Oulu

Oulu

CVV.CV(X) V2 Disyllabic

Tampere

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

Oulu

Turku

CVV.CV(X) V2 Trisyllabic

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

CVV.CV(X) V3

Oulu

Oulu

CVV.CV(X) C5

Turku

Turku

CVV.CV(X) V4

Oulu

Oulu

CVCvls.CV(X) V1
CVCvls.CV(X) C2b
CVCvls.CV(X) C3 Trisyllabic

(Oulu §§)
Oulu

Turku

Tampere

Turku

CVCvls.CV(X) V3 Trisyllabic

Oulu

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

Turku

Oulu

CVCvls.CV(X) C5

Turku

Turku

CVCvls.CV(X) V4

(Oulu §§)

(Oulu §§)

CVCvcd.CV(X) V1

Oulu

CVCvcd.CV(X) C3

Oulu

CVCvcd.CV(X) V3
CVCvcd.CV(X) C5

Oulu
Turku

Tampere

Oulu

Oulu
Oulu

CVCvcd.CV(X) V4

Oulu

Oulu

Turku

Turku

Tampere

Oulu
Tampere

Oulu

(Oulu §)

Turku

Tampere

(Oulu §)

CVCa.CaV(X) C1

Oulu

CVCa.CaV(X) V1

Turku

Oulu

Tampere

Turku

Oulu

Tampere

CVCa.CaV(X) C2

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

Turku

Tampere

Oulu

Turku

Tampere

CVCa.CaV(X) V2 Disyllabic
CVCa.CaV(X) V2 Tetrasyllabic

Oulu

CVCa.CaV(X) V3

Oulu

Oulu

CVCa.CaV(X) C5
CVCa.CaV(X) V4

Oulu

Turku
Turku

Oulu

Oulu

Oulu
Turku
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

Tampere
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Even a cursory look at Table 33 reveals one thing that has been repeatedly
mentioned above, namely the fact that almost the same differences among the
Varieties were observed in the unaccented words and in the contrastively accented
words. There was only one statistically significant exception: V1 in the CV.CV(X)
words had a shorter duration in Turku than in the other two Varieties in the
contrastively accented words, but in the unaccented words the Varieties did not
differ from each other. In addition, there was a non-significant tendency for V1 in
the contrastively accented CVCvls.CV(X) words to be longest in Oulu, but there
was no such tendency in the unaccented CVCvls.CV(X) words.
From the observation that there were few differences in segment durations
among the Varieties that were not present in both degrees of Prominence, it can be
expected that there should not be many differences among the Varieties in terms
of segment-specific lengthening. Table 34 confirms this expectation: Variety had
an effect on the amount of the accentual lengthening of only three segments.
Table 34. The significant (p < 0.05) differences in the amount of absolute accentual
lengthening of segment durations observed among the three Varieties. NDfO means
that if a Variety is mentioned in the column, it did not differ from the other two
Varieties.
Segment

Smallest

CV.CV(X) V1

Turku

CVCvls.CV(X) V1

Turku

CVCa.CaV(X) V2

Oulu

Largest

NDfO

Turku

Tampere

One of the differences in Table 34 has a direct counterpart in Table 33: V1 in the
CV.CV(X) words in Turku. In the unaccented CV.CV(X) words there was no
difference between the Varieties, but since the accentual lengthening of this
segment was smallest in Turku, its duration in the contrastively accented words
was shortest in Turku. In the other two instances no such direct correspondence
exists: differences in the absolute amount of accentual lengthening did not lead to
the differences among the Varieties being different in the unaccented than in the
contrastively accented words.
It is to be noticed that Table 33 above contains the significant differences of
segment durations observed between the three Varieties in the unaccented words
and in the contrastively accented words, in the tests that were conducted
separately for each word structure. Let us repeat that the only significant
difference among the Varieties was that V1 had a shorter duration in the
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contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere. It
was seen in section 3.4 above that when the segments, across the five Word
Structures, were grouped according to moraic structure, additional significant
differences among the Varieties were observed, namely: C1 was lengthened more
in Turku than in Oulu, M1§ and M1C were lengthened less in Turku than in Oulu
and Tampere, and in the category Others, the lengthening was greater in Turku
than in Oulu and Tampere which did not differ from each other.
To return to the differences in the tests run separately for each word structure,
there were clear differences among the Varieties in terms of which kind of
segments had longer or shorter durations than in the other Varieties. Table 35 lists,
from Table 33, all those segments that were significantly longer in one Variety
than in the other two Varieties.
Table 35. Segments whose duration was significantly longer in one Variety than in the
other two Varieties. When a degree of Word Length is mentioned (e.g. Trisyllabic), the
observation concerns only the degree mentioned, otherwise the observation concerns
the segment irrespective of Word Length.
In the unaccented and in the contrastively accented words:
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

-

CV.CV(X) C2

CV.CV(X) V2

CV.CV(X) C5

CV.CV(X) V4

CVV.CV(X) C5

CVV.CV(X) V3

CVCvls.CV(X) C2b

CVV.CV(X) V4

CVCvls.CV(X) C5

CVCvls.CV(X) Trisyllabic V3

CVCa.CaV(X) C5

CVCvcd.CV(X) V3
CVCa.CaV(X) Disyllabic V2
CVCa.CaV(X) V3

In the contrastively accented words, in addition to the above segments:
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

-

-

-

Table 36 in turn lists all those segments that were significantly shorter in one
Variety than in the other two Varieties.
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Table 36. Segments whose duration was significantly shorter in one Variety than in the
other two Varieties.
In the unaccented and in the contrastively accented words:
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

CV.CV(X) V2

-

CV.CV(X) C1
CVV.CV(X) C1
CVV.CV(X) C2
CVCvls.CV(X)C2b
CVCvcd.CV(X) V1
CVCa.CaV(X) C1

In the contrastively accented words, in addition to the above segments:
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

-

CV.CV(X) V1

-

It can be seen in Tables 35 and 36 that only one segment, V2 in the CV.CV(X)
words, was shorter in Tampere than in the other two Varieties, in both degrees of
Prominence. This is the vowel in the half-long position that is comparatively very
short in Tampere. No segment ever had a longer duration in Tampere than in the
two other Varieties.
In Turku, six segments were longer than in the other two Varieties, in both the
unaccented and the contrastively accented words. All of them are consonants, and
four are C5’s. Only one segment was shorter in Turku than in the other two
Varieties, namely V1 in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words.
In Oulu, eight segments were longer than in the other two Varieties, in both
the unaccented and the contrastively accented words. All of these segments are
vowels. In four instances, the vowel was word-final, namely when it was V4, and
when it was V2 in a disyllabic word and V3 in a trisyllabic word. Recall from
Table 33 above that there were instances in which there was a tendency for a
segment to have a longer duration in Oulu than in the two Varieties: all these
segments are also vowels. Six segments were shorter in Oulu than in the other
Varieties, and with one exception, these are consonants. Excluding this single
exception, if a segment had a mean duration in Oulu that was different from that
in the other two Varieties, the segment was a vowel if it was longer than in the
other two Varieties and a consonant if it was shorter than in the other two
Varieties.
Let us next look at those instances in which a Variety differed durationally
from only one other Variety. Table 37 lists those segments that were longer in one
Variety than in only one other Variety. For example, the first entry in the Tampere
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column means that C1 in the CV.CV(X) words had a significantly longer duration
in Tampere than in Oulu; if the consonant had also had a longer duration in
Tampere than in Turku, it would have been listed in Table 35 above.
Table 37. Segments whose duration was significantly longer in one Variety than in one
other Variety. When a degree of Word Length is mentioned (e.g. 3-Syll, short for
trisyllabic), the observation concerns only the degree mentioned, otherwise the
observation concerns the segment irrespective of Word Length.
In the unaccented and in the contrastively accented words:
Tampere

Turku

CV.CV(X) C1 > Oulu

CV.CV(X) C1 > Oulu

CVV.CV(X) 2-Syll V2 > Tampere

CVV.CV(X) C2 > Oulu

CV.CV(X) V2 > Tampere

CVCa.CaV(X) V1 > Turku

CVCvls.CV(X) C2b > Oulu

CVV.CV(X) C2 > Oulu

CVCa.CaV(X) V4 > Turku

CVCvcd.CV(X) V1 > Oulu

CVV.CV(X) 3-Syll V2 > Oulu

CVCa.CaV(X) C1 > Oulu

CVCvls.CV(X) 3-Syll C3 > Tampere

CVCa.CaV(X) 4-Syll V2 > Turku

Oulu

CVCvcd.CV(X) V1 > Oulu
CVCvcd.CV(X) C3 > Oulu
CVCvcd.CV(X) C5 > Oulu
CVCa.CaV(X) C1 > Oulu
CVCa.CaV(X) C2 > Oulu

In the contrastively accented words, in addition to the above segments:
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

CV.CV(X) V1 > Turku

-

CV.CV(X) V1 > Turku

Table 38 finally lists those segments that were shorter in one Variety than in one
other Variety only.
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Table 38. Segments whose duration was significantly shorter in one Variety than in
one other Variety. When a degree of Word Length is mentioned (e.g. 3-Syll, short for
trisyllabic), the observation concerns only the degree mentioned, otherwise the
observation concerns the segment irrespective of Word Length.
In the unaccented and in the contrastively accented words:
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

CV.CV(X) C2 < Turku

CV.CV(X) V2 < Oulu

CV.CV(X) C2 < Turku

CV.CV(X) C5 < Turku

CV.CV(X) V4 < Oulu

CV.CV(X) C5 < Turku

CV.CV(X) V4 < Oulu

CVV.CV(X) V3 < Oulu

CVV.CV(X) 3-Syll V2 < Turku

CVV.CV(X) 2-Syll V2 < Oulu

CVV.CV(X) V4 < Oulu

CVV.CV(X) C5 < Turku

CVV.CV(X) V3 < Oulu

CVCvls.CV(X) 3-Syll V3 < Oulu

CVCvls.CV(X) C5 < Turku

CVV.CV(X) C5 < Turku

CVCvcd.CV(X) V3 < Oulu

CVCvcd.CV(X) C3 < Turku

CVV.CV(X) V4 < Oulu

CVCa.CaV(X) V1 < Oulu

CVCvcd.CV(X) C5 < Turku
CVCa.CaV(X) C2 < Turku

CVCvls.CV(X) C2b < Turku

CVCa.CaV(X) 2-Syll V2 < Oulu

CVCvls.CV(X) 3-Syll C3 < Turku

CVCa.CaV(X) 4-Syll V2 < Tampere CVCa.CaV(X) C5 < Turku

CVCvls.CV(X) 3-Syll V3 < Oulu

CVCa.CaV(X) V3 < Oulu

CVCvls.CV(X) C5 < Turku

CVCa.CaV(X) V4 < Oulu

CVCvcd.CV(X) V3 < Oulu
CVCa.CaV(X) 2-Syll V2 < Oulu
CVCa.CaV(X) V3 < Oulu
CVCa.CaV(X) C5 < Turku
In the contrastively accented words, in addition to the above segments:
Tampere

Turku

Oulu

-

-

-

There were six segments that were longer in Tampere than in one other Variety
(Table 37), in both the unaccented words and the contrastively accented words.
Two of these segments were C1’s, and they were longer in Tampere than in Oulu.
Further three of the six segments that were longer in Tampere than in one other
Variety were longer in Tampere than in Oulu, and two of these are consonants. In
the contrastively accented words only, V1 in the CV.CV(X) had a longer duration
in Tampere than in Turku.
In Turku, there were 10 segments that were longer in Turku than in one other
Variety, in both the unaccented words and the contrastively accented words. Six
of these are consonants, and they were longer in Turku than in Oulu. In Oulu,
there were three segments that were longer in Oulu than in only one Variety, in
both the unaccented and the contrastively accented words, and they are all
vowels. In the contrastively accented words only, V1 in the CV.CV(X) was longer
in Oulu than in Turku.
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To turn to the segments which were significantly shorter in one Variety than
in only one other Variety (Table 38), there were 15 segments in Tampere, seven
consonantal and eight vocalic ones, that were shorter in Tampere than in one other
Variety, in both the unaccented words and the contrastively accented words. Of
these 15 segments, all consonants were shorter in Tampere than in Turku, and all
vowels were shorter in Tampere than in Oulu. Of the seven consonants, four were
C5’s.
In Turku, there were 11 segments whose duration was shorter than in one
other Variety, in both the unaccented words and the contrastively accented words.
The segments are all vowels, and with one exception, shorter in Turku than in
Oulu. In Oulu, finally, there were nine segments that were shorter in Oulu than in
one other Variety, in both degrees of Prominence. Eight of these segments are
consonants, and all of these consonants were shorter in Oulu than in Turku. Five
of these latter eight consonants in turn were C5’s, and they were shorter in Oulu
than in Turku; that is, in each of the five word structures investigated, C5 always
had a longer duration in Turku than in Oulu, the long duration of C5 being one of
the hallmarks of Turku. All of the observations mentioned in this and in the
preceding paragraph apply to both the unaccented and the contrastively accented
words; there was no segment whose duration in one Variety differed from the
duration in one other Variety only in the contrastively accented words but not in
the unaccented words, see Table 38. This once more shows that accentual
lengthening largely preserved the durational relationships among the segments
observed in the unaccented words (again, with the exception of V1 in Turku).
The information presented in Tables 33, 35, 36, 37 and 38 suggests that
vowels were longer in Oulu than in the other two Varieties, and that consonants
were longer in Turku than in the other two Varieties. To test the statistical
significance of such suggestions across the whole materials, all vowels in all word
tokens were first analysed as a group, with two exceptions. Excluded from this
analysis were firstly the single vowels constituting M1 in the contrastively
accented words. It was seen in section 3.4 that these vowels were significantly
shorter in Turku than in the other two Varieties, and they were excluded to see
whether vowels as a class behaved differently in the three Varieties. Excluded
were also vowels in the half-long position as it was observed in section 3.2.1 that
all three Varieties differed from each other with respect to the duration of the
vowels in this position: the vowel was longest in Oulu and shortest in Tampere.
With the remaining vowels, Variety failed to have any effect on the grand mean
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duration. That is, apart from the significant differences just mentioned, there was
no overall difference among the Varieties in vowel durations.
For consonants, there were no observations concerning individual segments
contrary to the overall informal information in Tables 33, 35, 36, 37 and 38 that
consonants were longer in Turku than in the other two Varieties. Therefore all
consonants were included in the test of whether there were differences among the
Varieties in grand mean consonant duration. Both Prominence [F(1,2010) =
210.07, p < 0.001] and Variety [F(2, 2010) = 14.66, p < 0.001] had an effect on
mean consonant durations, there was no interaction, and the post hoc test
indicated that Oulu (70 ms), Tampere (75 ms) and Turku (79 ms) all differed from
each other with respect to grand mean consonant duration. It can be concluded
then that, on average, the Turku informants produced the longest consonants, the
Oulu informants produced the shortest consonants and the Tampere informants
produced the consonants of medium duration. Let us point out explicitly, in
addition to the general statement made in footnote 6 above, that here again the
longer durations in Turku exceeded the 4.0% difference expectable from the
differences in total word duration: the grand mean consonant duration in Turku
was 12.9% longer than in Oulu and 5.3% longer than in Tampere.
Let us summarise the inter-Variety differences in the first two syllables in the
CV.CV(X) words. Looking at segment durations, C1 had a significantly shorter
duration in Oulu than in Turku and Tampere which did not differ from each other.
In the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words, V1 had a significantly shorter
duration in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere. The duration of C2 was significantly
longer in Turku than in Oulu and Tampere. The duration of V2 was longest in
Oulu and shortest in Tampere. And then there was the tonal difference in the
contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words: the F0 peak occurred at the end of V1 at
the latest in Oulu and Tampere, but in the middle of C2 in Turku.
We have already seen how, when some of the above differences were
combined, Tampere differed from the other Varieties, namely in that more of
primary stress was durationally realised during the first syllable than during the
second unstressed syllable, in contrast to Oulu and Turku in which the second
syllable had the longer duration: Tampere thus exhibited a trochaic rhythm in the
first two syllables in contrast to the iambic rhythm in Oulu and Tampere. In
Tampere both segments of the first syllable were comparatively long — in the
sense that both of them had a longer duration than the corresponding segment had
in at least one of the other Variants —, whereas the segments in the second
syllable were both comparatively short. Thus the consecutive segments in the
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CVCV sequence were long – long – short – short, respectively, in this
comparative sense. In the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words in Turku, the
sequence was an alternating one with long – short – long – short, and in Oulu the
opposite alternating one with short – long – short – long. In this sense, all three
Varieties differed rhythmically from each other.
The most conspicuous differences among the three Varieties were observed in
the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words. While the ANOVAs presented in the
preceding paragraphs tell which measured variables were significant in
differentiating among the three Varieties, the ANOVAs do not tell, except rather
coarsely, how well the significant variables differentiated among the word tokens
produced by speakers in the three Varieties. To obtain such information on the
contrastively accented CV.CV(X) word tokens, linear discriminant analyses were
run on these tokens, to see how well the analysis can classify the tokens with
respect to the Variety the speaker represents. In addition to the primary variables
measured in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words, three further variables
derived from the primary variables were used as independent variables in the
discriminant analyses: V2/V1 durational ratio (below: V2/V1), sum total of mean
consonant durations in the first two syllables divided by the sum total of mean
vowel durations in the first two syllables (C/V), and the mean duration of the first
syllable divided by the mean duration of the second syllable (Syll1/Syll2). The
default settings of SPSS were used except that the stepwise method was chosen,
leave-one-out classification was used and missing values were replaced with the
(grand) mean. The stepwise method yields an evaluation of the relative strengths
of the independent variables in correctly classifying the tokens, leave-one-out
classification (alias cross validation) means that each token is classified by the
discriminant functions derived from all tokens other than that token, and replacing
missing values with the grand mean maximises the number of tokens to be
classified but the replaced value does not contribute to separating the groups to be
classified; for example, if F0 at the end of the second syllable could not be
measured in a given token because of e.g. creaky or whispery voice, the F0 value
in question for this token was replaced by the grand mean of this variable across
the three Varieties.
In the first discriminant analysis of the contrastively accented CV.CV(X)
word tokens, the grouping variable was Variety; that is, it was assessed how well
the discriminant analysis can classify the token as belonging to one of the three
Varieties, on the basis of the independent variables. The independent variables
only concerned the first two syllables of the CV.CV(X) words, and thus e.g. the
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words sika, sikala and sikalasta were all considered CV.CV words in the
classification; the later syllables in the longer than disyllabic words were ignored.
Theoretically there should have been 10 (different CV.CV(X) words) x 3 (word
lengths) x 18 (speakers) = 540 tokens to be classified, but because five CV.CV(X)
word tokens had been discarded, there were 535 tokens to be classified.
Nine independent variables contributed to distinguish among the Varieties.
Below these variables are given in the descending order in which they singly
classified the CV.CV(X) word tokens correctly with respect to the Variety of the
speaker (the chance percentage of correct classifications is 33.3%):
Duration of V2
Duration of C2
Syll1/Syll2
C/V
Distance of F0 peak from word onset
F0 at the 5th measurement point of the first syllable
Hz value of the F0 peak
F0 at the 2nd measurement point of the second syllable
F0 at the 5th measurement point of the second syllable

56.7%
53.7%
53.7%
51.7%
50.4%
47.6%
47.0%
39.0%
37.3%

The four most effective classifying variables were durational ones, the distance of
the F0 peak from word onset is simultaneously a temporal and tonal variable, and
the remaining four variables were merely tonal. Not surprisingly, the most
effective classifying variable was duration of V2.
When all nine independent variables were entered together, the mean
percentage of tokens classified correctly with respect to Variety was 85.1%. Table
39 shows the classifications results. It can be seen that the contrastively accented
CV.CV(X) tokens of Oulu and Tampere differed from each other most, and that
the Turku tokens were closer to the Tampere tokens than to the Oulu tokens. Only
seldom was an Oulu token classified as a Tampere token, and vice versa. Turku
and Tampere tokens were more often confused with each other than with Oulu
tokens.
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Table 39. The per cent classification of the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) word
tokens in a discriminant analysis with Variety as the grouping variable; for longer than
disyllabic words, only the first two syllables were considered.
Correct Variety

Classified Variety, cross-validated
Oulu

Turku

Oulu

87.8

9.4

Tampere
2.8

Turku

2.8

84.2

13.0

Tampere

3.9

12.8

83.2

To get some idea of the relative effectiveness of the measured prosodic properties
and of spectral properties as separators of the three Varieties, the frequencies of
the four lowest formants were determined for the first-syllable and secondsyllable vowels in all of the CV.CV(X) tokens included in the discriminant
analysis. The formant frequencies were determined at the temporal midpoints of
the vowels, using the Formant listing command of Praat. Obviously, Praat
determined the formant frequencies very successfully, and did not seem to make
“stupid” errors (such as e.g. taking the third formant of /u/ to be the second
formant). The F1–F4 frequencies were used as independent variables in a
discriminant analysis, with Variety again as the grouping variable. On average
only 42.8% of the cross-validated tokens were correctly classified. And when the
F1–F4 frequencies were added to the nine prosodic variables used in the
discriminant analysis whose results are shown in Table 39 above, the mean
percentage of correct classification of Variety increased only little, from 85.1% to
86.9%. Obviously, then, there were no or at most minimal inter-Variety spectral
differences. This is not at variance with what seems to be the consensus opinion
that there are, by and large, no conspicuous regional differences in vowel quality
in Finnish. Kuronen (2000) did observe that, in the Tampere Variety of SSF, the
qualities of some vowels in the stressed syllable are different from those in other
varieties. However, these vowels occurred only sporadically as stressed in the
present materials which were not designed for investigating vowel quality
differences.
A discriminant analysis of the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) tokens was
also run with Speaker Identity as the grouping variable, with all settings being the
same as above. The most efficient variables were not the same as those that were
most efficient in separating the three Varieties. The results, with 13 independent
prosodic variables that all contributed to the classification significantly, are shown
in Table 40.
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Table 40. The per cent classification of the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) word
tokens in a discriminant analysis with Speaker Identity as the grouping variable; for
longer than disyllabic words, only the first two syllables were considered.
Correct

Classified

Classified

Classified

Classified

Variety

correct speaker

correct Variety,

correct Variety

wrong Variety

wrong speaker

Oulu

Turku

Oulu

75.6

20.0

95.6

-

1.7

Tampere
2.8

Turku

70.6

16.3

86.9

3.9

-

9.1

Tampere

69.3

22.9

92.2

2.8

5.0

-

The mean percentage of tokens classified correctly with respect to Speaker
Identity was 71.4% (the chance percentage being 5.6%); adding the frequencies
of the four lowest formants to the prosodic independent variables raised the
percentage of correctly classified tokens only minimally, to 71.6%. However,
when a token by a speaker was misclassified as being produced by another
speaker, the latter wrong speaker most often represented the same Variety as the
actual speaker; especially for Oulu and Tampere, the percentages in the category
“correct Variety, wrong speaker” are clearly higher than the sum of the
percentages in the category “wrong Variety”. Consequently, on average 91.6%
percent of the CV.CV(X) tokens were correctly classified with respect to the
Variety that the speaker represented. This suggests that when the discriminant
analysis estimated speaker-specific rather than group-specific discriminant
functions, it was better able to deal with differences in e.g. average speaking rate
within the Varieties. For example, the Oulu speakers, as a group, exhibited the
longest mean duration of V2, and hence a mean duration of V2 that was longer
than the grand mean across the three Varieties. But for a speaker in the Oulu
group with a fast speaking rate, the mean duration of V2 may have been shorter
than the grand mean. When only group-specific discriminant functions were
computed, tokens by such a speaker could be easily misinterpreted. But when the
discriminant functions were computed from speaker-specific values, the analysis
was able to conclude that the duration of V2 was long relative to e.g. the duration
of V1, for this speaker, and although the analysis misclassified the speaker, the
classification nevertheless often ended up with the correct Variety.
For the unaccented CV.CV(X) tokens, and for the contrastively accented as
well as unaccented tokens of all the other word structures investigated, the
percentages of correct classifications of the Variety were much lower than those
observed for the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) tokens discussed above; for
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example, for the CVV.CV(X) words, the per cent correct classification of Variety
was only 60.7%. This is fully consistent with the results of the ANOVAs. It is
obvious, therefore, that the durational and tonal properties of contrastively
accented CV.CV(X) words are particularly informative of the differences among
regional varieties of SSF. That the duration of V2 in this word structure varies
across different varieties/dialects has been known for long (see the discussion of
the half-long vowel in section 1.6 above), but this study has shown that there are
additional durational as well as tonal differences among varieties of Finnish in the
contrastively accented tokens of this word structure.
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Conclusion

The most general conclusion to be drawn from the study is that, at least in the
three Varieties of SSF investigated, the prosodic properties of the respective local
vernaculars obviously had many repercussions on the durational and tonal
properties of the regional Varieties of SSF that the speakers spoke in the
laboratory. Informal and largely impressionistic observations to this effect
concerning both spontaneous and prepared speech outside the laboratory are a
legion, but this is the first empirical comparison of such regional properties of
SSF that considered the durations of all constituent segments in and F0 trajectories
throughout the target words in materials that were exactly the same across the
Varieties. The conclusion is that although reading aloud written texts in the
laboratory is in many ways different from speaking spontaneously for
communicative purposes outside the laboratory, the basic prosodic (rhythmical
and tonal) properties of the speaker’s native vernacular are retained in SSF
spoken in the laboratory. In this sense, the study was successful.
As in earlier studies of Finnish and other languages, studies in which the
effects of stress and accent have been carefully controlled, it was observed that
stress is not realised tonally. In the durational realisation of stress, the largest
number of differences among the three Variants was observed in the CV.CV(X)
words: the lengthening of segment durations due to stress was restricted to the
initial syllable in Tampere, whereas in Oulu and Turku the lengthening was
observed to extend to the second syllable.
Accentual lengthening in the target words studied extended from word onset
to roughly C5 (e.g. the onset consonant of the last, fourth syllable in si.ka.las.ta).
In the CV.CV(X) words, the accentual lengthening of V1 was less extensive in
Turku than in the other two Varieties, as a result of which this segment in the
contrastively accented words had a shorter duration in Turku than in the other two
Varieties. This was the means in Turku to achieve the V2/V1 durational ratio
known as the half-long vowel (longer duration of V2 relative to that of V1). In the
unaccented words, the degree of half-lengthening of V2 was very small in Turku.
Half-lengthening was observed in Oulu, too, but there it was achieved by a long
duration of V2 rather than by the short duration of V1, and the duration of V2
relative to V1 was longer in the unaccented than in the contrastively accented
words, as has been observed in previous studies of Northern Finnish. In Tampere,
there were no traces of half-lengthening; in contrast, vowels had a longer duration
in the first syllable than in the second syllable.
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In all three Varieties, contrastive accent was realised tonally, as a risingfalling F0 contour. The width of the accent-lending rising-falling contour was, in
all word structures studied, largest in the Oulu Variety, smaller in the Turku
Variety, and smallest in the Tampere Variety. Otherwise, there were clear
differences among the three Varieties in the tonal realisation of contrastive accent
in the CV.CV(X) words only. Thus in Turku, in these words, the temporal distance
of the F0 peak from word onset was longer than in any other words investigated,
either in Turku or in the other two Varieties. That is, in Turku only, there was a
tonal difference between the CV.CV(X) words and the other words.
None of the three Varieties exhibited polysyllabic shortening, i.e. segments or
syllables did not have reliably shorter durations in longer unaccented words than
in shorter unaccented words. The polysyllabic accent effect, i.e. shorter segment
durations in longer contrastively accented words than in shorter word, was
observed for whole words — words received the same amount of accentual
lengthening irrespective of their length in number of syllables — but not for
segment or syllable durations. In each of the three Varieties, word-final vowels
were subject to word-final lengthening.
5.1

Post hoc criticism of the study

When the experimental design of this investigation was planned and decided on,
in 2004 when the first recordings were made, the subject matter of the
comparative investigation was very much terra incognita, and the planning could
not rely on any proven model. Moreover, not much data on the phonetic
realisation of prominence in any Variety of SSF was available at the time. At least
partly because of these circumstances, the choice of the target words was not
optimal in all respects. At the same time, however, such shortcomings are
alleviated by the fact that the materials were exactly the same for the three
Varieties studied, except of course for the additional CV.CV words later recorded
in Turku which, however, were motivated by the exceptional behaviour of such
words in Turku only.
The greatest error in planning the design was that the segmental composition
of the target words was not thought of more carefully. As was explained in section
2.1, all target words representing the CVC.CV(X) words were originally intended
to constitute Word Structure 3, a structural group represented by exactly as many
word triplets as Word Structures 1 (the CV.CV(X) words) and 2 (the CVV.CV(X)
words). Instead of this intention, the original Word Structure 3 had to be divided
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into three subgroups. In choosing the target words attention was paid to which
segments could be segmented as unambiguously as possible and to which
frequent Finnish words allow triplets of words in which the shorter words are
embedded in the longer words (triplets like kanta, kantama, kantamasta). If this
study were started from scratch, the CVC.CV(X) target words would be chosen in
such a way that the CC-sequence straddling the boundary of the first and second
syllable would be similar in all word triplets, consisting of e.g. two different
voiceless consonants as in sotka (Structure 31), of a voiceless and a voiced
consonant as in kanta (Structure 32), or of a geminate as in seppä (Structure 4).
As concerns the tonal realisation of contrastive accent, however, the error in
choosing the target words was greatly alleviated by the fact that differences in
word structure and differences in the segmental composition across the word
structures had little effect on the F0 contours: the most obvious difference, with
little consequences to the tonal analysis, was that, during voiceless segments, F0
simply could not be measured.
Inherent segment durations are likely to have an effect on measured segment
durations, and it might have been advisable in this perspective to choose all target
words to have either voiced or voiceless initial consonants, and all target words to
have either voiced or voiceless C2 (or voiced or voiceless C2a+C2b sequences).
However, to minimise the potential effects of differences in inherent segment
durations, segmentally balanced nonsense materials would have to be used,
because of accidental gaps in the vocabulary. Using such materials, it would be
possible to examine e.g. the durational realisation of stress in segmentally fully
controlled materials, which the present materials do not permit. Notice also that
the present materials are not suitable for examining the potential spectral
realisation of stress. In such a study, vowel identities would have to be balanced
across stressed and unstressed syllables, the abutting consonant identities would
have to be controlled, etc. In this study it was decided, instead, to use real target
words in order to elicit as naturally produced sentences and target words as
possible. This was considered a prime goal in the present study which is the first
of its kind of the Turku and Tampere Varieties of SSF. Presumably, however, the
results would not be different if nonsense words were used.
A further error was caused by the fact that F0 was measured at certain
temporal locations in the voiced portions of syllables and the F0 curves were
drawn assuming that C1 was voiceless in all target words and that the C2 was
voiceless in all words of all structures. Consequently, the F0 values at beginning
and at the end of the initial syllable mum of the word mummo were equated with
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corresponding values at the beginning and end of V1 in katti, kokko, pappi and
seppä. In this sense the F0 curves are to a certain extent abstractions but again, the
error should have no effect on the observations of inter-Variety differences, as the
error was the same in each Variety. Conceivably, however, the Varieties differ
among themselves in how they treat voiced and voiceless consonants.
As was explained in section 2.2 above, the original purpose was to elicit and
study words produced in three degrees of prominence: in addition to the
unaccented and contrastively accented words, an attempt was made to elicit also
rhematically accented versions of the target words. This attempt was not
successful, however, because the informants produced the intended rhematically
accented words mostly as unaccented; perceptually these versions sounded fully
unaccented, and acoustically they exhibited no tonal rise-fall. This happened
despite the fact that the carrier sentences were similar to those used in Suomi,
Toivanen & Ylitalo (2003: 132–133) in which the elicitation was successful. No
explanation for this discrepancy is readily available.
5.2

Future directions

Some aspects of Finnish prosody seem quite uncontroversial. Thus the present
results confirm earlier observations that word stress, as observable in words that
are unaccented, is not realised tonally. In fact, practically no tonal differences
among the three Varieties were observed in the unaccented words. But it was
observed that Tampere differed from the other two Varieties in the way in which
stress is realised durationally. This difference should be studied in further
Varieties, as it is closely connected with the duration of the so-called half-long
vowel which, in Tampere, in fact turned out to be what could be characterised as
half-short. It should also be studied whether in Finnish, as at least in English and
Dutch, stress is also signalled spectrally, with boosting of the high frequencies in
vowels in the stressed syllable, relative to vowels in unstressed syllables.
Another aspect of speech timing in Finnish that seems quite uncontroversial,
at least in the Varieties of Standard Spoken Finnish so far investigated, is that
word length has no systematic effect on segment durations. It has been observed,
in Northern Finnish in general and separately in the Oulu Variety, in the Tampere
Variety representing the Häme dialect area, in the Turku Variety representing the
South-Western dialect area, and in Central Finnish (Lehtonen 1974) that
increasing the number of a word’s constituent syllables does not cause systematic
shortening of the duration of the constituent segments and syllables. Thus there is
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rather massive evidence against polysyllabic shortening, showing that words do
not exhibit even a tendency toward having equal durations, alias isochrony. In all
relevant studies, the observations of durational differences contrary to the
prediction of polysyllabic shortening clearly outnumber the number of differences
that are consistent with the prediction, not to mention the fact that, in the majority
of comparisons, word length has no effect on segment or syllable durations.
At the same time, the present results repeatedly suggested the presence of
higher-level prosodic timing effects that have hardly been studied in Finnish. For
example, the prosodic phrase structure of the carrier sentences used in this study
was not at all controlled, as little is known of such structure in Finnish, and it is
very much possible that such structure was operative behind those observations in
which word length had significant effects on segment durations, in one direction
or in the other. That is, the prosodic structures of individual carrier sentences may
have been such that they either lengthened or shortened the durations of some
critical segments within the structural units. It was usually observed that the
putative effect of such higher-level prosodic structure was the same for all three
Varieties, presumably because the structure affects all of the Varieties studied in
the same way. The lesson to be learned is that, in the future, higher-level prosodic
structure and its effects on segment durations should be studied in more detail.
It was observed that Turku differed from the other two Variants in the
segmental anchoring point of the F0 peak in the words with an initial light
syllable, i.e. in words whose initial syllable was CV; in Turku the anchoring point
was, in this single word structure, located later in the word than in any other word
structure studied, in Turku and in the other two Varieties. Because the initial
consonants of the target words were mostly voiceless ones, it was not possible to
determine the exact segmental anchoring point of the rise of the accentual rise-fall
tune. It is conceivable that there are corresponding differences among the
Varieties also in the exact anchoring point of the beginning of the rise. For this
and other reasons, target words consisting of only voiced segments would enable
a more precise measurement of fundamental frequency within and near the target
words.
5.3

The results vis-à-vis popular conceptions

A speaker from Oulu can easily, in listening to a speaker from Tampere, be lead to
believe that the V1 in the CV.CV(X) words of the Tampere speaker, e.g. in the
typical Tampere word moro ‘hello (informal)’, has a longer duration than the
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corresponding vowel has in the listener’s native Oulu speech. However, it was
observed in this study that there was no significant difference in the mean
duration of this vowel between the two Varieties, in neither degree of Prominence.
The subjective impression of the longer duration of V1 in Tampere than in Oulu
is, most probably, based on the relative durations of V1 and V2; in Tampere V1
sounds long because it has a considerably longer duration than V2, in contrast to
the situation in Oulu. Speakers from Turku have reported similar impressionistic
observations of vowel duration in CV.CV(X) words produced by Tampere
speakers, and the same explanations are applicable.
The exceptionality of the Turku CV.CV(X) words in turn is well known
among many speakers of Finnish. Thus e.g. the SSF word Turussa ‘in Turku’ is
often written, in attempting to mimic the local pronunciation, as Turuus
(morphophonological alternations and deletions of word-final vowels are applied
that are not directly relevant to the present discussion) or, if the local
pronunciation is directly imitated in speech, the pronunciation involves a very
long duration of the second-syllable single vowel. These imitations concern
accented versions of Turku CV.CV(X) words. But the present results show that
the V2 in the contrastively accented CV.CV(X) words in fact has a longer duration
in Oulu than in Turku, and that also the durational ratio V2/V1 is never smaller in
Oulu than in Turku. The impression of a very long V2 in Turku accented
CV.CV(X) words is very probably based on the tonal peculiarity of these words;
the exceptional tonal behaviour of CV.CV(X) words, the late occurrence of the F0
peak, has created the perceptual illusion that the duration of V2 is very long in
Turku.
Intonation conveys attitudinal information, and it is therefore possible that a
speaker of one variety may assign emotional associations to a different but as
such neutral realisation of accent in another variety. It is a general observation
that an only slightly varying F0 gives the impression that the speaker’s emotional
state is neutral or that the speaker is sad or bored, whereas a widely fluctuating F0
suggests that the speaker is aroused in one way or another: joyful, angry or the
like (see e.g. Johnstone & Scherer 2000: 225–232). Wiik (1988: 222)
contemplated that “the early F0 peaks of the Häme-Carelian speaker are likely to
be the factor that makes the speaker sound »bragging», at least to South-Western
ears”,7 but there may be also other factors behind such an impression. Firstly, it is
7
“Hämäläis-karjalaisen aikaiset huiput lienevät se tekijä, joka ainakin lounaissuomalaisen mielestä
kuulostaa »leuhkuudelta»”.
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clear that the colloquial speech in and around the capital Helsinki, which is based
on the Häme dialects, has a prestigious position in Finland, but it also attracts
negative prestige (see e.g. Mantila 2008: 75). Secondly, it can be speculated that
since accentuation obviously involves narrower F0 fluctuations in the Häme
dialect area than in e.g. the South-Western dialects, the Häme style of
accentuation may sound “too” neutral or indifferent to speakers from other areas.
On the other hand, a person born in the South-Western dialect area who has lived
there almost her whole life has told the present author that she had interpreted a
person from Oulu to be angry when the speaker’s intention was to speak in an
emotionally fully neutral manner; the wider F0 fluctuations in the accented words
in Oulu, in comparison to Turku, may very well have caused the misinterprettation.
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Appendix A
All target words and their carrier sentences used in the main experiment.
The target words:
CV.CV(X)
koti
kumi
kuti
käpy
näky
Pasi
sata
Sepe
sika
sopu

kotilo
kumina
kutina
Käpylä
näkymä
Pasila
satama
sepeli
sikala
sopuli

kotilosta
kuminasta
kutinasta
Käpylästä
näkymästä
Pasilasta
satamasta
sepelistä
sikalasta
sopulista

Laitala
Leipälä
Miinala
Pietilä
piikala
Piilola
Puumala
Siikala
Tuomola
Tyynelä

Laitalasta
Leipälästä
Miinalasta
Pietilästä
piikalasta
Piilolasta
Puumalasta
Siikalasta
Tuomolasta
Tyynelästä

CVV.CV(X)
laita
leipä
miina
Pieti
piika
piilo
puuma
siika
Tuomo
Tyyne

CVCvls.CV(X)
laski
putki
sotka

laskimo
putkilo
Sotkamo

laskimosta
putkilosta
Sotkamosta
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CVCvcd.CV(X)
kanta
tuntu

kantama
tuntuma

kantamasta
tuntumasta

CVCa.CaV(X)
katti
kokko
mummo
pappi
seppä

kattila
Kokkola
mummola
pappila
Seppälä

kattilasta
Kokkolasta
mummolasta
pappilasta
Seppälästä

A systematic list of the carrier sentences according to word structure (in the first
carrier sentence of each target word, the target word was contrastively accented,
in the second one unaccented, and in the list presented to the informants, all
carrier sentences had been randomised.):
CV.CV
1.
2.

Sanoin että Annan KOTI paloi, en sanonut että Annan KOULU paloi.
Sanoin että Annan koti PYSTYTETTIIN kalliolle, en sanonut että Annan
koti PERUSTETTIIN sinne.

3.

Sanoin että auton KUMI puhkesi, en sanonut että auton KONEPELTI
puhkesi.
Sanoin että auton kumi PAMAHTI, en sanonut että auton kumi PALOI.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
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Sanoin että ampumani KUTI tappoi sorsan, en sanonut että ampumani
KETTU tappoi sen.
Sanoin että ampumani kuti TODETTIIN harhalaukaukseksi, en sanonut
että ampumani kuti TARKOITETTIIN harhalaukaukseksi.
Sanoin että kuusen KÄPY putosi, en sanonut että kuusen KÄÄPÄ putosi.
Sanoin että kuusen käpy PIENENEE pakkasessa, en sanonut että kuusen
käpy PILAANTUU pakkasessa.

9.
10.

11.
12.

13.
14.

15.
16.

17 .
18.

19.
20.

Sanoin että kuvaamani NÄKY tyrmistytti, en sanonut että kuvaamani
NÄYTÖS tyrmistytti.
Sanoin että kuvaamani näky TEHOSI, en sanonut että kuvaamani näky
TUOHDUTTI.
Sanoin että serkkuni PASI korjaa tietokoneita, en sanonut että serkkuni
PIIA korjaa niitä.
Sanoin että serkkuni Pasi KOULUTTAA koiraansa, en sanonut että
serkkuni Pasi KOMENTAA sitä.
Sanoin että ensimmäiset SATA pääsevät sisään, en sanonut että
ensimmäiset SEITSEMÄN pääsevät sisään.
Sanoin että ensimmäiset sata PYRITÄÄN majoittamaan, en sanonut että
ensimmäiset sata PYSTYTÄÄN majoittamaan.
Sanoin että ilkeä SEPE kaappasi porsaat, en sanonut että ilkeä SIMO
kaappasi ne.
Sanoin että ilkeä Sepe KERJÄSI kuonoonsa, en sanonut että ilkeä Sepe
KAIPASI kuonoonsa.
Sanoin että naapurin SIKA pääsi irti, en sanonut että naapurin SONNI
pääsi irti.
Sanoin että naapurin sika PIEHTAROI kukkapenkissä, en sanonut että
naapurin sika PIILESKELEE siellä.
Sanoin että laiha SOPU pitkästyttää, en sanonut että laiha SUMPPI
pitkästyttää.
Sanoin että laiha sopu PARANTAA tilannetta, en sanonut että laiha sopu
PAHENTAA sitä.

CV.CV.CV
21.
22.

Sanoin että löytämäni KOTILO pääsi karkuun, en sanonut että löytämäni
KORALLI pääsi karkuun.
Sanoin että löytämäni kotilo PUTOSI käsistäni, en sanonut että löytämäni
kotilo POMPPASI käsistäni.
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23.
24.

25.
26.

27.
28.

29.
30.

31.
32.

33.
34.

35.
36.

37.
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Sanoin että liika KUMINA pilaa maun, en sanonut että liika KANELI pilaa
maun.
Sanoin että liika kumina PEITTÄÄ aromin, en sanonut että liika kumina
PARANTAA aromin.
Sanoin että ikävä KUTINA käy hermoilleni, en sanonut että ikävä
KUUME käy hermoilleni.
Sanoin että ikävä kutina KIUSAA minua, en sanonut että ikävä kutina
KIINNOSTAA minua.
Sanoin että vanha KÄPYLÄ kiinnostaa arkkitehtia, en sanonut että vanha
KÄPYKYLÄ kiinnostaa häntä.
Sanoin että vanha Käpylä KUNNOSTETTIIN, en sanonut että vanha
Käpylä KARTOITETTIIN.
Sanoin että avautuva NÄKYMÄ pyörryttää, en sanonut että avautuva
NÄYTTELY pyörryttää.
Sanoin että avautuva näkymä PUISTATTAA, en sanonut että avautuva
näkymä PYSÄYTTÄÄ.
Sanoin että moderni PASILA tunnetaan, en sanonut että moderni
PALTAMO tunnetaan.
Sanoin että moderni Pasila TARJOAA palveluita, en sanonut että moderni
Pasila TYRKYTTÄÄ niitä.
Sanoin että Kuopion SATAMA palkittiin, en sanonut että Kuopion
SOUTUSEURA palkittiin.
Sanoin että Kuopion satama PALVELEE matkailijaa, en sanonut että
Kuopion satama POMPOTTELEE häntä.
Sanoin että karkea SEPELI kestää kulutusta, en sanonut että karkea
SUOLA kestää kulutusta.
Sanoin että karkea sepeli KUORMITTAA pohjamaata, en sanonut että
karkea sepeli KOVETTAA sitä.
Sanoin että nykyaikainen SIKALA toimii automaattisesti, en sanonut että
nykyaikainen SIIPIKARJATILA toimii automaattisesti.

38.

Sanoin että nykyaikainen sikala TYÖLLISTÄÄ viljelijää, en sanonut että
nykyaikainen sikala TURHAUTTAA viljelijää.

39.

Sanoin että norjalainen SOPULI talvehtii tuntureissa, en sanonut että
norjalainen SOTILAS talvehtii tuntureissa.
Sanoin että norjalainen sopuli TAANTUU, en sanonut että norjalainen
sopuli TUHOUTUU.

40.

CV.CV.CVC.CV
41.
42.

43.
44.

45.
46.

47.
48.

49.
50.

51.

Sanoin että rikkoutuneesta KOTILOSTA paljastui helmi, en sanonut että
rikkoutuneesta KORURASIASTA paljastui helmi.
Sanoin että rikkoutuneesta kotilosta PURSUSI hiekkaa, en sanonut että
rikkoutuneesta kotilosta PÖLÄHTI sitä.
Sanoin että jauhetusta KUMINASTA tehdään maustetta, en sanonut että
jauhetusta KURKUSTA tehdään maustetta.
Sanoin että jauhetusta kuminasta TISLATAAN mausteöljy, en sanonut että
jauhetusta kuminasta TUHOTAAN se.
Sanoin että lievästä KUTINASTA pääsee eroon, en sanonut että lievästä
KUHMUSTA pääsee eroon.
Sanoin että lievästä kutinasta PUHUTAAN vastaanotolla, en sanonut että
lievästä kutinasta PELOTELLAAN vastaanotolla.
Sanoin että sodanjälkeisestä KÄPYLÄSTÄ puuttui katuvalot, en sanonut
että sodanjälkeisestä KALLIOSTA puuttui katuvalot.
Sanoin että sodanjälkeisestä Käpylästä PURETTIIN puutalot, en sanonut
että sodanjälkeisestä Käpylästä POLTETTIIN puutalot.
Sanoin että tästä NÄKYMÄSTÄ kuvastuu suomalaisuus, en sanonut että
tästä NÄREIKÖSTÄ kuvastuu suomalaisuus.
Sanoin että tästä näkymästä KANNATTI maalata taulu, en sanonut että
tästä näkymästä KÄSKETTIIN maalata taulu.
Sanoin että täältä PASILASTA puuttuu ostoskeskus, en sanonut että täältä
PERÄKYLÄLTÄ puuttuu ostoskeskus.
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52.

Sanoin että täältä Pasilasta POISTETTIIN bussikatokset, en sanonut että
täältä Pasilasta PIHISTETTIIN bussikatokset.

53.

Sanoin että Oulun SATAMASTA pääsee merelle, en sanonut että Oulun
SAIRAALASTA pääsee merelle.
Sanoin että Oulun satamasta PIDETÄÄN, en sanonut että Oulun satamasta
PURNATAAN.

54.

55.
56.

57.
58.

59.
60.

Sanoin että tilaamastani SEPELISTÄ tehtiin kasa, en sanonut että
tilaamastani SAVESTA tehtiin kasa.
Sanoin että tilaamastani sepelistä TÄRVELTIIN osa, en sanonut että
tilaamastani sepelistä TUHLATTIIN osa.
Sanoin että läheisestä SIKALASTA kuului melua, en sanonut että
läheisestä SIILOSTA kuului melua.
Sanoin että läheisestä sikalasta KANNELTIIN, en sanonut että läheisestä
sikalasta KERSKAILTIIN.
Sanoin että valkoisesta SOPULISTA täytyy huolehtia, en sanonut että
valkoisesta SOTKASTA täytyy huolehtia.
Sanoin että valkoisesta sopulista TULEE sensaatio, en sanonut että
valkoisesta sopulista TEHDÄÄN sensaatio.

CVV.CV
61.
62.

63.
64.

65.
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Sanoin että löytämämme MIINA tutkitaan, en sanonut että löytämämme
MERIMERKKI tutkitaan.
Sanoin että löytämämme miina TODETTIIN vaarattomaksi, en sanonut
että löytämämme miina TIEDETTIIN vaarattomaksi.
Sanoin että hyvä PIILO keksittiin sattumalta, en sanonut että hyvä PELI
keksittiin sattumalta.
Sanoin että hyvä piilo KÄTKI salaisuuden, en sanonut että hyvä piilo
KERTOI salaisuuden.
Sanoin että raaka SIIKA kutkuttaa makuhermoja, en sanonut että raaka
SILAKKA kutkuttaa makuhermoja.

66.

Sanoin että raaka siika KEITETÄÄN kypsäksi, en sanonut että raaka siika
KÄRISTETÄÄN kypsäksi.

67.

Sanoin että tätini TYYNE perusti yhdistyksen, en sanonut että tätini
TERTTU perusti sen.
Sanoin että tätini Tyyne PELKÄÄ murtovarkaita, en sanonut että tätini
Tyyne PELASTAA heitä.

68,

69.
70.

71.
72.

73.
74.

75.
76.

77.
78.

79.
80.

Sanoin että terävä LAITA teki haavan, en sanonut että terävä LASI teki
haavan.
Sanoin että terävä laita TÖRRÖTTI vaarallisesti, en sanonut että terävä
laita TÖRTTÖILI vaarallisesti.
Sanoin että homehtunut LEIPÄ poistettiin, en sanonut että homehtunut
LEVITE poistettiin.
Sanoin että homehtunut leipä PILASI aterian, en sanonut että homehtunut
leipä PELASTI sen.
Sanoin että naapurin PIETI kynti peltoa, en sanonut että naapurin PERTTA
kynti peltoa.
Sanoin että naapurin Pieti KÄVELI kylällä, en sanonut että naapurin Pieti
KAAHAILI kylällä.
Sanoin että talon PIIKA putosi katolta, en sanonut että talon POIKA putosi
katolta.
Sanoin että talon piika PAKENI sonnia, en sanonut että talon piika
POTKAISI sonnia.
Sanoin että vihainen PUUMA piileskelee puussa, en sanonut että vihainen
PAPUKAIJA piileskelee puussa.
Sanoin että vihainen puuma PELÄSTYI norsua, en sanonut että vihainen
puuma PURI norsua.
Sanoin että meidän TUOMO pääsi ripille, en sanonut että meidän TUULA
pääsi ripille.
Sanoin että meidän Tuomo PITÄÄ koirista, en sanonut että meidän Tuomo
PELKÄÄ koiria.
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CVV.CV.CV
81.
82.

83.
84.

85.
86.

87.
88.

89.
90.

91.
92.

93.
94.
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Sanoin että neiti MIINALA perusti firman, en sanonut että neiti
MÄNTYLÄ perusti firman.
Sanoin että neiti Miinala PUTOSI finaalista, en sanonut että neiti Miinala
PÄÄSI finaaliin.
Sanoin että johtaja PIILOLA petti luottamukseni, en sanonut että johtaja
PEKKALA petti luottamukseni.
Sanoin että johtaja Piilola PIMITTI tulonsa, en sanonut että johtaja Piilola
PALJASTI ne.
Sanoin että maisteri SIIKALA teki virheen, en sanonut että maisteri
SIMONEN teki virheen.
Sanoin että maisteri Siikala TUTKII elokuvia, en sanonut että maisteri
Siikala TUOTTAA elokuvia.
Sanoin että insinööri TYYNELÄ kehitti liuottimen, en sanonut että
insinööri TAKKULA kehitti sen.
Sanoin että insinööri Tyynelä KERTOO projektista, en sanonut että
insinööri Tyynelä KESKUSTELEE siitä.
Sanoin että professori LAITALA tutkii hyönteisiä, en sanonut että
professori LUUKKONEN tutkii niitä.
Sanoin että professori Laitala TIESI asiasta, en sanonut että professori
Laitala TUNSI asian.
Sanoin että edustaja LEIPÄLÄ poistettiin salista, en sanonut että edustaja
LASSILA poistettiin salista.
Sanoin että edustaja Leipälä PAKOTETTIIN yhteistyöhön, en sanonut että
edustaja Leipälä PYRKI yhteistyöhön.
Sanoin että rouva PIETILÄ kuuluu yhdistykseen, en sanonut että rouva
PIIRAINEN kuuluu siihen.
Sanoin että rouva Pietilä KOMPASTUI, en sanonut että rouva Pietilä
KAATUI.

95.
96.

97.
98.

99.
100.

Sanoin että kartanon PIIKALA paloi, en sanonut että kartanon
PUUTARHA paloi.
Sanoin että kartanon piikala PESTIIN jouluksi, en sanonut että kartanon
piikala PURETTIIN jouluksi.
Sanoin että kaunis PUUMALA täytyy nähdä, en sanonut että kaunis
PULKKILA täytyy nähdä.
Sanoin että kaunis Puumala TEHOAA matkailijaan, en sanonut että kaunis
Puumala TURHAUTTAA häntä.
Sanoin että johtaja TUOMOLA pidätettiin virasta, en sanonut että johtaja
TURUNEN pidätettiin virasta.
Sanoin että johtaja Tuomola PELASTI firman, en sanonut että johtaja
Tuomola PALOITTELI firman.

CVV.CV.CVC.CV
101.
102.

103.
104.

105.
106.

107.
108.

Sanoin että herra LAITALASTA puhuttiin, en sanonut että herra
LAMPELASTA puhuttiin.
Sanoin että herra Laitalasta PUUTTUU päättäväisyyttä, en sanonut että
herra Laitalasta PALJASTUU päättäväisyyttä.
Sanoin että insinööri LEIPÄLÄSTÄ projekti on huono, en sanonut että
insinööri LUMPEESTA projekti on huono.
Sanoin että insinööri Leipälästä PANOSTAMINEN kannattaa, en sanonut
että insinööri Leipälästä POISJÄÄNTI kannattaa.
Sanoin että rehtori PIETILÄSTÄ keskusteltiin, en sanonut että rehtori
PEKKALASTA keskusteltiin.
Sanoin että rehtori Pietilästä KOULUA on kehitettävä, en sanonut että
rehtori Pietilästä KURIA on kehitettävä.
Sanoin että kartanon PIIKALASTA kuului naurua, en sanonut että
kartanon PAPPILASTA kuului naurua.
Sanoin että kartanon piikalasta KORJATTIIN lattia, en sanonut että
kartanon piikalasta KUURATTIIN lattia.
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109.
110.

111.
112.

113.
114.

115.
116.

117.
118.

119.
120.

174

Sanoin että kauniista PUUMALASTA kirjoitettiin lehdessä, en sanonut että
kauniista PADASJOESTA kirjoitettiin lehdessä.
Sanoin että kauniista Puumalasta KAAVAILLAAN kaupunkia, en sanonut
että kauniista Puumalasta KYHÄTÄÄN kaupunkia.
Sanoin että puolustaja TUOMOLASTA tuli maalivahti, en sanonut että
puolustaja TAKALASTA tuli maalivahti.
Sanoin että puolustaja Tuomolasta TAPELTIIN, en sanonut että puolustaja
Tuomolasta TARINOITIIN.
Sanoin että neiti MIINALASTA tuli johtaja, en sanonut että neiti
MÄNTYLÄSTÄ tuli johtaja.
Sanoin että neiti Miinalasta TIEDOTETTIIN lehdissä, en sanonut että neiti
Miinalasta TOITOTETTIIN lehdissä.
Sanoin että johtaja PIILOLASTA kanneltiin, en sanonut että johtaja
PUOLAKASTA kanneltiin.
Sanoin että johtaja Piilolasta KAAVAILLAAN luottamusmiestä, en
sanonut että johtaja Piilolasta KEHITELLÄÄN luottamusmiestä.
Sanoin että maisteri SIIKALASTA tuli rehtori, en sanonut että maisteri
SALOSESTA tuli rehtori.
Sanoin että maisteri Siikalasta TIEDETTIIN laitoksella, en sanonut että
maisteri Siikalasta TAPELTIIN laitoksella.
Sanoin että insinööri TYYNELÄSTÄ kiinnostuttiin, en sanonut että
insinööri TEPPOLASTA kiinnostuttiin.
Sanoin että insinööri Tyynelästä KUISKAILTIIN käytävillä, en sanonut
että insinööri Tyynelästä KAILOTETTIIN käytävillä.

CVCvls.CV
121.
122.

123.
124.

125.
126.

Sanoin että kaikki LASKI kelpaa sioille, en sanonut että kaikki LÄSKI
kelpaa niille.
Sanoin että kaikki laski KANNATTAA antaa porsaille, en sanonut että
kaikki laski KUULUU antaa porsaille.
Sanoin että ruostunut PUTKI katkesi, en sanonut että ruostunut PULTTI
katkesi.
Sanoin että ruostunut putki KUORMITTAA laitteistoa, en sanonut että
ruostunut putki KULUTTAA sitä.
Sanoin että valkokaulainen SOTKA pesii lahdella, en sanonut että
valkokaulainen SORSA pesii siellä.
Sanoin että valkokaulainen sotka PELKÄÄ ihmisiä, en sanonut että
valkokaulainen sotka PITÄÄ ihmisistä.

CVCvls.CV.CV
127.
128.

129.
130.

131.
132.

Sanoin että tulehtunut LASKIMO pahensi tautia, en sanonut että tulehtunut
LEUKALUU pahensi sitä.
Sanoin että tulehtunut laskimo POISTETAAN, en sanonut että tulehtunut
laskimo PUHDISTETAAN.
Sanoin että lasinen PUTKILO pirstoutui, en sanonut että lasinen PIDIKE
pirstoutui.
Sanoin että lasinen putkilo POISTETAAN jalustalta, en sanonut että
lasinen putkilo PIDETÄÄN jalustalla.
Sanoin että jylhä SOTKAMO kuuluu Kainuuseen, en sanonut että jylhä
SODANKYLÄ kuuluu Kainuuseen.
Sanoin että jylhä Sotkamo KIEHTOO minua, en sanonut että jylhä
Sotkamo KUMMASTUTTAA minua.
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CVCvls.CV.CVC.CV
133.
134.

135.
136.

137.
138.

Sanoin että tulehtuneesta LASKIMOSTA paikannettiin bakteeri, en
sanonut että tulehtuneesta LUUSTA paikannettiin bakteeri.
Sanoin että tulehtuneesta laskimosta PUUTTUU valkosoluja, en sanonut
että tulehtuneesta laskimosta POISTETAAN valkosoluja.
Sanoin että valkoisesta PUTKILOSTA tipahti liuosta, en sanonut että
valkoisesta PURKISTA tipahti liuosta.
Sanoin että valkoisesta putkilosta TÄYTYY ottaa näyte, en sanonut että
valkoisesta putkilosta TAIDETAAN ottaa näyte.
Sanoin että kotikunnastani SOTKAMOSTA paloi kirkko, en sanonut että
kotikunnastani SAUVOSTA paloi kirkko.
Sanoin että kotikunnastani Sotkamosta PÄÄTETTIIN tehdä kirja, en
sanonut että kotikunnastani Sotkamosta PITI tehdä kirja.

CVCvcd.CV
139.
140.

141.
142.

Sanoin että kengän KANTA katkesi, en sanonut että kengän KÄRKI
katkesi.
Sanoin että kengän kanta KORJATTIIN, en sanonut että kengän kanta
KOROTETTIIN.
Sanoin että kesän TUNTU tulvahti pirttiin, en sanonut että kesän TUOKSU
tulvahti pirttiin.
Sanoin että kesän tuntu TULVI aisteihini, en sanonut että kesän tuntu
TURRUTTI aistini.

CVCvcd.CV.CV
143.
144.

Sanoin että tykin KANTAMA piteni, en sanonut että tykin KUULA piteni.
Sanoin että tykin kantama PITÄÄ selvittää, en sanonut että tykin kantama
PYSTYTÄÄN selvittämään.

145.

Sanoin että tällainen TUNTUMA työryhmällä on, en sanonut että tällainen
TAVOITE työryhmällä on.
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146.

Sanoin että tällainen tuntuma TUTKIJOILLA on, en sanonut että tällainen
tuntuma TODISTAJILLA on.

CVCvcd.CV.CVC.CV
147.
148.

149.
150.

Sanoin että aseen KANTAMASTA keskusteltiin, en sanonut että aseen
KÄYTÖSTÄ keskusteltiin.
Sanoin että aseen kantamasta KUULUU ottaa selvää, en sanonut että aseen
kantamasta KANNATTAA ottaa selvää.
Sanoin että tällaisesta TUNTUMASTA pitää päätellä jotain, en sanonut että
tällaisesta TIEDOSTA pitää päätellä jotain.
Sanoin että tällaisesta tuntumasta PAISTAA epävarmuus, en sanonut että
tällaisesta tuntumasta PUUTTUU epävarmuus.

CVCa.CaV
151.
152.

153.
154.

155.
156.

157.
158.

Sanoin että naapurin KATTI terrorisoi kanojamme, en sanonut että
naapurin KAKARA terrorisoi niitä.
Sanoin että naapurin katti TAPPAA pikkulinnut, en sanonut että naapurin
katti TYKKÄÄ niistä.
Sanoin että kasaamamme KOKKO poltettiin, en sanonut että kasaamamme
KOTA poltettiin.
Sanoin että kasaamamme kokko POLTETAAN, en sanonut että
kasaamamme kokko PURETAAN.
Sanoin että vanha MUMMO kaatui pihalla, en sanonut että vanha MOPO
kaatui pihalla.
Sanoin että vanha mummo KIUKUSTUI pojille, en sanonut että vanha
mummo KIROILI heille.
Sanoin että uusi PAPPI toimitti vihkimisen, en sanonut että uusi PAAVI
toimitti sen.
Sanoin että uusi pappi TERVEHTI diakonissaa, en sanonut että uusi pappi
TUIJOTTI häntä.
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159.
160.

Sanoin että kylän SEPPÄ takoi aseet, en sanonut että kylän SUUTARI
takoi aseet.
Sanoin että kylän seppä TYÖSTI metalleja, en sanonut että kylän seppä
TEKI metalleja.

CVCa.CaV.CV
161.
162.

163.
164.

165.
166.

167.
168.

169.
170.

178

Sanoin että uusi KATTILA poltti ruoan, en sanonut että uusi KOKKI poltti
sen.
Sanoin että uusi kattila PILASI keiton, en sanonut että uusi kattila POLTTI
sen.
Sanoin että merellinen KOKKOLA kiinnostaa turisteja, en sanonut että
merellinen KAUHAJOKI kiinnostaa heitä.
Sanoin että merellinen Kokkola KANNATTAA nähdä, en sanonut että
merellinen Kokkola KAUHISTUTTAA nähdä.
Sanoin että kaverini MUMMOLA poltettiin, en sanonut että kaverini
MOPO poltettiin.
Sanoin että kaverini mummola PERUSKORJATTIIN, en sanonut että
kaverini mummola PINNOITETTIIN.
Sanoin että Padasjoen PAPPILA toimii museona, en sanonut että Padasjoen
PALOASEMA toimii museona.
Sanoin että Padasjoen pappila TUHOUTUI tulipalossa, en sanonut että
Padasjoen pappila TURMELTUI tulipalossa.
Sanoin että keskustan SEPPÄLÄ työllistää nuoria, en sanonut että
keskustan SILMÄASEMA työllistää nuoria.
Sanoin että keskustan Seppälä TARJOAA kesätöitä, en sanonut että
keskustan Seppälä TUPUTTAA kesätöitä.

CVCa.CaV.CVC.CV
171.
172.

173.
174.

175.
176.

177.
178.

179.
180.

Sanoin että ostamastani KATTILASTA putosi pohja, en sanonut että
ostamastani KENGÄSTÄ putosi pohja.
Sanoin että ostamastani kattilasta PALJASTUI tekovika, en sanonut että
ostamastani kattilasta PUUTTUI tekovika.
Sanoin että kauniista KOKKOLASTA tuli suosittu matkakohde, en sanonut
että kauniista KOUKKULASTA tuli suosittu matkakohde.
Sanoin että kauniista Kokkolasta TIEDOTETTIIN matkailijoille, en
sanonut että kauniista Kokkolasta TARINOITIIN matkailijoille.
Sanoin että kaverini MUMMOLASTA tehdään leirikeskus, en sanonut että
kaverini MÖKISTÄ tehdään leirikeskus.
Sanoin että kaverini mummolasta TIPPUI kattopelti, en sanonut että
kaverini mummolasta TURMELTIIN kattopelti.
Sanoin että korjatusta PAPPILASTA tuli hieno, en sanonut että korjatusta
PUUTALOSTA tuli hieno.
Sanoin että korjatusta pappilasta TOIVOTAAN matkailuvalttia, en sanonut
että korjatusta pappilasta TEHDÄÄN matkailuvalttia.
Sanoin että keskustan SEPPÄLÄSTÄ pihistettiin takkeja, en sanonut että
keskustan SOKOKSESTA pihistettiin takkeja.
Sanoin että keskustan Seppälästä POISTETTIIN hameita, en sanonut että
keskustan Seppälästä PUUTTUI hameita.
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Appendix B
All target CV.CV words and their carrier sentences used in the additional
recordings in Turku.
The target words:
lama
lana
lelu
Lemi
lemu
lima
limu
loma
lumi
lumo
lyly
Mali
mana
Manu
mela
melu
meno
minä
moni
mono
muna
möly
nami
namu
nenu
nenä
nila
nimi
nolo
nämä
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The carrier sentences (in which the target word was contrastively accented):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

Sanoin että uhkaava LAMA pelotti, en sanonut että uhkaava LIIKE pelotti
Sanoin että painava LANA tiivistää maan, en sanonut että painava LEKA
tiivistää maan
Sanoin että kiva LELU piristää, en sanonut että kiva LEIKKI piristää
Sanoin että kotikuntani LEMI kuuluu Etelä-Karjalaan, en sanonut että
kotikuntani LIMINKA kuuluu Etelä-Karjalaan
Sanoin että kauhea LEMU puistatti, en sanonut että kauhea LYÖNTI
puistatti
Sanoin että ikävä LIMA kiusaa minua, en sanonut että ikävä LIIMA kiusaa
minua
Sanoin että minusta LIMU kelpaa ruokajuomaksi, en sanonut että minusta
LIEMI kelpaa ruokajuomaksi
Sanoin että mukava LOMA päättyi, en sanonut että mukava LOIKOILU
päättyi
Sanoin että keväällä LUMI katosi, en sanonut että keväällä LOSKA katosi
Sanoin että tunturissa LUMO täytti mieleni, en sanonut että tunturissa
LOHDUTTOMUUS täytti mieleni
Sanoin että suksista LYLY käy liukumiseen, en sanonut että suksista
KALHU käy liukumiseen
Sanoin että valtioista MALI köyhtyy, en sanonut että valtioista KONGO
köyhtyy
Sanoin että keskiajalla MANA tarkoitti kirousta, en sanonut että keskiajalla
MAGIA tarkoitti kirousta
Sanoin että setäni MANU tulee, en sanonut että setäni MASA tulee
Sanoin että veneemme MELA putosi, en sanonut että veneemme
MOOTTORI putosi
Sanoin että häiritsevä MELU taukosi, en sanonut että häiritsevä MUMINA
taukosi
Sanoin että yllättävä MENO keskeytti lomani, en sanonut että yllättävä
MOKA keskeytti lomani
Sanoin että kohta MINÄ kokeilen, en sanonut että kohta SINÄ kokeilet
Sanoin että aika MONI tupakoi, en sanonut että aika HARVA tupakoi
Sanoin että uusi MONO puristaa, en sanonut että uusi PIPO puristaa
Sanoin että paistamani MUNA tippui lattialle, en sanonut että paistamani
MAKKARA tippui lattialle
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22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

182

Sanoin että hirveä MÖLY kävi hermoilleni, en sanonut että hirveä
MÄSSÄILY kävi hermoilleni
Sanoin että jouluna NAMI kuuluu asiaan, en sanonut että jouluna NISU
kuuluu asiaan
Sanoin että makea NAMU pilaa hampaat, en sanonut että makea MÖNJÄ
pilaa hampaat
Sanoin että kissani NENU kutiaa, en sanonut että kissani NISKA kutiaa
Sanoin että veljeni NENÄ paleltui, en sanonut että veljeni NAPA paleltui
Sanoin että havupuussa NILA kuljettaa ravinteita, en sanonut että
havupuussa NAAVA kuljettaa ravinteita.
Sanoin että hyvä NIMI puuttuu, en sanonut että hyvä AJATUS puuttuu
Sanoin että joku NOLO pakeni, en sanonut että joku NOKKELA pakeni
Sanoin että kaikki NÄMÄ poistetaan, en sanonut että kaikki NUO
poistetaan

Appendix C
Examples of spectrograms and F0 curves extracted from the Praat displays. The
settings are not necessarily those that were used in making the measurements. The
figures show the final syllable of the word preceding the target word kumi, the
target word itself, and the first syllable of the word following the target word. In
the figures showing contrastively accented target words, the cursor has been
placed at the F0 peak. In several of the figures, microprosodic effects on F0 are
observable at the beginning and end of /m/.

An Oulu speaker, the target word kumi is contrastively accented; what is visible is
part of the three-word excerpt (au)ton KUMI puh(kesi) of the carrier sentence.
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A Turku speaker, the target word kumi is contrastively accented; what is visible is
part of the three-word excerpt (au)ton KUMI puh(kesi) of the carrier sentence.
Because of creaky voice, there is no F0 curve during the syllable puh.
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A Tampere speaker, the target word kumi is contrastively accented; what is visible
is part of the three-word excerpt (au)ton KUMI puh(kesi) of the carrier sentence.
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An Oulu speaker, the target word kumi is unaccented; what is visible is part of the
three-word excerpt (au)ton kumi PA(MAHTI) of the carrier sentence (in which
the word pamahti was contrastively accented).
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